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Abstract 

The study at hand explores the phonological phenomena peculiar to the Algerian dialect that is 

spoken in Mostaganem and is known as MostaganeMARabic (MAR). Such phonological 

phenomena or else processes comprehend assimilation, metathesis, epenthesis, deletion and major 

class change. Given that these processes represent a fertile area for phonological analysis and 

theorizing, the present study aims at demonstrating that optimality theory (OT), an approach within 

the generative phonology tradition, provides an exhaustive and explanatory account of MAR’s 

phonological processes. Furthermore, the present study aims at comparing between OT account of 

MAR’s phonological processes and the account provided by its rule-based predecessor for the same 

set of processes. In order to materialize the aforementioned set of aims, a qualitative method has 

been adopted in the present study as a hundred native speakers of MAR pertaining to different 

gender, age and educational groups have been recorded. Recording sessions took place in various 

occasions and settings, including taxi, supermarket, beach, family gatherings, restaurant, 

neighbours’ chat, hairdresser’s chat. The speeches of the hundred participants were subjected to 

transcription in order to facilitate the identification of MAR’s phonological processes. After the 

stage of process identification was completed, analysis and account of these processes followed, 

first from a rule-based perspective, then within an OT framework. Each account relied on different 

mechanics and principles of phonological description and representation. Effectively, the rule-

based account was hinged on phonological rules and the dynamics of their notations and distinctive 

features. OT account, on the other hand, was grounded in the interaction and hierarchy of 

markedness and faithfulness constraints. OT account of MAR’s processes proved to be more 

satisfactory and explanatory than the account provided by its rule-based counterpart as OT, unlike 

the rule-based approach, succeeded in explaining why a certain process occurs, but also why that 

specific process and not another takes place in a given case. Nevertheless, the relation between OT 

and its rule-based predecessor remains of a complementary nature since OT is meant to fill the 

pitfalls of the rule-based approach. 

Keywords: Phonological processes, MAR, optimality theory, rule-based phonology, 

markedness constraints, faithfulness constraints, phonological rules.   
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General Introduction 

  It is a common axiom among linguists and specialists in the field of language study that the 

realm of sounds involves a division of labour between two branches of linguistics, viz phonetics 

and phonology. Such a division of labour is traceable to the bilateral nature of human speech sounds 

which possess both a physical and abstract angle. The physical aspect of sounds is the concern of 

the branch of phonetics which attempts to establish the elements that are relevant to the articulation, 

transmission and perception of human speech sounds (Ladefoged and Johnson, 2005). Effectively, 

phonetics emphasizes those aspects of sounds that can be concretely observed by the linguist 

whether at the level of articulators, the sound waves or the human ear (Cruttenden, 2001). In 

retrospect, phonology is concerned with the other aspect of speech sounds, namely their abstract 

aspect. Indeed, phonology involves the study of the systems and patterns that underlie sounds 

make-up in a particular language (Hyman, 1979). Thus, phonology deals with the theoretical angle 

of speech sounds as it emphasizes the abstract sound or else the idea of a sound which is commonly 

referred to as the phoneme (Spencer, 1996). Phonemes are then sound abstractions that materialize 

in different forms depending on the system of sounds in a particular language, but also on the 

phonetic environment in which they occur. Such system may engender a variety of phenomena or 

else processes which are coined phonological processes.   

  Any language displays a set of sound phenomena that involve a change in the sounds’ 

articulatory features, the insertion of certain sounds or their deletion among other sound 

phenomena. Such phenomena are commonly referred to as phonological processes or phonological 

alternations (Flynn, 2012). It is a tradition among phonologists to distinguish between two sorts of 

phonological processes across all languages of the world. Effectively, we may recognize a block 

of phonological processes that involve changing the articulatory feature(s) of a sound so that it 
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becomes similar to an adjacent sound (McCarthy, 2003). Such sort of phonological processes is 

dubbed assimilatory processes or assimilation. As to the other sort of phonological processes, it 

includes inserting, deleting sounds, interchanging sound order or major class affiliation. This type 

of processes is attributed the label non-assimilatory processes which is a label that englobes all 

processes that do not involve a feature change for agreement with a neighbouring sound (Schane, 

1973). We shall look into assimilatory processes in more details in the subsequent section.  

  Assimilatory processes occur when a sound changes its articulatory featutre(s) in order to 

become similar to another sound in its vicinity (McCarthy, 2003). Assimilation often occurs in one 

of two directions, namely a progressive or regressive. Progressive assimilation takes place when a 

sound assimilates to a preceding sound. Instances of progressive assimilation include changing the 

/z/ in /kt-z/ so that it agrees with the preceding /t/ in terms of voicing, thus resulting in [kts]. As 

to regressive assimilation, it occurs when a sound assimilates to a following sound. Examples of 

regressive assimilation comprehend the case of /in which the /n/ changes to // in order 

to be similar to the following // in terms of place.  

  In addition to the directions of assimilation, assimilatory processes can be classified to a 

number of categories. Four categories of assimilation may be distinguished, depending on the 

major class affiliation of the target sound and the conditioning one. Thus, consonants may 

assimilate to vowels, vowels may assimilate to consonants, consonants may assimilate to other 

consonants and vowels may assimilate to other vowels. The subsequent sections introduce each 

category of assimilatory processes in details.  

  Vowel to consonant assimilation occurs when a vowel acquires a consonant feature in 

preparation for the articulation of a following consonant or in preservation of a preceding 
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consonant’s articulatory feature. Two types of vowel to consonant assimilation can be 

distinguished, namely nasalization and shortening (Sloat, 1978). We shall describe each type in 

what follows: 

  Nasalization occurs to a vowel when it is followed by a nasal consonant (Flynn, 1012). The 

vowel in this case acquires the secondary feature [nasal] in preparation for the following nasal 

articulation. Such a process is obtained by lowering the velum in order to block the oral cavity, and 

thus air escapes from the nasal cavities. The result is a nasalized vowel and instances of such a 

process include the assimilation of vowels like // to /n/ in American English words such as 

/hnd/, /pen/ which are respectively realized as [hnd], [pen] (Sloat, 1978, p. 113).  

  Shortening is another type of vowel to consonant assimilation which involves the reduction 

in the length or quantity of a long vowel or diphthong. Such reduction occurs when the consonant 

following the vowel is voiceless. Indeed, shortening results in the reduction of time duration for 

vocal cords vibration in anticipation for the following voiceless consonant (Spencer, 1996). 

Instances of shortening are exhibited in languages like English in which a long vowel such as /i:/ 

in /bi:t/ ‘beat’ is shortened because of the following voiceless /t/ (Spencer, 1996, p.67).  

  Consonant to vowel assimilation, on the other hand, involves the reverse case if compared 

to the previous class of assimilation, viz vowel to consonant assimilation. As the label of this 

category of assimilation indicates, consonant to vowel assimilation includes the acquisition of a 

secondary articulatory feature by a consonant in anticipation for the articulation of the following 

vowel. Two types of consonant to vowel assimilation can be distinguished, namely palatalization 

and labialization (Katamba, 1993). 
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  Palatalization occurs when non-palatal consonants such as /k,g/ in English acquire a palatal 

articulation or else the back of the tongue is sent forward in the production of such consonants. 

Palatalization is often observed when consonants like /k,g/ precede a front vowel. As a result /k,g/ 

acquire a front or palatal-like articulation (Katamba, 1989).  Instances of palatalization are found 

in English in words like key /ki:/ , give /giv/, get /get/ which are realized as [kji:], [gjIv], [gjet]. In 

these instances the front vowels /I, i:, e/ bring about the palatalization or fronting of /k, g/ (Katamba, 

1993, p. 86).  

  Palatalization also occurs when a non-palatal consonant is followed by the palatal glide /j/ 

in casual and fast speech in English. Such a case of assimilation affects the alveolar fricatives /s/ 

and /z/ which are realized as the alveo-palatal fricatives /, / in case the palatal glide follows them 

(McCarthy, 2003). Instances of this case of palatalization are included in words like /mis ju:/ ‘miss 

you’, /lvz ju:/ ‘loves you’ which are realized as [mi ju:], [lv ju:]. This case of palatalization 

also occurs when the alveo-palatal // follows /s, z/ at word boundaries. Examples include ‘his 

shoes’ /hIz u:z/, ‘nice shirt’ /naIs :t/ which are respectively realzed as [hIu:z] and [naI:t] 

(katamba, 1993, p.86).  

  Labialization is another type of consonant to vowel assimilation which occurs when a 

consonant is followed by a rounded vowel such as /u:/, //, /:/, //. As a result, the consonant is 

produced with rounded lips in preparation for the following rounded articulation. Labialization is 

observed in English in instances such as /pu:l/ ‘pool’, /tu:l/ ‘tool’, /u:/ ‘shoe’, /lk/ ‘look’, /gt/ 

‘got’ which are respectively realized as [pwu:l], [twu:l], [wu:], [lwk], [gwt] (Katamba, 1993, p.87).  

  Consonant to consonant assimilation involves the change of a consonant’s articulatory 

feature(s) so that it agrees with another consonant in its vicinity (McCarthy, 2003). Three types of 
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consonant to consonant assimilation may be described, depending on the articulatory feature that 

is changed. Such types include voice assimilation, place assimilation and manner assimilation. A 

fourth type of consonant to consonant assimilation may also be distinguished, namely total 

assimilation which involves a change in voicing and manner specifications, place being similar for 

both consonants.  

  Voice assimilation takes place when a consonant changes its voicing feature so that it agrees 

with a preceding or following consonant. Instances of voice assimilation may be observed in 

English at word boundaries in cases where words having two obstruents with unpaired voicing 

specification occur adjacently. The examples ‘five past’ /faIv pa:st/, ‘love to’ /lv t/, ‘has to’ /hz 

t/, ‘loathe to’ /l t/ in which the obstruents /v, p/, /v, t/, /z, t/, /v, t/ and /, t/, which are different 

in terms of their voicing specification and occur abuttingly, involve a change in the voicing 

specification of the voiced obstruents so that they agree with the following voiceless obstruents. 

The outcomes of such assimilation include [faIf pa:st], [lf t], [hs t], [l t] (Spencer, 1996, 

p. 46).  

  Another type of consonant to consonant assimilation is place assimilation which involves 

a change in the place feature of a consonant so that it agrees with an adjacent consonant. Such a 

type of assimilation is often observed for the nasal alveolar /n/ which changes its place in case a 

non-alveolar consonant follows it. The label nasal homorganic assimilation is attributed to this case 

of place assimilation which is manifested in English in instances like ‘implausible’ /In-plzibl/, 

‘ingratitude’ /In-grtItju:d/ which are respectively realized as [Implzibl], [IgrtItju:d] 

(katamba, 1993, p.90). The nasal /n/ changes to the bilabial /m/ in order to agree with the following 

/p/ in implausible and to // to agree with the following /g/ in ingratitude.   
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  Place assimilation is also observed in some dialects of the Arabic language including 

Classical Arabic (CA). Indeed, in CA /n/ changes its place feature from alveolar nasal to a bilabial 

nasal when the bilabial /b/ follows it in words such as /anba:/ ‘news’, /sami:un basi:r/ ‘hears 

and sees everything’, yielding [amba:], [sami:um basi:r] (Alfozan, 1989, p.104).  

Manner assimilation takes place when a consonant changes its manner feature so as to be 

similar to another consonant in its vicinity. Instances of manner assimilation include the 

assimilation of /n/ of the prefix ‘in-’ in English when the following consonant is a liquid like /l, r/. 

In such a case, voicing and place being similar, /n/ changes its manner from nasal to liquid in order 

to agree with the following /l, r/ . Words illustrating such a process include /In-lIgl/’illegal’ 

[IllIgl], /In-rnl/ ‘irrational’ [Irrnl] (Katamba, 1993, p91).  

 In case all features are assimilated so that a consonant becomes identical to the 

neighbouring one, assimilation is total. Total assimilation is observed in languages such as Modern 

Standard Arabic (MSA). In MSA, /l/ of the definite article /al/ ‘the’ changes its voicing and 

manner features in order to totally agree with the initial consonant of the word that /al/ defines. 

Instances of MSA total assimilation include /al ams/ ‘the sun’ which is realized as [aams]. 

Hence, /l/ changes its voicing and manner in this case from voiced to voiceless and from lateral to 

fricative in order to totally agree with the following // (Masacro, 2007, p. 724).  

  Another class of assimilation includes vowel to vowel assimilation or vowel harmony 

which is a long-distance assimilation as it occurs between vowels across an intervening consonant. 

Unlike the aforementioned types of assimilatory processes, this type is not a local assimilation. 

Vowel harmony is observed in different languages including Spanish and Californian Indian 

languages (McCarthy, 2003, p.321). Other languages such as Turkish also display vowel harmony 
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when the possessive suffix ‘-im’is added to words that include a back vowel such as /goz-im/ ‘my 

eye’, /gul-im/ ‘my rose’, /kol-im/ ‘my arm’, /gonul-im/ ‘my heart’. As a result, the front vowel of 

the suffix ‘-im’ is changed to the back vowel /u/ in order to agree with the roots’ back vowels, 

namely /o, u/. The resulting outcomes are [gozum], [gulum], [kolum], [gonulum] (Schane, 1973, 

p. 52).  

  After having described and introduced assimilatory processes, it is now worth turning to 

non-assimilatory processes. Non-assimilatory processes involve metathesis, epenthesis, deletion 

and major class change among other processes, but for the present study only the four mentioned 

types are of relevance and concern.  

  Non-assimilatory processes, on the other hand, include Metathesis, epenthesis, deletion 

and major class change. Metathesis involves the inversion in the order of sounds for phonological 

purposes. Instances of metathesis go back to historical change in English as Modern English order 

of sounds such as /rd/, /or/ used to be inverted in Old English. Hence, Words such as frost, horse 

and bird used to be realized as forst, hrose, brid in Old English (Spencer, 1996, p.68).  

  Catalan also displays a case of metathesis when the present forms, called actual in Catalan, 

are derived from future forms, called non-actual in Catalan. Such derivation results in the inversion 

of the order of a consonant and the vowel that follows it such as /tkut/ ‘shoot’ [tukt], /xtit/ 

‘scratch’ [xit] (Sloat, 1978, p.119).  

  Epenthesis is another non-assimilatory process, also dubbed insertion, which involves the 

insertion of a sound, either consonant or vowel, for some phonological purposes. Epenthesis may 

be observed in different languages including Walsier German, a dialect of German, in which the 
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vowel /a/ is inserted at the beginning of words that start with /r/ as in /rad/ ‘wheel’, yielding [arad] 

(Hall, 2011, p.957). 

  English also exhibits a case of consonant assimilation in post-lexical position. Indeed, the 

consonant /r/ is inserted in English when two vowels occur in a sequence post-lexically as in /l: 

Iz/ ‘law is’which is realized as [l:r Iz] (Uffman, 2007, p.465). /r/ epenthesis occurs in this case in 

order to break the vowel sequence /: I/.  

  Deletion or syncope is the omition of a sound, consonant or vowel, for some phonological 

aim. Deletion occurs in different languages, comprehending Catalan and Sranan, an English creole. 

In Sranan, a consonant is deleted when it occurs in a tri-consonantal cluster such as /stranga/ 

‘strong’ in which the consonant /s/ is deleted, yielding [tranga] to avoid the tri-consonantal cluster 

/str/ (Alber and Plag, 1999, p.16). Catalan also includes a case of consonant deletion, namely /t/ 

which is deleted at the end of Catalan words such as /klar/ ‘clear’ which is realized as [kla] 

(Kikuchi, 2004, p.2).  

  Such non-assimilatory process takes place when a sound changes its major class 

membership from vowel to consonant or vice versa. Major class change is observed in languages 

such as French and Spanish. In French, an unstressed vowel is turned to a glide when another 

stressed vowel follows it as /tu/ ‘you kill’[twe] ‘to kill’ (Schane, 1973, p.56). As to Spanish, 

the vowel /i/ is changed to the glide / j/ when the possessive /mi/ ‘my’ is added to a word that starts 

with a vowel such as /mi ultima/ ‘my last’ which is realized as [mjultima] (Nevins and Chitoran, 

2008, p.1987).  

  The afore described phonological processes seem to occur for a variety of phonological 

purposes. Given that the role of phonological theory is to explain and provide a formal description 
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of such sound phenomena, the present work will attempt to expose one such theoretical attempt to 

describe and explain phonological processes. Such a theory is the theory of generative phonology 

as introduced by Noam Chomsky in the 1950’s. The approach of generative phonology which is 

applied in the study at hand is optimality theory (henceforth OT). However, for comparison’s sake 

a rule-based approach is provided in parallel. The data of the study are taken from a dialect of 

Algerian Arabic known as MostaganeMARabic (MAR). Such a dialect has rarely been approached 

from a generative phonology perspective, let alone an optimality theory perspective.    

  As previously indicated phonological processes can be observed in any language 

regardless of its historical roots or phonological make-up. Hence, assimilatory processes may be 

displayed in languages as different and unrelated as Turkish is from English, while non-

assimilatory processes are to be found in such different languages as Catalan is from German. This 

implies that there must be some common general principles that affect the sound patterns of 

languages and determining these general principles will reveal a lot regarding the recurrence of 

phonological processes across the languages of the world. Generative phonology is the 

phonological theory that aims at identifying such general sound principles and providing the 

analytical tools to describe and explain the phonological processes that result from such general 

principles in any language.  This leads one to wonder if generative phonology may provide 

analytical tools or else approaches that could account for phonological processes in the Algerian 

dialect spoken in Mostaganem and known as MostaganeMARabic (henceforth MAR). Thus, the 

following set of questions are set for the study at hand: 

1. Is generative phonology a suitable theory for tackling MAR’s phonological processes? 

2. Does rule-based phonology succed in accounting for phonological Processes of MAR? 
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3. Does OT succeed in accounting for MAR’s phonological processes?  

4. Which of rule-based and OT accounts is more plausible and reliable than the other? 

The above research questions lead to the formulation of the subsequent hypotheses: 

1. Generative phonology includes the necessary theoretical and analytical elements that help tackle 

MAR’s phonological processes.  

2. Rule-based phonology succeeds in accounting for some not all processes of MAR. 

3. OT succeeds in accounting for all phonological processes of MAR.  

4. OT stands in a complementary relation with its rule-based predecessor so that OT is there to fill 

the pitfalls of rule-based analysis. 

  The present study aims at highlighting the phonological disclosures that may result from 

a generative phonology outlook of MAR’s phonological processes. Indeed, the study at hand 

attempts to demonstrate that the theory of generative phonology purveys approaches that can 

account for MAR’s phonological processes. However, since more than one approach is attributed 

to the generative phonology tradition, the aim of this study is to explore the account of two of the 

most influential approaches of generative phonology, viz rule-based phonology and OT. 

Eventually, the present study aims at demonstrating that an OT account of MAR’s phonological 

processes is more explanatory and exhaustive than a rule-based account so that OT account would 

apply where rule-based phonology fails.  

  Even though the phenomenon of phonological processes is as old as the beginnings of 

phonological theory, the phonological processes of some dialects of Arabic are still full of mystery 

to phonological theorizing. Algerian Arabic and more exactly its Mostaganem spoken variety 
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(MAR) is one such dialect, for except few studies, no study has attempted a phonological approach 

of MAR’s phonological processes. Besides, few studies have attempted to account for MAR’s 

phonological processes using OT’s machinery and theorizing. Thus, the significance of the present 

study lies in its application of OT in accounting for MAR’s phonological processes and also in its 

attempt to demonstrate that such an account is more reliable and complements a rule-based account.  

  The present study comprehends five chapters each one of which representing a crucial 

step in the elaboration and validation of the aforementioned hypotheses and rationale. Thus, a 

theoretical background, a description of methodology as well as an analytical discussion constitute 

the study at hand.  

  The first chapter which is entitled ‘Rule-based Phonology and SPE’ introduces the 

approach of rule-based phonology as set in Chomsky’s and Halle’s (1968) referential book ‘Sound 

Pattern of English (SPE)’. Hence, chapter one presents the machinery and basic components of 

rule-based phonology, thus providing the necessary insight into this approach in order to assure an 

understanding of its application in the analytical part of the work. As a result, chapter one provides 

a description of the theory of generative phonology as it is the theory from which rule-based 

phonology emerged. Then, chapter one presents the mechanics of rule-based phonology by 

introducing the element of phonological rules by describing their notational nature. The element of 

distinctive features is then introduced in chapter one as a crucial constituent of phonological rules. 

Then, a review of previous works which applied rule-based phonology in order to account for 

phonological processes in various languages is provided in chapter one. Finally, a number of 

analytical problems within the rule-based approach are highlighted, thus preparing the ground for 

OT.     
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  The second chapter which is entitled ‘Optimality Theory’ provides a theoretical 

background relating to the approach of optimality theory. Thus, chapter two describes the 

machinery of OT, by introducing its major constituents and principles of analysis. Chapter two 

then reviews previous literature in which OT has been applied to account for a variety of 

phonological processes in different languages. Such a review proceeds in a thematic manner, 

describing OT account of non-assimilatory processes in different languages, then of assimilatory 

processes are tackled next.  

  The third chapter which is entitled ‘Scope and Methodology’ provides a description of the 

scope of the study as well as the methodology adopted in order to collect and analyze data. Hence, 

chapter three provides insight into the locale of the study in which MAR is spoken, namely 

Mostaganem. Then, chapter three describes the population of the study and the sample that has 

been selected for the present study. The methodology used for data collection and analysis is then 

presented. Finally, a classification of the phonological processes that have been identified for MAR 

is provided.  

  The fourth chapter which is entitled ‘Rule-based Account of Phonological Processes in 

MAR’ discusses and analyzes the findings of the study applying the rule-based approach. Thus, 

chapter four describes each type of MAR’s phonological processes using the notational system of 

rule-based phonology. Then, a discussion and analysis is provided for each rule-based account.  

  The fifth chapter which is entitled ‘OT-based Account of Phonological processes in MAR’ 

provides an OT account of phonological processes in MAR. Hence, each type of MAR’s 

phonological processes is described and explained using OT’s machinery so that a constraint-based 

analysis is set for each process type. Then, a formal tableau-based representation is provided for 
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each phonological process. Finally, each tableau-based presentation is followed by an 

interpretation.  

  The study is closed by a conclusion that sums up and compares the accounts that each of 

rule-based phonology and OT provided. Then, it pinpoints the limitations of the study and 

provides some suggestions and recommendations for future research relating to the present 

study’s topic.
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1.1. Generative Phonology  

One of the most influential theories in the field of phonology is Generative phonology 

which is a constituent of a linguistic theory that is known as generative linguistics or grammar. It 

was set forth by the linguist Noam Chomsky around the 1950’s and marked a shift in linguistic 

concerns from a modular description of language to a focus on the native speakers’ knowledge 

about their mother tongue. Indeed, Chomsky (1966) pointed out the difference between what “the 

speaker of a language knows implicitly” and what “he does” (p.9). He coined the first element 

competence, and labeled the second performance. Additionally, Katamba (1993) defines 

competence and performance as “competence is a person’s implicit knowledge of the rules of a 

language that makes the production and understanding of an indefinitely large number of new 

utterances possible, while performance is the actual use of language in real situations” (p.8). Hence, 

linguistic competence is the tacit knowledge that enables native speakers of a language to produce 

and understand an infinite number of sentences in their mother tongue. Furthermore, linguistic 

competence is the element that allows the native speakers of a language to understand sentences 

that they have not heard before.  Performance, on the other hand, is the actualization of the 

knowledge that native speakers possess regarding their mother tongue.  

According to Chomsky (1966, p.10), linguistic investigation should emphasize linguistic 

competence rather than performance. In other terms, linguistic study in generative linguistics 

should be concerned with investigating the nature and constituents of linguistic competence. 

Indeed, generative linguistics attempts to determine the different rules, mechanisms, and principles 

that make up linguistic competence. Such rules and principles include the syntactic, semantic and 

the phonological rules. Syntactic rules provide a description of a sentence (SD’s) by deriving its 

deep structure which is the underlying form of a sentence and its surface structure which is the 
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apparent form of a sentence. Semantic rules provide a semantic or meaning interpretation of a 

sentence. Phonological rules provide a phonetic interpretation of the sentence. As indicated by 

Chomsky (1966, p. 16)  

A grammar must, then, consist of three components: a syntactic component which 

generates SD’s each of which consists of surface structure and deep structure; a 

semantic component which assigns a semantic interpretation to a deep structure; a 

phonological component, which assigns a phonetic interpretation to a surface 

structure. Thus the grammar as a whole will associate phonetic representations and 

semantic interpretations, as required, this association being mediated by the 

syntactic component that generates deep and surface structures and elements of 

SD’s. 

As indicated above, phonological rules are concerned with the phonological aspect of linguistic 

competence or the rules and mechanisms that underlie phonological phenomena. Such aspect of 

linguistic competence is the province of generative phonology. This theory has its roots in the 

Sound Pattern of English (SPE) which was put forward by Chomsky and Halle in 1968 at the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Clark, Yallop and Fletcher 2007, p. 209). Generative 

phonology is acclaimed for the formalism that it brought to phonological analysis. As indicated in 

Clark et al  (2007, p. 129): 

The Sound Pattern of English (SPE) (1968) begins with a theoretical foundation, 

arguing that a grammar is a system of rules that relate sound and meaning. There 

are several components of such a grammar including a phonological component 

which relates grammatical structures (i.e. grammatically organized strings of 

morphemes) to their phonetic representations. The heart of SPE deals with how such 

a component of English grammar can be formally expressed.  

As it was formerly alluded to phonologists within the generative tradition were interested 

in the innate knowledge that native speakers of a given languages possess regarding sound 
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behaviour and phenomena. Indeed, their ultimate aim was to develop certain theoretical machinery 

that would formally represent or render explicit that kind of knowledge. Such an aim was achieved 

through the elaboration of a number of phonological approaches within the generative theory. Rule-

based phonology or linear phonology was amongst the first approaches that were developed in 

order to represent phonological knowledge. Furthermore, such an approach was the first to ever 

attempt to account for phonological processes via its formal representation of phonological 

knowledge or what Chomsky (1950) referred to as competence.  The subsequent sections provide 

an overview about the rule-based approach and reviews some of the studies in which this approach 

was applied to account for phonological processes.  

1.2. Rule-based Phonology 

Amongst the first approaches within the generative tradition to ever attempt to account for 

phonological processes was known as rule-based phonology or linear phonology. Rule- based 

phonology or linear phonology is an approach that developed from the generative theory of 

phonology and drew its major tenets from Chomsky’s and Halle’s Sound Pattern of English SPE 

(1968). Central to the rule-based approach is the notion of ‘rule’. A rule is a formal and economical 

representation of the knowledge that native speakers have concerning the sound pattern of their 

mother tongue. As stated by Kenstowicz (1979, p.4) “…the plausibility of a rule is reflected in the 

relative simplicity of its statement. Concern for simplicity and formal statement became a 

cornerstone of the generative approach”. Thus, rule-base phonology utilized rules as the 

mechanism that would describe and explain phonological processes. Chomsky (1965, p.16) views 

a phonological rule as a notation that provides the phonetic representation for an utterance. In other 

terms, phonological rules are the machinery that the phonological component of the grammar uses 

to derive the phonetic representation of the surface structure of an utterance that is generated by 
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the syntactic component of the grammar. Phonological rules, then, consist of symbols which 

represent segments and their environment. More precisely, a rule encompasses a form before it 

undergoes a phonological process, the form that results from the phonological process and the 

environment that conditions that process. The existence of two forms, namely one which precedes 

the application of the phonological process and another that results from it, implies the existence 

of two levels of representation in phonological rules. The first level is the underlying representation 

or input which is the form that precedes the application of the phonological process. The second 

level of representation is called the surface representation or the output and refers to the form that 

results from a phonological process. To recapitulate, phonological rules include the underlying 

representation or input, the surface representation or output and the environment that conditions 

the phonological process.  

An instance of a rue-based account of a phonological process can be observed in 

Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1979, p.34) which includes an instance of vowel lengthening in 

English. The rule that accounts for this process is formulated as follows: 

(1) vowellong_____cons  

voiced 

Rule (1) implies that a vowel is lengthened when it is followed by a voiced consonant in 

English. In this rule, vowel represents the underlying representation, long represents the surface 

representation, the arrow () stands for the mapping or change from input to output, while the 

slash () and what follows it represent the conditioning environment.  

1.2.1. Distinctive Features Theory 

As they set forth their SPE, Chomsky and Halle (1968) aimed at developing a system of 

notation that would capture the generality of phonological processes. Thus, instead of including a 
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single case of phonological processes, a rule should be formulated in such a manner that would 

represent all similar cases to which that phonological process may apply. In order to achieve that 

aim, sounds were cut into their constituent distinctive features, and rules include, henceforth, 

bundles of distinctive features rather than blocks of individual sounds (Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 

1979, p.34).  

The concept of distinctive features was launched within Prague School phonology which 

regarded distinctive features as the means that highlights phonological contrast. Indded, distinctive 

features were the kernel of phonological theory and analysis during that period. Being regarded as 

the pionneers of Prague School phonology, Trubetzkoy (1939) and Jakobson, Fant and Halle et al 

(1952) were the first scholars to introduce the concept of distinctive features. As they are defined 

in Katamba (1989), distinctive features refer to a set of phonological characteristics that constitute 

a sound or a phoneme, and have as funtion that of distinguishing it from other sounds or phonemes. 

Indeed, such features tend to indicate the phonological contrast that exists between phonemes of 

the type /p/ and /b/. Such phonolgical contrast is at the roots of the semantic difference in word 

pairs or minimal pairs like /pa:k/ ‘park’ and /ba:k/ ‘bark’ which contrast only in one sound (p/b). 

According to Jakobson and his co-workers (1951), any sound can be broken down to a set of 

features that are based on phonetic correlates (mainly acoustic ones) and each feature is 

accompanied with a matrix or a value (+) or (-) which respectively indicate the presence or absence 

of that feature in a given sound (Katamba, 1989, p.42). Hence, all the distinctive features that were 

set forth by Jakobsonian theory were of a binary nature which implies that they had two values, 

namely a (+) or a (-) value. 

 In order to illustrate the distinctive function of distinctive features, one may make use of 

the feature [voiced] which refers to the vibrating state of the vocal cords. This feature distinguishes, 
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and thus contrasts between sounds like /p/, /b/. Indeed, /p/ is voiceless as it involves no vibration 

of the vocal cords, thus it is [-voiced] while /b/ is voiced or it involves a vibration of the vocal 

cords, thus it is [+voiced].  

In spite of the development that the Jakobsonian theory of distinctive features brought about 

in phonological analysis, it nevertheless possessed some pitfalls. Indeed, as indicated by Katamba 

(1989, p.42) the type of distinctive features that was introduced by Jakobson (1951) did not cover 

all the types of phonological contrasts that could be found in a given language. Some features such 

as [grave] which implied that “most of the acoustic energy used in its (the sound’s) production is 

concentrated in the lower part of the spectrum” (Katamba 1989, p.42) treated sounds like the 

bilabial /p/ and the velar /k/ as the same while those sounds contrast in words like /p/ ‘pore’, /k/ 

‘core’. Hence, an opposition is missed by the Jakobsonian theory of distinctive features. In other 

terms, the features that Jakobson and his collaboraters introduced were not enough to demonstrate 

all the phonological oppositions that a language may exhibit.  

Soon after launching their SPE in 1968, Chomsky and Halle realized the crucialty of having 

recourse to distinctive features. SPE’s distinctive features were mainly regarded as the most 

appropriate element that would render rule-based account of phonological processes economical 

and general. Indeed, in addition to their distinctive function, distinctive features also serve to group 

sounds into natural classes which are the target of a phonological process. If stated differently, 

phonological processes apply to sounds that share one or more distinctive features. Those sounds 

form what is known as a natural class which will be elucidated later in this chapter, but first it is 

pre-requisite to see the different types of distinctive features that were introduced by Chomsky and 

Halle (1968) and and how their distinctive features theory differed from the Jakobsonian one. In 

SPE, distinctive features were still regarded as binary in value  (+or -), yet unlike the Jakobosonian 
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features, SPE features had mainly articulatory correlates rather than just acoustic ones (Katamba 

1989, p.42).    

Chomsky and Halle (1968) sorted distinctive features into a number of categories. Each 

category yielded a specific distinction and classification of phonemes. The first category that they 

provided is the one between consonants, vowels and glides. The features that were comprised in 

such a category were dubbed major class features as they yield three major or else main distinctions 

of phonemes, namely true consonants, vowels and glides. The subsequent sub-section introduces 

this category of features. 

1.2.1.1.Major Class Features 

This sort of features consists of the feature [consonantal] which divides sounds into true 

consonants, glides and vowels (Spencer 1996, p.108). This feature refers to those sounds which are 

produced with contact between the articulators that are responsible for a sound’s articulation. The 

contact could be partial as for fricatives /f, v, , , s, z, , , h/ or complete like with plosives (oral 

stops) /p, b, t, d, k, g, /, nasals (nasal stops) /m, n, /. The liquids /l, r/ also involve a contact 

between the tongue tip and either the alveolar ridge for /l/ or the rear part of the alveolar ridge for 

/r/. Hence, the feature [consonantal] includes the plosives, fricatives, nasals and liquids. As to 

affricates they are also [+consonantal] since their articulation involves a contact that starts as a 

complete contact for the plosive phase and then turns to a partial contact for the fricative phase 

such as /t, d/. In retrospect, vowels and glides /w, j/ are [-consonantal] since their articulation 

does not involve a contact between the articulators. Indeed, the articulation of /w/ involves a raising 

of the back of the tongue towards the velum, but there is no contact or touching between those 

articulators. Similarly, the articulation of /j/ involves a raising of the front of the tongue towards 

the hard palate, but there is no contact between those two articulators. Thus, glides are [-
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consonantal] and so are all the vowels in any language since vowels are produced without contact 

between the articulators. In fact, for vowels’ articulation, the parts of the tongue are raised towards, 

but do not contact the tongue roof (Hyman 1979, p.83-84). Hence, the feature [consonantal] 

provides two classes of sounds, viz [+consonantal] which includes plosives, fricatives, affricates, 

nasals and glides and [-consonantal] which includes glides and vowels.  

The second major class feature that Chomsky and Halle (1968) introduced is [sonorant]. 

This feature involves the sounds that are articulated without blockage or obstruction of airstream. 

Indeed, the existence of a blockage or an obstruction, whether complete or partial, reduces the 

sonority or resonance of a given sound which makes it [-sonorant] (Spencer 1996, p.109). The 

feature [sonorant] divides sounds into sonorants [+sonorant] and obstruents [-sonorant]. Hence, 

nasals and liquids are considered as [+sonorant] since air escapes without blockage from the nasal 

cavities for nasals and from the rimes for liquids. Glides and vowels are also [+sonorant] since air 

escapes freely for both of them. However, stops, affricates and fricatives are considered as                  

[-sonorant] since their articulation involves a blockage (Spencer, 1996).   

The third major class feature that was introduced by Chomsky and Halle (1968) is the 

feature [syllabic]. This feature refers to the sounds that occur in nuclear position within the syllable. 

Given that in all languages only vowels can make up a syllable nucleus, vowels are the only sounds 

that are [+syllabic]. Glides can never be in nuclear position as they only occur in the margins of 

syllables. As in /j/, /w/. In those words, the vowel // is the nucleus and /j, w/ are the margins 

(Spencer, 1996, p.108). Hence, vowels are [+syllabic] while glides, liquids, nasals, fricatives, 

affricates and sops are [-syllabic].  
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In spite of the fact that major class features divide sounds to true consonants, glides and 

vowels and sort true consonants into sonorants and obstruents, another set of features is required 

to distinguish between members of the classes that distinctive features yielded. In other terms, other 

distinctive features are required to distinguish between consonants themselves and also between 

vowels themselves. In order to achieve such a kind of differentiaton, vowel features are required 

to distinguish between vowels and consonant features are necessary to distinguish consonants. Let 

us start with vowel features.    

1.2.1.2.Vowel Features 

Vowel features are defined as the features that relate to the body of the tongue and to the 

different positions that it takes. In addition, vowel features also relate to the shape of the lips. As 

indicated in Katamba (1989, p.45) and in Hyman (1979, p.84), SPE set a reference position or else 

a ‘neutral’ position for vowel features which is the position of the tongue when producing the vowel 

in ‘bed’ /bed/ in English. Such a position refers to the front mid position of the tongue. Hence, as 

pointed out by Katamba (1989, p.45) “other tongue configurations are regarded as departures from 

that norm”. “Departure” from such a position as put by Katamba (1989) provides two vowel 

features, namely [back] and [high]. The feature [back] refers to any vowel that is produced in a part 

of the tongue other than the neutral one which is the front part. Thus, central vowels like [+back] 

and so are the back vowels like the English /u, , :/ (Hyman, 1979). The feature [high] involves 

any vowel that is produced with the tongue being raised above the neutral position (Hyman, 1979). 

Thus, the high vowels /i, u, I, / in English are considered as [+high]. Furthermore, the tongue 

may take another position in terms of height. Such a position involves the lowering of the tongue 

below its neutral position. This position is referred to by the feature [low] and includes all low 

vowels like the English /, , / or Classical Arabic’s //.  
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In addition to variation in height and tongue advancement which were distinguished 

respectively by the features [high], [low] and [back], vowels can also be differentiated in terms of 

tongue tenseness. The feature [tense] refers to the tenseness of the tongue or its state. Indeed, as 

demonstrated by Katamba (1989, p.48), long vowels and diphthongs are produced with a greater 

muscular energy at the level of the tongue or a greater constriction than short vowels. Thus, long 

vowels and diphthongs, like /i:, u: eI/,  are considered as [+tense], whereas short vowels, such as 

/, , I/,  are [-tense]. However, the feature [tense] was later replaced by the feature [advanced 

tongue root] or [ATR] (Spencer, 1996, p.120). Indeed, given that long vowels and diphthongs are 

produced with advanced tongue root or with the root of the tongue being sent forward, then long 

vowels and diphthongs are [+ATR] while short vowels are [-ATR]. 

The shape of the lips may also distinguish vowels and group them into a number of classes. 

Indeed, the vowels /u, / in English are produced with rounded lips and are represented by the 

feature [round]. Yet, vowels like /e, I, / are articulated with unrounded lips and are, thus, [-round] 

(Hyman, 1979, p.85). 

1.2.1.3.Consonant Features 

Like vowels, consonants can also be distinguished from one another via distinctive features. 

Consonant features are subdivided to three categories on the basis of the articulatory features of 

voicing, place and manner (Spencer, 1996, p.110). 

Laryngeal features relate to the state of the vocal cords and their position. In other terms, 

laryngeal features refer to “different phonation types found in speech sounds” (Spencer, 1996, 

p.115). Among those features, one may cite the feature [voiced] which refers to the vibrating 
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position of the vocal cords (Katamba, 1989, p.49). Thus, all the consonants that are produced with 

vibrating vocal cords are [+ voiced] like /b, g, n, r/.  

Another laryngeal feature is [constricted glottis] which refers to the vocal cords when they 

are tightly shut. This position is what results in the glottal stop // (Spencer, 1996, p.110). Thus, 

// is [+constricted glottis]. 

Manner features relates to the manner in which air escapes from the vocal tract when a 

consonant is produced. The first manner feature is the one which relates to the continuity of airflow 

as contrasted to its interruption. Such a feature is referred to as [continuant] and encompasses all 

the consonants that are produced with uninterrupted airflow (Spencer, 1996, p.111). Fricatives are 

regarded as [+continuant] since their articulation involves an uninterrupted airflow which passes 

through the narrow passage that is so peculiar to fricative articulation. Liquids are also considered 

as [+continuant] since their articulation involves uninterrupted airflow through the sides of the 

tongue. Stops and affricates, on the other hand, are viewed as [-cont] since their articulation 

involves an interruption or stop of airflow. This leaves us with nasals which are regarded by 

Chomsky and Halle (1968), as reported in Spencer (1996, p.141), as [-continuant]. The explanation 

for such a position is that a continuant is a consonant that is produced with uninterrupted airflow 

at the level of the oral cavity. For this particular reason, nasals are alternatively labeled nasal stops. 

Hence, nasals, stops and affricates are [-continuant], whereas fricatives and liquids are 

[+continuant]. 

Another manner feature is [delayed release] which is proper to affricates only. Indeed, this 

feature corresponds to consonants that involve a delay in the release or parting phase. Affricates 

are the type of consonants during which articulation, the release of air is delayed to the fricative 
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phase.  Hence, affricates are [+delrel] while stops and the other consonants are [-del rel] (Katamba, 

1989, p.51).  

 Nasal consonants are the only consonants that are produced with air escaping through the 

nasal cavities as a result of the lowering of the velum in order to block the oral cavity. The feature 

[nasal] refers to this manner feature. Hence, only nasal consonants are [+nasal]. In English, for 

instance, /m, n, / are [+nasal]. The feature [nasal] may be acquired by a vowel if this latter is 

followed by a [+nasal] consonant as in /hnd/ [hnd] (Spencer, 1996, p.112). 

Liquids such as /l, r/ are similar in terms of manner in the fact that they are produced by air 

escaping through the sides of the tongue or the rimes. However, they differ in whether air escapes 

over or down the sides of the tongue. Indeed, for /l/ air escapes down the sides of the tongue. The 

feature [lateral] indicates the consonants that are produced with air escaping down the sides of the 

tongue. Hence, [lateral] distinguishes between the liquids /l/ and /r/. /l/ is [+lateral] while /r/ is         

[-lateral] as it is articulated with air escaping over the sides of the tongue.  

Another manner feature is [strident] which distinguishes between fricatives. Given that 

fricatives constitute a large group of consonants, [strident] divides this group into two classes. 

[strident] is a fricative consonant that is produced with more “turbulent noise” (Spencer, 1996, p. 

111) or else resonance than the other fricative consonants. Thus, the fricatives /s, z, , / are more 

turbulent than /, , f, v/. As a result, /s, z/ are [+strident] while /, / are [-strident] (Spencer, 

1996). 
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Place features refer to the organs or articulators that come into contact in order to produce 

a given consonant (Katamba, 1989, p.43). The most common place feature that SPE introduced is 

[coronal]. [coronal], as defined by Chomsky and Halle (1968), includes consonants that are 

articulated with the front part of the tongue. Such a part comprises the tip and blade of the tongue 

as well as the front of the tongue. Thus, dentals, alveolars, post-alveolars, palato-alveolars and 

palatals are all considered as [+coronal]. Bilabials, labio-dentals, velars and glottal are all 

considered as [-coronal]. 

Another place feature was soon developed by Chomsky and Halle (1968) to distinguish 

between those sounds that are produced from the alveolar ridge region forward and those that are 

produced after the alveolar ridge region. This feature was called [anterior]. Hence, bilabials, labio-

dentals, dentals and alveolars are considered as [+anterior], whereas alveo-palatals, palatals, velars 

and glottals are [-anterior] (Spencer, 1996, p.113). 

1.2.1.4.Redundancy and Distinctive Features 

As a principle of phonological analysis, any phonological study has to conform to the 

standards of economy in order to be considered reliable. As it is defined in Hyman (197, p.99):  

 …economy, then, is a quantitative measure by which a given solution can be 

evaluated as requiring fewer or more mechanisms (phonemes, rules, conventions, 

etc) than another solution. This notion is characteristic of phonemic approaches to 

phonology, and, as we shall see has its application in the history of generative 

phonology as well.  

Hence, economy is a principle of phonological analysis which requires phonological studies to 

contain the significant and necessary elements only. Thus, all the extra elements which are not 

requisite to the analysis are to be dispensed with.  
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The principle of economy is clearly applied in distinctive features theory as not all features 

need to be listed for a given phoneme or class of phonemes. Most often, certain features are implied 

from other features. Hence, listing those features would violate the principle of economy. In other 

terms, listing features that could be implied from other features is an instance of redundancy. Thus, 

redundancy is the statement of elements that add no necessary information to the analysis. An 

instance of redundant features is found in Spencer (1996, p.121). This instance relates to nasal 

consonants like /m, n, / in English. In distinctive features terminology, nasals are [+nasal] and 

any sound that is [+nasal] is necessarily [+sonorant] [+voiced] [-continuant]. Thus, specifying the 

feature [+nasa] implies the features [+sonorant] [+voiced] [-continuant]. In such a case, only the 

feature [+nasal] is required for nasal, whereas the features [+sonorant] [+voiced] [-continuant] are 

redundant.    

Redundant features are represented in a set of rules called the “redundancy rules” (Spencer, 

1996). These rules indicate redundant features which are generally underspecified in phonological 

analysis. Redundancy rules generally include the redundant feature(s) as well as the feature from 

which redundant feature(s) are implied. The redundancy rule for the former case of nasals could be 

written as follows: 

(2) [+nasal] ⇒[+sonorant] [+voiced] [-continuant]. 

The double arrow ⇒as put by Spencer (1996, p.122) is read “implies”. The redundancy rule as a 

whole is read [+nasal] implies [+sonorant] [+voiced] [-continuant]. The double arrow also indicates 

the difference between redundancy rules and phonological rules. Indeed, the difference between 

the two types of rules lies in whether they add or change elements as put by Spencer (1996, p.122):   
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A phonological rule changes certain feature specifications or other aspects of structure. 

Such a rule is not unnaturally called structure changing. However, the redundancy 

rules add structure, without changing one specification into another. Such rules are 

generally called structure building.   

1.2.1.5.Natural Classes 

As it appears from the former sections, distinctive features group the sounds of a given 

language into categories or classes. Members of each class have as commonality one or more 

distinctive feature. Given that distinctive features are rooted in articulatory correlates, the 

commonality between members of the same class is natural rather than arbitrary. Hence, the classes 

that are built up by phonemes which share one or more distinctive feature are said to be part of a 

“natural class” (Spencer, 1996, p.130).  

An instance of a natural class is /p, b, t, d, k, g, t, d, m, n, , / which are sounds that share 

the features [+consonantal] [-continuant]. Another natural class is /f, v, , , , , h, l, r/ which are 

[+consonantal] [+continuant]. Still another natural class is /w, j, , :, u:, / which are                           

[-consonantal]. The class /u:, , i:, / is also a natural class as its members are all [+high].  

Spencer (1996, p.133) indicated the difference between a natural class and an unnatural 

class by describing the former as a “conjunction of features” and referring to the latter as a 

“disjunction of features”. He further explained the difference between a natural and an unnatural 

class by considering the latter as “an unnatural class can be defined as one which requires more 

feature specifications than does any of its members”. As to a natural class Spencer (1996) views it 

as “one in which the situation (the former for unnatural classes) doesn’t obtain. Hence, the total 

number of feature specifications needed for the whole class does not exceed that needed for the 

most complex member”. 
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An instance of the distinction between natural and unnatural classes could be found in 

Spencer (1996, p.131-133). He provides the instance of the class /v, , z, / as opposed to the class 

/v, , r, m/. Spencer (1996, p.131-133) indicates that the features that are required to characterize 

the class /v, , z, / does not exceed the features that characterize its members. This phenomenon 

is illustrated as follows:  

(3) /v/: 

[+voiced] [-sonorant] [+continuant] [+coronal] [+anterior] 

//: 

[+voiced] [-sonorant] [+continuant] [+coronal] [+anterior] 

/z:/ 

[+voiced] [-sonorant] [+continuant] [+coronal] [+anterior] 

//: 

[+voiced] [-sonorant] [+continuant] [+coronal] [-anterior] 

However, the class /v, , r, m/ is characterized as follows: 

/v/: 

[+voiced] [-sonorant] [+continuant] [+coronal] [+anterior]  

//: 

[+syllabic] [+low] [+back] [-round] [-ATR] 
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/r/: 

 [+sonorant] [+continuant] [+coronal] [+anterior] [-lateral] 

/m/: 

 [+sonorant] [-continuant] [-coronal] [+anterior] [+nasal] 

In the above instances the features that qualify the class /v, , z, / do not exceed the number 

of features that are required for each of its members. Indeed, the features that are required for this 

class are [+voiced] [-sonorant] [+continuant] [+coronal]. Yet, for the second class, there is no 

commonality between the features that characterize all of its members. Hence, the characterization 

of this class would require the listing of the features of each of its members without any interaction 

between the features. The case that is encountered in the class /v, , r, m/ is what was referred 

earlier as disjunction. In such a case, the whole set of features that characterize the class /v, , r, 

m/ is greater than the set that is used to characterize each of its members. Hence, /v, , z, / is a 

natural class, whereas /v, , r, m/ is an unnatural class. 

1.2.1.6.Natural Classes and Phonological Processes 

As pointed out by Spencer (1996, p.130), natural classes are a necessary unit in 

phonological analysis as phonological processes apply to natural classes. As Spencer puts it, 

“phonological processes apply to natural classes and not just any old assemblage of sounds” 

(Spencer, 1996, p.132-133). To illustrate his point, Spencer (1996, p.130) has recourse to the 

process of fricative devoicing in English in examples like: half past /hlv pst/ [hf pst]. He 

indicates that this process, in which a voiced fricative is devoiced when followed by a voiceless 
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consonant, applies to the natural class of [+voiced] [-sonorant] [+continuant] sounds which are the 

voiced fricatives of English. These sounds consist of the class /v, , z, /.  

1.2.1.7.Distinctive Features and Phonological Rules 

As indicated in the former section on natural classes, phonological processes apply to 

natural classes. Thus, the target of a phonological rule is a natural class and so is the environment 

that conditions a certain phonological process. In such a case, distinctive features theory provides 

economy, generality and formalism. To illustrate those points, one may take the instance of 

obstruents devoicing in Russian which is indicated in Spencer (1996, p.135). In Russian, the plural 

of nouns is formed by deleting the final vowel of the singular. Thus, the singular nouns /fraza/ 

‘phrase’, /doroga/ ‘road’, /golova/ ‘head’ form their plural by deleting the ultimate vowel /a/. After 

the vowel is deleted, the consonant which precedes that vowel occupies the final position. If this 

final consonant is voiced, it will be devoiced in Russian. Hence, /fraza/[fraz]  [fras], 

/doroga/[dorog] [dorok], /glovo/[golov][golof].    

 This process, as indicated by Spencer (1996, p.135) can be formerly respresented as 

follows: 

(4) Voiced obstruent  voiceless /______ (end of word). 

Yet, this rule lacks the economy, generality, formalism and elegance or sophistication that 

distinctive features bring about to rules. Hence, a distinctive feature-based rule for obstruents 

devoicing in Russian would look like the following: 

 

 (5) [+voiced] [-voiced] /____________ )Wd 
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       [-sonorant]    [-sonorant]  

The symbol ‘) Wd’ represents word–final boundary, whereas the rule as a whole is read: a 

[+voiced] [-sonorant] changes to [-voiced] [-sonorant] word finally. Indeed, all this set of data is 

formalized in an economical and elegant fashion thanks to distinctive features. However, the rule 

is not economical enough as some of its data are redundant as pointed out by Spencer (1996). 

Indeed, [-sonorant] is redundant in this case because only [-sonorant] consonants can be either 

voiced or voiceless. Thus, the rule should be rewritten as follows: 

(6) [+voiced] [-voiced] /____________) Wd 

      [-sonorant]     

Furthermore, another redundant detail needs to be eliminated from the rule in order to assure 

generalization of the rule or rather a more general statement of the rule. This element is the feature 

[+voiced]. As a matter of fact, deleting this feature from the rule implies that an obstruent needs to 

be voiceless word finally. This generalization would make a general statement about the status of 

obstruents word finally in Russian. Hence, any obstruent voiced or voiceless must have the 

specification (-) for the feature [voiced] word finally. The rule is rewritten as follows in Spencer 

(1996, p.136): 

(7) [-Sonorant] [-voiced] /_________ )Wd. 

An example of the necessity of including distinctive features within phonological rules is 

indicated by the case of fricative devoicing in English as in five past f in which v is 

devoiced to f in order to agree with p in voicing. The following rule accounts for such a process: 

(8) f________ voiceless consonant (Spencer, 1996, p.46)    
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The problem with rule (8) is that fricative devoicing is not only limited to  (Spencer, 

1996, p.46), but it includes all the voiced fricatives of English. Hence, keeping the rule as in (2) 

would miss a generalization. For this reason, Chomsky and Halle (1968) proposed to include 

distinctive features rather than individual sounds. Another reason for the preference of distinctive 

features is the fact that features provide a more economical account of phonological processes in 

addition to capturing a generalization. As highlighted in Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1979, p.4) 

“when phonological processes are represented as feature matrices sound change can be formalized 

as the modification of a feature coefficient”. The rule in (2) can be rewritten as follows: 

(9) +voice-voice_________ +voice 

             +continuant                            +consonantal 

             -sonorant 

              +strident 

Rule (9) accounts for all the following instances of fricative devoicing and any other similar 

case: 

a. Five past  

b. Love to go  

c. As well as can be z z  

d. Loathe to go  

Spencer, 1996, p.46)  
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1.2.2. Rule Ordering 

Soon after developing their SPE and applying it to different languages, Chomsky and Halle 

(1968) observed that some languages display the occurrence of more than one phonological process 

to a given form. Hence, the rules that account for these processes needed to follow a certain order 

to avoid representative anarchy. The general trend in linear phonology was that rules apply in a 

successive manner so that the surface form of the first rule is the underlying form for the following 

rule. As indicated by Chomsky and Halle (1968, p.341) “Rules are applied in linear order, each 

rule operating on the string as modified by all earlier applicable rules”. Bromberger and Halle 

(1989) also described the linear ordering of rules as follows: 

Phonological rules are ordered with respect to one another. A phonological rule R 

does not apply necessarily to the underlying representation; rather R applies to the 

derived representation that results from the application of each applicable rule 

preceding R in the order of the rules 

                                 (Cited in Bakovic, 2011, p.2) 

The successive order of rules sketched above is called feeding which is a relation between 

phonological rules. As argued by Bakovic (2011, p.2): 

Given two rules A, B such that A precedes B 

A feeds B iff A creates additional input to B   

In other terms, two rules are in a feeding relation if and only if the first provides input to 

the second, and the second cannot apply unless the first has already been applied.  

To illustrate feeding, Bakovic (2011) provided a hypothetical example in which deletion 

and palatalization rules apply to the same hypothetical form /tue/. The deletion rule deletes the first 

vowel of the vowel hiatus /ue/, while the palatalization rule turns non-palatal /t/ to /t/ when it is 
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followed by a front vowel which is /e/ in this case. The bleeding order of the deletion and 

palatalization rules was represented as follows in Bakovic (2011, p.3): 

(10)  v∅_________v 

        t t___________-back 

In (10), the order of the rules is deletion› palatalization (i.e. deletion precedes palatalization 

in application).  

The reason for this order is that /t/ can be palatalized only after the back vowel /u/ is deleted 

and /t/ and the front vowel /e/ become adjacent. If we reverse the order, palatalization would not 

apply since /t/ would be followed by the back vowel /u/. Yet, deleting /u/ allows the application of 

the palatalization rule since the output of the deletion rule includes conditions for palatalization 

rule, viz the front vowel /e/ is adjacent to /t/. The pair of rules in (5) clarifies the former statements:  

(11) u∅ ___________ e          

       tt___________    e 

 Another example of feeding is observed in Katamba (1993, p.122-123).  Katamba dealt 

with the rules of vowel nasalization and consonant deletion in French. Katamba demonstrated that 

nasalization feeds consonant deletion in French as in (12) and (13) below: 

(12) -CONSONANTAL+NASAL________+NASAL 

                                                                                     +CONSONANTAL{C 

                                                                                                                          } 

+CONSONANTAL∅ _______________{C 

                                                                        } 
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    /an/ ‘year’ 

(13) aa________/n/ 

      n∅ __________  

 Rule (7) indicates that the French oral vowel /a/ in the word /an/ ‘year’ is nasalized to a 

because it is followed by the nasal consonant /n/. Then, /n/ is deleted as it is word final. If /n/ is 

deleted before /a/ is nasalized, /a/ remains oral and nasalization cannot apply.  

 Rules can be in another kind of relation in which rules cannot apply together to the same 

form. In such cases the application of one rule excludes that of the other(s). This kind of relation is 

termed bleeding and is defined as follows in Bakovic (2011, p. 2): 

Given two rules A, B such that A precedes B, 

A bleeds B iff A eliminates potential inputs to B 

An instance of bleeding can be found in Katamba (1993, p.125) in which she discusses the 

rules of place assimilation and stop aspiration in Swahili. In that language, the noun- forming prefix 

‘n-’ assimilates the place of articulation of the consonant that follows it as in (14): 

(14) /n/ +labial________________ +labial 

         or                                             or 

              +coronal                                 +coronal 

         or                                             or 

              +dorsal                                     +dorsal 

Example: 

(15) nm________b  

      In n-bogamboga ‘vegetable’  
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This example implies that /n/ is realized as the labial nasal /m/ because /n/ is followed by 

the labial /b/. However, in case /p/ follows /n/, another rule aspirates /p/ which leads to another rule 

that deletes /n/ as represented in (16) below: 

(16) /p/ phn________ 

            n∅_____________ ph 

Example:  

/n+pange/phange 

In other terms, the rule of assimilation cannot apply after the aspiration and deletion rules 

have applied since /n/ cannot precede an aspirated ph in Swahili. Furthermore, since /n/ is deleted 

there is no nasal that needs to assimilate. Thus, the aspiration and deletion rules bleed the 

assimilation rule.   

The approach of linear phonology that has been so far introduced was applied in order to 

account for different types of phonological processes in different languages. Some of such studies 

are to be reviewed in the following sections.  

1.3.Rule-Based Account of Phonological Processes in Different Languages 

1.3.1. Epenthesis 

Lema (1978) analyzed the process of epenthesis in three positions, viz initial, medial 

and final epenthesis, by having recourse to the machinery and formalism of rule-based 

phonology. As indicated by Lema (1978, p.6), the vowel /e/ is inserted at the beginning of 

words that start with the cluster /sc/ in instances like /skribir/ ‘to write’ and /spirar/ ‘to breathe 
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out’. After /e/ is inserted, /skribir/ and /spirar/ are realized as eskribir and espirar. This 

process was explained in the form of rule (17) in Lema (1978, p.6):  

(17) ∅e ____sc   

Such a rule means that /e/ is inserted at the beginning of words that start with /sc/. Yet, 

as indicated by Lema (1978), /e/ epenthesis also occurs in words like /e-slavo/ ‘Slavic’ and /e-

slabon/ ‘link’. Hence, rule (17) should be reformulated to include the case of /e/ epenthesis 

before the cluster /sl/. Lema (1978, p.6) introduced rule (18) below to account for both cases 

of /e/epenthesis: 

(18) ∅e ____s+consonantal 

This rule implies that /e/ is inserted at the beginning of words that start with /s/ followed 

by any type of consonant.  

Lema (1978, p.11) then considered medial epenthesis in cases like /in-stable/ ‘unstable’ 

and /des-sperar/ ‘despair’ which are realized as inestable and desesperar. Indeed, when the 

negative prefix /in/ and opposite prefix /des/ are added to the stems /stable/ and /sperar/, the 

vowel /e/ is inserted between the prefix and the stem. Lema (1978) highlighted the fact that 

the morphological process of prefixiation precedes the phonological process of epenthesis.  

Lema (1978, p.11) points out to the fact that the position where /e/ is epenthesized is 

determined by morphemic boundaries rather than phonological ones. He demonstrated that the 

rule that accounts for this case of medial epenthesis should include the symbol () which 

represents stem boundaries as in (19) below:  
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(19) ∅ e ___________+cons+cons 

                                                  +cor 

                                                  +ant 

                                                   +cont 

                                                    +stri 

                      (Lema, 1978, p.11) 

Indeed, the fact of applying stem boundaries in rule (13) indicates that /e/ is to be 

inserted before the stem /stable/ and after the prefix /in/. This rule can be contrasted to rule 

(18) for initial epenthesis. Nay, in the case of rule (18), /e/ is inserted at the beginning of the 

word /slavo/ which rewrites rule (12) as follows: 

(20) ∅ e ____s+cons 

                                                                                               (Lema, 1978, p.11)  

The symbol () refers to word- boundaries, whereas the symbol () which was introduced 

in rule (19) refers to stem-boundaries since /e/ is inserted before the stem-boundary in /inestable/ 

rather than before a word-boundary as in /eskribir/. In other words, rule (18) which is rewritten as 

(20) represents a case of initial epenthesis or else prosthesis, while rule (19) represents a case of 

medial epenthesis (Lema 1978, p.11).    

Lema (1978, p44) then moved to final epenthesis in Spanish. He demonstrated that the 

vowel /e/ is also inserted at the end of some Spanish words. Lema (1978, p.46) explains final 

epenthesis in Spanish as being the repair strategy for consonant clusters at the end of Spanish 

words. Instances of these words include /berd/ berde ‘green’, /ambr/ambre ‘hunger’, 
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/karn/karne ‘meat’ (Lema 1978, p.47). Lema (1978) accounts for this process by having 

recourse to the following rule: 

(21) ∅e CC____ 

Rule (21) implies that the vowel /e/ is inserted at the end Spanish words after consonantal 

clusters (CC).  

 Zahrani (1995, p.18) analyzed the process of vowel insertion in Malay. He 

demonstrated that the vowel // is inserted in Malay verbs to which the nasal prefix ‘m-’ 

which indicates the active form, is added. Instances of such a case include /m-pam/ ‘to 

pump’ and /m-lap/ ‘to wipe’ which are respectively realized as mpam and mlap. 

Zahrani (1995, p.18) demonstrated that this process occurs when the prefix ‘m-’ is added to 

words that start with non-velar consonants as /p, b, t, d, t, j, s, z, , m, n, l, r, w/, while 

epenthesis does not occur before velar consonants like /k, g, /. Furthermore, // epenthesis 

happens only when the word to which the prefix ‘m-’ is added is monosyllabic.  Thus, the 

process of // insertion was reformulated and accounted for in the form of the following rule: 

(22) ∅V                      C+____________+CVC 

            +mid            +nasal 

            -low            -anterior 

            -coronal 

                                                                                                 (Zahrani, 1995, p. 18) 

However, two other rules apply to the same input of the Malay case of vowel insertion 

(Zahrani, 1995, p.19). One of those rules assimilates the nasal // of the prefix ‘m-’ to the 
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following consonant in terms of place features. Examples include /m-baka/ mmbaka 

‘to read’, /m-dakap/ mndakap ‘to hug’. The other rule that applies to the same input 

is a rule that deletes the nasal // when it is followed by a sonorant consonant as in /m-

lukis/ mlukis ‘to draw’, /m-rasa/ mrasa] ‘to taste’. Zahrani (1995) indicates that 

the assimilation rule, deletion rule and epenthesis rule occur in a sequential order which is of 

the bleeding type. In other terms, the application of the epenthesis rule blocks the application 

of the assimilation rule and the deletion rule. Indeed, the fact of inserting // between // and 

the following consonant makes // no longer adjacent to that consonant and the assimilation 

rule fails to apply. Moreover, inserting // renders the deletion rule inapplicable because // 

is no longer followed by a sonorant, but rather by the vowel //. The order of the formerly 

alluded to rules is displayed as follows: 

(23) Underlying representation 

/m+pam/     /m+lap/ 

Epenthesis rule  

mpam            mlap 

Nasal assimilation rule  

___________________ 

                   Deletion rule 

___________________ 

Surface representation 

 mpam mlap 

(Zahrani, 1995, p.19)  
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1.3.2. Assimilation 

Sobkowiak (1985) considered the process of nasal assimilation of the nasal /n/ in the 

prefix ‘in-’ in English. Sobkowiak (2006) observed that English exhibits two types of nasal 

assimilation, viz partial and complete nasal assimilation. Partial assimilation is observed in 

words like /In.bn/ Imbn ‘inborn’, /IngreIn/ IgreIn ‘ingrain’. In such an example, 

/n/ assimilates the place of articulation of the following consonant. Hence, in Imbn it is 

produced as the labial /m/, while in IgreIn it is realized as the velar // (Sobkowiak, 2006, 

p. 82). However, as indicated by Sobkowiak (2006, p. 94) when /n/ is followed by a liquid /l 

or r/, /n/ totally assimilates to it by acquiring its place and manner features. Instances of total 

nasal assimilation include /In.l/ ‘illogical’ and /In.regj/ ‘irregular’ which are 

respectively realized as Ill and Irregj. Sobkowiak (2006, p.94) accounted for 

the process of total assimilation via rule-based phonology. He pointed out to the fact that this 

process can be described and explained by the following rule: 

(23)           +nasal+liquid 

                 +coronal 

 Rule (24) could be rewritten as follows: 

(24) +nasal+liquid________ +liquid 
     +coronal 

As to the process of partial nasal assimilation which is illustrated by Imbn and IgreIn, 

Sobkowiak (2006, p.96) accounted for it through the following rule:  
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(25) +nasalαanterior________ αanterior 

     +coronalβcoronal                   βcoronal 

                       γ distributed            γ distributed 

 Rule (26) implies that the nasal /n/ acquires the place feature of the sound that succeeds 

to it. If that sound is +anterior, or produced in the part of the mouth that comprises the 

alveolar ridge, teeth or lips, /n/ will be realized as the anterior /n/.  If the sound that follows /n/ 

is -anterior such as palatals and velars, then /n/ is realized as the -anterior (//). Finally, if 

the sound that follows /n/ is -coronal , /n/ is realized as a -coronal which implies the labial 

/m/. As to the feature distributed if /n/ is followed by a sound that is produced with the blade 

of the tongue as dentals /,/, then /n/ is produced as a +distributed, whereas if /n/ is 

followed by a -distributed sound or a sound that is produced by the tip of the tongue (e.g., 

/s/), then /n/ is realized as -distributed.  

 Sutomo (2012) analyzed the process of progressive voice assimilation in English for 

the contracted form of English ‘is’ which is (‘s ). Stutomo (2012,  p.9) studied the process by 

which contracted ‘s assimilates the voice feature of the consonant that precedes it in instances 

like ‘it’s here’ /It Iz hI/Its hI and ‘that’s all’ /t Iz l/ ts l. He demonstrated 

that the /z/ of ‘is’ assimilates the voice feature of the consonant that precedes it when ‘is’ is 

used in the contracted form (‘s). Thus, since in both instances the consonant that precedes /z/ 

is the -voice+cor+ant-cont-son /t/, then /z/ is realized as its voiceless counterpart /s/ 

which is -voice. This process was accounted for by use of the following rule in Sutomo 

(2012, p.9): 
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(26) /z/                               /s/                 /t/ 

+cons                     +cons      +cons 

+cor                           +cor         +cor 

+ant                           +ant         +ant 

+cont                         +cont       -cont 

+voice                       -voice       -voice 

1.3.3. Syncope 

Sutomo (2012) further studied the process of deletion in English or else stop elision. 

He (2012, p. 9-10) considered the case of ‘next door’ /nekst d/ which is realized as nek 

in rapid speech. In such a case /t/ is deleted because it is followed by its voiceless counterpart 

/d/. Sutomo (2012, p.10) explained this process through the following rule:  

(27) /t/                                              d 

                  +cons∅  _________________     +cons 

                 +cor                                        +cor 

                +ant                                         +ant 

                -voi                                          +voi 

Sutomo (2012, p.10) then demonstrated that /t/ is dropped not only before /d/ but also 

before /g,m,n/ in each of ‘must go’  /mst g/ ms g, last month lst mnls 

mn and ‘must not’ mstntmsnt. Hence, Sutomo modified rule (29) as follows: 

(28) /t/ ∅______________ -cont 
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The feature that is common to all of those sounds is that they are all stops. Some like 

/d and g/ are oral stops, while others like /m, n/ are nasal stops.  

1.4.Rule-based Account of Phonological Processes in Arabic 

Jaber (2001) also applied rule-based phonology in order to account for vowel 

epenthesis in Jordanian Arabic (JA). He pointed out to the fact that the vowel /i/ is inserted 

between the first and second consonant of a tri-consonantal cluster. Instances of this case 

include /tardamtlha ‘I translated to her’ which is realized as tardamtilha and katabtlha 

‘I wrote to her’ which is realized as katabtilha. Jaber (2001, p. 49) accounted for this process 

by the following rule: 

(29) ∅  V C_______CC  

Rule (30) implies that the vowel /i/ is inserted in (JA) to break the /tlh/ cluster. Indeed, 

insertion simplifies the syllabification process with /t/ as onset and /l/ as coda of the syllable 

/til/ and /h/ as onset of the syllable /ha/ in tar.dam.til.ha and the same applies for the 

sequence /tlh/ in ka.tab.til.ha.  

Elramli (2012) accounted for the process of voice assimilation of the inperfective tense 

prefix ‘t-’ in Misrata Lybian Arabic (MLA). He indicated that the prefix ‘t-‘ is added to verbs 

to represent the second person singular or plural or third person feminine singular o r plural in 

the imperfective tense. Elrami (2012, p.38) demonstrated that if /t/ is added to a word that 

starts with a voiced consonant, /t/ is realized as /d/. Instances of this process include /t-da:fi/ 

‘you/she defend(s)’, /t-ga:bil/ ‘you/she meet(s)’, /t-zu:r/ ‘you/she visit(s), /t-ahhiz/ ‘you/she 

prepare(s)’ which are respectively realized as dda:fi, dga:bil, dzu:r, dahhiz. Elramli 

(2012, p.40) explains and describes this process via the following rule: 
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(30) td _____+C 

                          +voice 

 Rule (31) means that the voiceless /t/ is realized as the voiced /d/ when it is followed 

by a voiced consonant.  

1.5.Defects within Rule-based Phonology 

In spite of the revolution that the rule-based approach instigated within phonological 

analysis, it was at the roots of yet many pitfalls in phonological analysis and theorization. 

Indeed, among the earliest defects that were identified within the rule-based approach was the 

disregard that the latter developed towards the unit of the syllable. Such a disregard triggered 

many difficulties in phonological account of certain phonological processes. Nay, those 

processes obviously required reference to syllable structure and syllable boundaries in order 

to be described and explained. Such processes fall under the categories of epenthesis, deletion 

and any other process which is conditioned by syllable structure and syllable boundaries. The 

former statement justifies the shortage in previous studies which applied the rule-based 

approach to account for either epenthesis or deletion.  

The formerly alluded to kinds of disregard was accentuated by Kahn as early as (1976) 

in his PhD dissertation. Kahn (1976) pointed out to the lack of adequacy which results from a 

rule-based account that discards the unit of the syllable and puts the segments and their 

distinctive features on a pedestal. His evidence was drawn from English and more exactly 

from the non-rhotic accents of English in which /r/ is dropped at the end of words or before a 

consonant. Kahn (1976, p.23) indicates that r-deletion in non-rhotic accents of English is 

accounted for by the following rule in the rule-based approach: 
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(31) r∅ _____{C 

                           } 

 However, as highlighted by Kahn (1976, p.23) the environment {C or } does not 

conform to the principle of SPE which requires the environment that conditions a given 

phonological process to form a natural class of distinctive features of the sort                                  

-continuant+cons-voic and so on. Indeed, the elements C and  do not have anything in 

common as one (C) stands for consonant and the other () symbolizes the word boundary. 

Kahn (1976, p. 27) then argued that the process of r-deletion in non-rhotic accents of English 

would be successfully described and explained if syllable boundaries were introduced to rule 

notation. In such a case, r-deletion would be described and explained as occurring at the end 

of syllables either within simple or complex codas as in /ka:r.tel/‘cartel’ and and /ka:rt/ ‘cart’ 

respectively (Khan, 1976, p. 22).  

 Furthermore, it is requisite to mention that if SPE granted some attention and concern 

to the syllable, the feature [syllabic] which was introduced in the distinctive features theory 

would not be necessary as the notion of syllabicity would be inherent in the structure of the 

syllable (Spencer, 1996, p.108). In plainer terms, the analyst would not need to develop the 

feature [syllabic] since such a feature could be deduced from the structure of the syllable 

which will be tackled in details in the next chapter.  

1.6.Conspiracies 

In his article “On the Functional Unity of Phonological Rules”, Kisseberth (1970) 

pinpointed a serious defect within the rule-based approach to phonology. He (1970, p.291) 

discerned that the machinery of rule-based phonology allows a set of rules which share a 
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similarity in structure to be collapsed into one general rule. He provided the instance of the 

following pair of rules in order to illustrate his point: 

(32) ∅VC________C 

(33) ∅VC________CC 

Kissseberth (1970, p.291) then demonstrated that the rules (33) and (34) can be 

collapsed to the following rule: 

(34) ∅VC_________C{ 

                                                      C} 

 The reason for such a collapse Kisseberth (1970) argues is the fact that both rules are 

structurally analogous. Such an analogy is the fact that a vowel is inserted.  

 Kisseberth (1970, p.293) signaled the existence of another phenomenon which could 

be regarded as the reverse case to the instance of structural analogy which was introduced 

above. He (1970, p.293) pointed out to the existence of a pair of rules like the following:  

(35) ∅VC__________CC 

(36) C∅ CC+__________ 

 In this instance of Yawellmani, which is a dialect of Yokuts; an African language, 

either a vowel is inserted between consonants of a tri-consonantal cluster or a consonant of a 

tri-consonantal cluster is deleted. Kisseberth (1970, p.293) remarked that this pair of rules 

cannot be collapsed into a single unified rule because the two rules are “quite dissimilar; the 

present notational conventions permit no significant collapsing of these rules, and thus say 

that their cooccurence sic in a grammar would be accidental” (Kisseberth, 1970). However, 
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the two rules are similar in another respect. Indeed, Kisseberth (1970, p.293) demonstrated 

that the two rules, even if dissimilar structurally, have the same goal or function which is to 

avoid tri-consonantal clusters. Hence, the two rules are an instance of what Kisseberth (1970) 

coined a conspiracy. In other terms, two rules which apparently have a common goal are 

treated as two separated and unrelated rules. Such a treatment misses an important 

generalization and, in fact, violates the principle of economy in phonological analysis.  

1.7.The Duplication Problem 

 In addition to conspiracies, rule-based phonology possesses other shortcomings. 

Another problem that this approach triggered was introduced by Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 

(1977) in their book “Topics in Phonological Theory”. In this book as reviewed by Clayton 

(1979), Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1977) pointed out to the issue of determining the relation 

between rules and phonotactic constraints. Indeed, Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1977) 

discovered that a functional similarity exists between phonological rules and constraints on 

morpheme structure. Hence, a rule that inserts a vowel to avoid consonant cluster has the same 

goal as the constraint on morpheme structure which requires a vowel to be inserted between a 

prefix or a suffix that consists of a consonant and a stem that starts or ends with a consonant. 

To put it differently, a vowel is to be inserted between two concatenated morphemes that have 

a consonant in their boundaries (Kager, 1999, p.56).  

Hence, an overt similarity between rules and constraints is discarded by rule-based 

phonology. This phenomenon came to be known as the duplication problem. 

1.8.Mixed Models of Analysis 

As indicated by Kager (1999, p.56), constraints started to gain significance in 

phonological analysis, especially after the duplication problem had been identified by 
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Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1977). Indeed, some phonologists started to mix between 

constraints and rules in their pohonological studies. Such a mixture resulted in models like 

Constraints and Repair Strategies by Paradis (1988) and Persistent Rule Theory by Myers 

(1991). Those models set forth constraints that either trigger or block the application of 

phonological rules. Hence, a rule which deletes an unstressed vowel would result in the 

violation of the constraint that disallows consonant clusters since the vowel that separates the 

two consonants is deleted and the consonants become part of a cluster. Thus, another rule is 

introduced to repair such a violation of the constraint (Kager, 1999, p.57).  

As indicated in Kager (1999, p.57), the problem with mixed models was that they 

engender “an overlap in theoretical machinery”. Furthermore, the pr inciples of interaction 

between rules and constraints are complicated (Kager, 1999) since a rule which violates a 

constraint would lead to the development of another rule that would repair for such a violation. 

Plus, it is to be checked if the repair rule does not violate another constraint of the grammar. 

As far as one is concerned, it appears that rule-based phonology possesses a number of 

defects. Indeed, the machinery of rules in the rule-based approach was at the roots of many 

problems in phonological theorization and analysis. Such problems pushed certain 

phonologists to dispense with the tool of the rule altogether and turn to constraints. This turn 

in phonological concern was a prelude to a new wave of phonological theorizing which came 

to be known as constraint-based approach or optimality theory. This approach to phonology 

relied solely on constraints and utilized their principles of interaction and satisfaction versus 

violation in order to account for different sorts of phonological processes. The next chapter 

will provide a theoretical background about this approach. 
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After discovering the several shortcomings and problems that the rule-based approach 

manifests, some phonologists resolved to abandon rules as a tool for accounting for phonological 

processes and centered attention and focus on constraints or else those phonological conditions that 

are at the roots of phonological processes. Those new resolutions represented the premises for a 

new approach in phonological analysis and theorizing. This approach was built around 

phonological constraints and was correspondingly known as the ‘constraint-based approach’ or 

more commonly as ‘optimality theory’. 

2.1. Optimality Theory: Tenets and Architecture 

 Optimality theory, henceforth OT, was set forth by Alan Prince and Paul Smolensky (1993) 

and later modified by John McCarthy and Alan Prince (1995). OT is another approach within the 

generative tradition, nevertheless its tenets and theorizing are innovative and tend to depart from 

the linear representation of its rule-based predecessor. Effectively, in OT constraints are the core 

of phonological account. As indicated by Prince and Smolensky (1997, p.1604) constraints help 

the analyst capture the commonalities that exist between languages or else language universals but 

likewise their disanalogies or language specific properties. Indeed, Prince and Smolensky (1993) 

view the grammar of any language or the implicit phonological knowledge of its native speakers 

as enclosing a set of constraints that all other languages’ grammars possess. Such constraints have 

been divided to two main categories, namely markedness constraints or structure constraints and 

faithfulness constraints (Prince and Smolensky, 1997, p.1605).  

2.1.1. Markedness Constraints 

Markedness constraints relate to the concept of ‘marked’ which implies a form that is 

uncommon and usually banned. The markedness of such a form may result from its rarity in the 

languages of the world or its clash with the principle of ease of pronunciation (Kager, 1999, p.5). 
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Indeed, some forms are avoided in most languages of the world because their articulation may 

require more efforts than their alternative forms. As put by Prince and Smolensky (1997, p.1605) 

“Grossly speaking, an element of linguistic structure is said to be marked if it is more complex than 

an alternative along the same dimension: the relevant dimensions may sometimes correlate with 

comprehension, production, memory, or related physical and cognitive functions”. An instance of 

a marked form is the sequence of a voiceless and voiced consonants in a consonant cluster as in 

/psd/ ‘passed’ or /lpz/ ‘laps’. Indeed, producing the sequences /sd/ and /pz/ would require extra 

efforts of articulation as the vocal cords would adopt the open state for the voiceless /s/ and /t/ and 

would then switch to the vibrating state for /d/ and /z/. Contrastively, the alternative forms /pst/ 

and /lps/ involve an easier articulation as one vocal cords’ state will be adopted which is the open 

non-vibrating state for both consonants in the cluster /st/ and /ps/ (Prince and Smolensky, 1997,       

p. 1605).   

 The alternative forms that were introduced above, viz /pst/ and /lps/ are an instance of 

what id dubbed the unmarked forms since they are common to all languages of the world and are 

easier to articulate if compared to their marked counterparts. Unmarked forms are hence the sort 

of forms that markedness constraints require and are also equated to the concept of well-formedness 

(Prince and Smolensky, 2002, p.2). 

 2.1.2. Faithfulness Constraints 

Contrary to markedness constraints which apply exclusively to surface forms as they 

require them to be well-formed or unmarked, faithfulness constraints apply to both the underlying 

form or input and surface form or output. Indeed, faithfulness constraints require output and input 

to be alike. As put by Prince and Smolensky (2002, p.2) “Faithfulness constraints evaluate the 

relationship between input and output forms, demanding exact replication of the input along some 
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specified structural dimension”. Thus, any sound, or sound feature should be kept unchanged in 

both the input and output. In other terms, any disanalogy between the input and output forms is 

regarded as a violation of faithfulness constraints.  

As proposed by Prince and Smolensky (2004, p.2) faithfulness constraints are those 

constraints that are “responsible for maintaining the faithful preservation of underlying structures 

in the output”.  Hence, if an input form consists of a voiced sound, such feature should be preserved 

in the output so that the consonants /d/ and /z/ of the input forms /psd/ and /lpz/, mentioned 

earlier, should preserve their voicing feature in the output. Similarly, if an input form includes a 

consonant cluster or a vowel sequence, each sound of the cluster or sequence should be present in 

the output. Moreover, if any vowel or consonant is identified in the output, it should possess its 

counterpart in the input.    

2.1.3. Constraint Hierarchy 

From the previous sketches of OT constraints, it is obvious that markedness constraints and 

faithfulness constraints conflict as to their requirements. Let us take the instance of /pet-z/ in 

English. This input form includes the root ‘pet’ and the plural morpheme ‘s’ which is underlyingly 

represented as /z/ (Schane, 1973, p.51). Markedness constraints would require the voiceless and 

voiced consonants cluster /tz/ to agree in voicing, whereas faithfulness constraints would require 

the cluster consonants /tz/ to preserve their voicing feature in the output. Such clash in the 

requirements that each of markedness and faithfulness constraints make is an important component 

of OT’s theorizing. As indicated by Prince and Smolensky (2004, p.2): 

 Departing from the usual view, we do not assume that the constraints in a grammar 

are mutually consistent, each true of the observable surface of some level of 

representation. On the contrary, we assert that the constraints operating in a 
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particular language are highly conflicting and make sharply contrary claims about 

well-formedness of most representations. 

The conflict that follows from the requirements of markedness and faithfulness constraints is 

resolved through constraint hierarchy in OT. Effectively, if the set of markedness constraints and 

faithfulness constraints is universal, their ranking is language specific or else determined by 

languages’ specific grammars (Kager, 1999, p.10-13). 

 To illustrate the language specific ranking of constraints, Kager (1999, p.14-17) contrasts 

between Dutch and English by indicating that the same constraint set may be ranked differently by 

different languages, thus provoking language typology. The constraints that Kager (1999, p.17) 

uses for illustration are *Voiced Coda and IDENT-IO. * Voiced Coda is a markedness constraint 

which bans voiced obstruents from appearing in coda position while IDENT-IO is a faithfulness 

constraint which requires features, voicing in this case, to be similar for the input and output. This 

constraint set is universal as it is common to all languages of the world, yet its ranking varies 

between Dutch and English (Kager, 1999, p.17).  

In Dutch, the markedness constraint *Voiced Coda is higher ranked than the faithfulness 

constraint IDENT-IO. Yet, in English the reverse ranking applies. OT’s theorizing prioritizes the 

satisfaction of higher ranked constraints at the expense of lower ranked constraints (Prince and 

Smolensky, 2004, p.2). Hence, for an input like /bed/ ‘bed’ in Dutch the output form is the one that 

satisfies the higher ranked *Voiced Coda even though it violates the lower ranked IDENT-IO. 

Indeed, violation is inevitable in OT since constraints have conflicting requirements. Thus, the 

output of /bed/ in Dutch is [bet] (Kager, 1999, p.17).  
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 Contrastively, in English IDENT-IO dominates *Voiced Coda in constraint hierarchy. 

Thus, the output for /bed/ ‘bed’ in English is the form that preserves the voicing feature of the 

obstruent /d/. So, the output of /bed/ in English is [bed]. (Kager, 1999, p.17).  

2.1.4. OT’s Framework 

 OT grammar encompasses a set of components that work together to accomplish input-

output mapping. Such components involve two different stages of phonological representation and 

analysis. The first component is called the generator (GEN) and the second is called the evaluator 

(EVAL). 

 2.1.4.1. The Generator (GEN) 

The generator is the component of OT which generates or else derives the candidate forms 

that could be output to the input form. In other terms, the generator derives all possible forms or 

output proposition (Kager, 1999, p.20). Thus, the generator generates all possible candidates for 

output position. Such derivation is reinforced by OT’s principle of ‘freedom of analysis’ which 

makes it possible for the generator to generate any “conceivable output candidate for some output” 

(Kager, 1999, p.20). However, the candidates that GEN generates must consist of “licit elements... 

of linguistic representation” (kager, 1999, p.20). Such licit elements include distinctive features, 

moras, syllables, feet, among others. Thus, for an input form like /pet-z/, GEN generates the 

candidates [pets], [pedz], [petz], [peds]. The candidates that the generator generates are submitted 

to the other agent in OT’s machinery. This agent is called the evaluator (EVAL). 

2.1.4.2. The Evaluator (EVAL) 

The evaluator (EVAL) is the component of OT which assesses the harmony of the 

candidates with regard to constraint hierarchy (Kager, 1999, p.20). EVAL is the OT device which 

detects constraint violation and determines the eventual output form through elimination 
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procedures. Higher ranked constraints must be satisfied, thus candidates which violate theMARe 

eliminated by EVAL. Eliminations continue till only one candidate is left. This candidate is the 

most harmonious with constraint hierarchy or else it causes the least costly violation of constraints 

as it satisfies higher ranked constraints even if it might violate lower ranked ones. This candidate 

is accordingly called the optimal candidate and is, thus, the eventual output. According to Kager 

(1999, p. 22) EVAL prioritizes the satisfaction of higher ranked constraints in its evaluation. Hence, 

the violation of a higher ranked constraint results in the sanction of the candidate even though this 

candidate satisfies all other lower ranked constraints. This principle is called strict dominance and 

is a key characteristic of OT’s machinery.  

 Strict dominance considers violation of a higher-ranked constraint as irremediable 

regardless of the satisfaction of lower-ranked constraints. In other terms, satisfaction of lower-

ranked constraints cannot compensate for the violation of higher-ranked ones. As indicated by 

Kager (1999, p.23) “lower-ranked constraints cannot team up against a higher-ranked constraint”. 

To illustrate the principle of strict dominance, one may take the instance of German. In this 

language, vowel hiatus is disallowed and the remedy for this issue is to insert the glottal stop // 

between two vowels like in ‘beamte’ /bmt/ (civil servant) which is realized like [bmt] (Féry 

and de Viyver, 2003, p.5). Three constraints interact in this case, namely *Hiatus which disallows 

vowel sequences, DEP-IO which forbids sound insertion and MAX-IO which prohibits sound 

deletion. The hierarchy of these constraints in German posits *Hiatus in the dominating position 

followed by MAX-IO then DEP-IO (Féry and Vijver, 2003, p.5). Thus, any candidate which 

violates Hiatus even though it satisfies both lower-ranked MAX-IO and DEP-IO is eliminated by 

EVAL. Such a candidate can be [bmt] whose satisfaction of the lower ranked MAX-IO and 

DEP-IO does not save it from elimination since it violates the higher-ranked *Hiatus.  
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OT uses a Tableau in order to represent the functioning of its machinery and account for 

phonological processes. Tableau 2.1 below illustrates OT’s Tableau:              

 Tableau 2.1. OT’s Architecture 

/ bmt/ *Hiatus MAX-IO DEP-IO 

         [bmt] *!   

          [b mt]  *  

[bmt]   * 

 

Tableau 2.1 above includes the input in the first column on the left which is followed by columns 

on the horizontal axe that represent the constraints and their hierarchy. The forms in the rows under 

the input represent the candidates that the generator generates. The asterisk (*) represents marks of 

constraint violation, while the exclamatory mark (!) represents serious or irremediable violation of 

constraints often because the constraint in question is a higher ranked constraint. The index  

indicates the optimal candidate which is selected by EVAL as the eventual output form.  

 As aforementioned, OT’s machinery serves to account for phonological processes like 

assimilation, epenthesis and deletion. The latter processes as proved in chapter one require 

reference to syllable structure for their account. Accordingly, the syllable possesses a pivotal status 

in OT. The subsequent section tackles this point.  
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2.2. Syllable Theory in OT 

2.2.1. Syllable: An Overview 

A syllable is a prosodic unit that is represented by the node (σ).  As indicated by Prince and 

Smolensky (2004, p.96), a syllable node dominates a set of daughter nodes which are respectively 

referred to as onset, nucleus and coda. These nodes are, then, associated with consonants and 

vowels. The nucleus is the only obligatory part of a syllable and is generally associated with a 

vowel, while onsets and codas are associated with consonants. Yet, in some languages, as Berber, 

consonants may also be syllable nuclei (Prince and Smolensky, 2004, p.11). Onset and coda are 

optional as some syllables may be onsetless or codaless. Onset and coda must dominate consonants 

and never vowels. Furthermore, they may be associated with more than one consonant. In such 

cases, onsets or codas are complex. Syllable structure can be illustrated by a word like the Arabic 

definite article /’from’ whose syllable structure can be represented by the following tree 

diagram: 

(1)                                                          (σ) 

 

                                                    O         N       C 

 

 

Languages display different types of syllables. However, the CV-type which represents a 

syllable that consists of an onset and a nucleus, but has no coda exists in all languages. As stated 

by Jakobson (1962) “There are languages lacking syllables with initial vowels and/ or syllables 

with final consonants, but there are no languages devoid of syllables with initial consonants or of 
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syllables with final vowels” (cited in Prince and Smolensky, 2004, p.93). The CV-syllable type 

represents the basic syllable or else the unmarked syllable type. As indicated by Kager (1999, p.94), 

the fact that CV-type is the basic syllable type is based on articulatory and perceptual grounds as 

well as on typological grounds. CV- syllable type is manifested in all languages, and thus it is cross 

linguistically preferred. Furthermore, as signaled by Kager (1999, p.94), “the best starting point for 

a vowel is a preceding consonant” from both articulatory and perceptual perspectives. Hence, 

onsetful syllables are preferred to onsetless ones because of the formerly mentioned articulatory 

and perceptual motivation. Similarly, open syllables are favoured to closed syllables because of 

articulatory and perceptual reasons. As assumed by Ohala (1990) and Steriade (1995) “coda 

consonants particularly those standing before another consonant, tend to be unreleased and hence 

lack perceptual cues that are present in prevocalic consonants, which are released” (cited in Kager, 

1999, p.94). 

2.2.2. The Syllable’s Status in OT 

The structure of the syllable serves to account for non-assimilatory processes like 

epenthesis and deletion. As indicated in chapter one, disregarding the unit of the syllable in 

accounting for epenthesis and deletion results in cases of conspiracies as demonstrated by 

Kisseberth (1970) in the Koryak instance of vowel epenthesis. Rule-based account of this process 

in Koryak, as indicated by Kisseberth (1970, p.291) devotes two different and unrelated rules to 

account for just two different cases of the same process. The rules are replicated below: 

(2)  ∅V/ C__________C 

(3) ∅V/ VCC________   C 
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Such a conspiracy is the outcome of the discard of the syllable in rule-based phonology. Indeed, if 

syllable structure were included in the account of the former cases of vowel epenthesis in Koryak, 

the similarity that is inherently present between rules (2) and (3) could be captured. Furthermore, 

rules (2) and (3) could be compressed to a single unified rule. Effectively, both rules account for 

vowel epenthesis which applies in order to avoid complex syllable onsets. In rule (2), the complex 

onset is in a word initial syllable, while in rule (3) the complex onset is in a word medial syllable. 

Indeed, syllabification of the sequence VCCC in rule (3) parses VC under one syllable and CC as 

the onset of the second under another syllable.  

 OT’s proponents (Prince and Smolensky 1993 and McCarthy and Prince 1995) were well 

aware of the crucialty of the syllable in accounting for phonological processes like epenthesis and 

deletion. For this particular reason, they developed a set of markedness constraints that require the 

preservation of syllable structure. This type of markedness constraints was correspondingly 

attributed the label of syllable structure constraints.  

 Syllable structure constraints were developed by Prince and Smolensky (1993) to preserve 

what is known as the preferred syllable type in language typology. This syllable type is a syllable 

which has an onset, but lacks a coda. This syllable type is also called an open onsetful syllable and 

symbolized by CV. As indicated by Féry and de Vijver (2003, p.6):   

It has been repeatedly observed that all languages have syllables of the form CV 

but not necessarily other forms (Jakobson 1906, Prince and Smolensky 1993, 

Belvins 1995), which follows from certain typological generalizations. First, if a 

language has syllables without onsets (V), it also has syllables with onsets (CV). 

Second, if a language has closed syllables (CVC), it also has open ones (CV). 

Furthermore, if a language has syllables with complex onsets (CCV), it also has 
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CV syllables. And finally, if a language has syllables with complex codas, it also 

has CVC syllables and therefore also CV ones. 

Thus, syllable structure constraints aim at preserving the preferred CV-syllable type. In other terms, 

syllable structure constraints require syllables to have onsets and to lack codas. Syllable structure 

constraints are introduced below as indicated in Prince and Smolensky (2004, p.96): 

         (4)  Syllable structure constraints 

NUC (nucleus) 

Syllables must have nuclei. 

ONS (onset)  

A syllable must have an onset. 

-COD (no coda) 

A syllable must not have a coda. 

*COMPLEX 

No more than one C or V may associate to any syllable position node. 

The above set of constraints, then, requires a syllable to have a nucleus and an onset and to 

lack a coda. Furthermore, the constraint *COMPLEX militates against clusters of consonants in 

both onset and coda as well as vowel sequences. Two different members of the parent constraint 

*COMPLEX were developed to either refer to the prohibition of complex onset or to that of 

complex codas. Such a distinction is necessary to describe languages which allow complex onsets, 

but ban complex codas or vice versa. These constraints are formulated as follows in Kager (1999, 

p.97) 
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(5)       *COMPLEX ONS   

*σ [CC         (‘Onsets are simple’). 

*COMPLEX COD 

*CC] σ        (‘Codas are simple’). 

     *COMPLEX was then restricted only to clusters of consonants and another constraint 

known as NO HIATUS was introduced to prohibit sequences of vowels. NO HIATUS bans vowels 

to appear in a sequence without being interrupted by a consonant (Fanslow & Féry, 2000, p.17). 

In spite of the typological as well as articulatory and perceptual motivations for the 

unmarkedness of the CV syllable type, languages do contain other syllable types such as V, VC, 

VCC, CVC, CCV, CCVC, CVCC, CCVCC. Such syllable types often result when faithfulness 

constraints which require agreement of the input and output dominate the syllable structure 

constraints that were introduced above. Two theories of faithfulness developed from OT, namely 

containment theory and correspondence theory. Each theory advanced a set of faithfulness 

constraints some of which relate to syllable structure. The following subsections provide a brief 

overview of each theory. 

2.2.3. Faithfulness Theories 

2.2.3.1.  Containment Theory 

Containment theory is a theory of faithfulness that was introduced by Prince and Smolensky 

(1993). Two types of faithfulness constraints were set forth by such theory, namely PARSE and 

FILL. PARSE and FILL require, as indicated in Prince and Smolensky (2004, p.94), that every 

input segment be associated with a syllable position, viz onset, nucleus or coda. PARSE and FILL 

are formulated as follows in Prince and Smolensky (2004, p.94): 
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(6)                PARSE 

Underlying segments must be parsed into syllable structure. 

(7)                 FILL 

Syllable positions must be filled with underlying segments. 

FILL is violated when a new syllable position is inserted, but there is no segment in the 

input to fill such position. PARSE is violated when an input segment is not associated with a 

syllable position or is not parsed into a syllable position.  

 The notion of ‘containment’ implies that “the input is contained in the output” (Kager, 1999, 

p.99). In cases of deletion, for instance, the segment which is deleted is not completely erased: it 

is contained in the input, but it is left phonetically unpronounced, and is thus not present in the 

output (cf. ‘Stray Erasure’ in autosegmental phonology in McCarthy, 1979).  

 PARSE and FILL are violated if they are dominated by the markedness constraints that 

were introduced earlier. In such case, either epenthesis or deletion result, depending on whether it 

is FILL or PARSE that is the lowest ranked. In containment theory, syncope is called underparsing 

since a segment that is deleted is not parsed into a syllable position. Epenthesis, on the other hand, 

is termed overparsing in containment theory as epenthesis creates a new syllable position that has 

no input segment that could fill it.  

2.2.3.2. Correspondence Theory 

 Correspondence theory is another theory of faithfulness that was introduced by McCarthy 

and Prince (1995). Instead of viewing faithfulness as a “one-to-one correspondence” between input 

segments and syllable positions, as in containment theory (Prince and Smolensky, 2004, p.94), 

correspondence theory considers faithfulness as a one-to-one correspondence between input 
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segments and their output counterparts. Correspondence is defined as follows in McCarthy and 

Prince (1995, p.14): 

Correspondence  

Given two strings S1 and S2, correspondence is a relation R from the elements of S1 to those 

of S2. Elements α E S1 and β E S2 are referred to as correspondents of one another when α 

R β. 

A number of faithfulness constraints were set forth by correspondence theory. Among such 

constraints DEP-IO (Dependency Input-Output) and MAX- IO (Maximality Input-Output) are of 

special concern since they relate to syllable-structure processes such as epenthesis and deletion. 

DEP-IO and MAX-IO are formulated as follows in McCarthy and Prince (1995, p.16): 

     (8) DEP-IO  

            Every segment of the output has a correspondent in the input. (prohibits phonological 

epenthesis) 

        (9) MAX-IO 

 Every segment of the input has a correspondent in the output (no phonological deletion) 

 Hence, any output form that includes an epenthetic segment violates DEP-IO since it 

includes a segment that has no input counterpart. Similarly, any output form from which a certain 

sound is deleted violates MAX-IO as an input segment has no counterpart in the output. 

 Languages often resort to processes like epenthesis and deletion to obtain the preferred CV 

syllable type. Within an OT framework, such processes are explained as being the result of the 

domination of one of the syllable-structure constraints that were mentioned earlier over the 
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faithfulness constraints FILL and PARSE or DEP-IO and MAX I-O, depending on the theory of 

faithfulness that is adopted. 

In some cases, faithfulness constraints may dominate syllable structure constraints. MAX-

IO may dominate –COD, for instance, which would result in closed syllables. When codas are 

allowed, a markedness constraint called CODA CONDITION (CODA COND) restricts the set of 

consonants that may appear in coda position. CODA CONDITION is formulated as follows in 

Prince and Smolensky (2004, p.109): 

(10) CODA COND  

  A coda consonant can have only coronal place or place shared with another consonant. 

CODA COND allows only coronal consonants or a consonant that is homorganic with the 

onset of a following syllable to occupy coda position. Furthermore, CODA COND may differ from 

one language to another. For example, in Sranan, which is an English creole that is spoken in the 

Caribbean Islands, CODA COND allows only nasal consonants to occupy coda position (Alber 

and Plag 1999, p.14). 

2.2.4. OT-based Account of Koryak Vowel Epenthesis 

The former instance of conspiracy introduced by Kisseberth (1976) can be accounted for 

successfully using OT’s syllable structure constraints and faithfulness constraints relating 

epenthesis. Indeed, vowel epenthesis in both cases of Koryak is the outcome of interaction between 

the markedness constraint *Complex Onset and the faithfulness constraints MAX-IO and DEP-IO. 

Given that in both word initial cluster CC and word medial cluster VCCC a complex onset CC is 

encountered, a vowel is inserted between the two consonants to avoid complex onsets. Such 

insertion is the outcome of the domination of the markedness constraint *Complex Onset over the 
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faithfulness constraints MAX-IO and DEP-IO respectively in Koryak. Furthermore, epenthesis 

rather than deletion takes place because the anti-deletion faithfulness constraint MAX-IO 

dominates the anti-epenthesis faithfulness constraint DEP-IO in Koryak. OT’s Tableau provides 

an elegant description and explanation of vowel epenthesis in Koryak. The following Tableau 

includes the instance of /t-plon/ ‘I aske him’ (Spencer, 1996, p.171): 

Tableau 2.2. Vowel Epenthesis in Koryak 

         /t-plon/ *Complex Onset MAX-IO DEP-IO 

         [tplon]              *!   

           [tlon]               *  

[tplon]                  * 

 

Tableau 2.2 indicates that [tplon]is the optimal candidate since it is the most harmonious with 

constraint hierarchy, violating the lower ranked DEP-IO in order to satisfy the higher ranked 

*Complex Onset. [tplon] is ruled out as it violates the higher ranked *Complex Onset which is 

a serious violation.  [tlon] is also excluded as it satisfies lower ranked DEP-IO at the expense of 

higher ranked MAX-IO. Indeed, since MAX-IO dominates DEP-IO in Koryak, the candidate which 

satisfies MAX-IO is privileged over the one which violates MAX-IO. Thus, [tplon] is the 

winner of the selection as it satisfies both higher ranked constraints *Complex Onset and MAX-

IO as opposed to [tlon] which violates the higher ranked MAX-IO even though it satisfies the 

higher ranked *Complex Onset. 
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The representational elegance and adequacy of OT pushed a number of phonologists, first 

among them OT’s proponents Prince and Smolensky (1993) and McCarthy and Prince (1995) to 

apply OT in accounting for different types of phonological processes, namely assimilation, 

epenthesis and deletion in different languages. The following sections highlight the most influential 

studies that applied OT in accounting for cases of assimilation, epenthesis and deletion.   

2.3. OT-based Account of Epenthesis, Deletion and Assimilation 

2.3.1. OT-based Account of Epenthesis and Deletion 

 Prince and Smolensky (1993) is among the earliest studies which applied OT in order to 

account for a phonological process. In this study, Prince and Smolensky (1993) attempted to 

describe and explain vowel deletion in Lardil, an indigenous language that is spoken in Mornington 

Island in northern Australia. Prince and Smolensky (1993) reported that Lardil’s vowel deletion is 

the outcome of the syllable structure constraint ONSET dominating the containment-theory 

faithfulness constraint PARSE. Indeed, deletion occurs after the accusative suffix ‘-in’ is added to 

Lardil nouns such as / ‘husband’ (Prince and Smolensky, 2004, p.108) which results in 

//. Such morphological process results in a phonologically offensive structure as it 

creates the onsetless syllable /in/ (//), thus violating the syllable structure constraint 

ONS. Lardil resolves such offensive structure by deleting /i/ of /in/, thus yielding the syllabification 

] in which all syllables possess an onset. Deletion of /i/, therefore, allows the 

satisfaction of the syllable structure constraint ONS, but leads to the violation of the faithfulness 

constraint PARSE which militates against the underparsing or else deletion of a sound. Obviously, 

Lardil’s resolution to deletion in that case is triggered by its constraint hierarchy which ranks ONS 

higher than PARSE (Prince and Smolensky, 2004, p.108).  
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Another study which applied OT in accounting for yet another type of non-assimilatory 

process was conducted by McCarthy and Prince (1995). In this study, McCarthy and Prince (1995) 

indicated how glide insertion in Madurese, a language spoken in Indonesia, could be accounted for 

from an OT perspective, using correspondence theory. They considered such a process as the result 

of the markedness constraint ONS dominating the faithfulness constraint DEP-IO which disallows 

epenthesis. Effectively, the glide /j/ is inserted in Madurese words such as /sea/ ‘afternoon’ to 

avoid having an onsetless syllable //. The outcome is the output [ which satisfies ONS at 

the expense of DEP-IO which is lower-ranked in the language. (McCarthy and Prince, 1995, p.27). 

Alber and Plag (1999) is another study in which OT was applied to account for epenthesis 

and deletion in Sranan, an English Creole that is spoken in Suriname a Caribbean Island. The 

English word ‘because’, for instance, is realized as [] in Sranan with a final epenthetic /i/. 

Alber and Plag (1999, p.14) reported that epenthesis of /i/ in [] is the outcome of the 

requirement of the markedness constraint CODA COND which in the case of Sranan allows only 

nasals to occupy coda position. Given that /s/ is not a nasal, it cannot occupy coda position. Thus, 

/i/ is inserted after /s/ in order to avoid violation of CODA COND. According to Alber and Plag 

(1999, p.14), the occurrence of epenthesis in Sranan words like [] is justified by the fact that 

CODA COND is higher ranked in Sranan than the anti-epenthesis constraint DEP-IO. Furthermore, 

epenthesis rather than deletion occurs in the case of [] since the anti-deletion constraint 

MAX-IO is higher ranked than DEP-IO in Sranan, while it is left unranked with respect to CODA 

COND. The following Tableau indicates why [] is the optimal realization of // 

‘because’ as demonstrated in Alber and Plag (1999, p.15): 
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Tableau 2.3. Selection of the Optimal Output of  

 CODA COND MAX-IO DEP-IO 

a.   * 

  *!   

   *!  

 

Candidate (a) is preferred to (b) and (c) since unlike (b) it avoids violation of the higher ranked 

CODA COND thanks to its epenthetic /i/ which creates an open syllable /si/. Moreover, (a) is 

favoured upon (c) since it preserves its final /s/ and thus, does not violate MAX-IO which is 

violated by (c).  

  Alber and Plag (1999, p.16) also accounted for consonant deletion in Sranan within 

an OT framework. In Sranan, a consonant is often deleted to avoid complex onsets and codas. 

Generally, tri-consonantal clusters are unacceptable in Sranan so that an English loanword, such 

as /'strong' is realized as Deletion applies in such a case since the cluster // 

violates the markedness constraint Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP) which requires that 

“Sonority must increase towards the peak” (Alber and Plag, 1999 p.16). /s/ is more sonorous than 

/t/, yet /t/ is closer to the peak than /s/. Furthermore, /s/ is deleted and not /t/ in order to preserve 

contiguity of segments or “the linear sequence of segments” (Alber and Plag, 1999, p.17). Deletion 

of /t/ would produce the non-contiguous /sranga/. Hence, /s/ is deleted rather than /t/ in order to 

satisfy the requirement of the faithfulness constraint NOSKIP. NOSKIP disallows the deletion of 

the second consonant of a tri-consonantal cluster in order to avoid a non- contiguous string (Alber 

and Plag, 1999, p.17). Insertion of a vowel between /s/ and /t/ to satisfy (SSP) is rejected by another 
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contiguity constraint which is called NO INTRUDE. NO INTRUDE bans the interruption of the 

linearity of a string by a vowel. The following Tableau explains why the deletion of /s/ in /, 

yieldingis the best resolution of the complex onset /str/ as sketched in Alber and Plag 

(1999, p.20): 

Tableau 2.4. Selection of the Optimal Output of 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Candidate (a) is the optimal candidate as it satisfies the higher ranked constraint SSP unlike 

candidates (d) and (e) which include the offensive string /str/. Furthermore, (a) satisfies the higher 

ranked CODA COND as opposed to (f) which contains the impermissible coda /s/. Candidates (b) 

and (c) are also excluded as they violate NO SKIP and NO INTRUDE, respectively.    

Ghadoua (2000) was among the earliest studies in which OT was used in order to account 

for epenthesis in Arabic. In this study, Ghadoua (2000) analyzed epenthesis in Quranic Arabic 

(QA). In QA, a glottal // and the vowel /i/ or /a/ are inserted to avoid complex onsets as in /mraah/ 

‘woman’ and /qalamu/ ‘pen’ which are respectively realized as [imraah] and [alqalamu]. 

Ghadoua (2000, p.77) indicates that epenthesis in QA is motivated by the constraints *COMPLEX 

 SSP CODA 

COND 

NO 

INTRUDE 

NO SKIP MAX-IO DEP-IO 

a     *  

b.     *! *  

c.   *!   * 

d. *!      

e. *!     * 

f. i  *!    * 
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ONSET and ONSET. Complex onsets like /mr/ in /mraah/ are avoided through the epenthesis of 

/i/ before /mr/ which leads to the syllabification /im.ra.ah/. Then, the glottal stop is inserted to the 

onsetless syllable /im/ in order to satisfy ONSET. Tableau 2.5 indicates why [im.ra.ah] is the 

optimal output of /mraah/: 

 Tableau 2.5. Selection of the Optimal Output of 

 

(Ghadoua, 2000, p.77) 

 Tableau 2.5 demonstrates that candidate (a) is the optimal candidate. (a) is favoured upon 

candidate (b) as it satisfies ONS by including the epenthetic // as onset to the onsetless syllable 

/im/, unlike (b) which leaves such syllable onsetless. Moreover, candidate (a) is preferred to (c) 

since it satisfies both *COMPLEX ONS and ONS by containing the vowel /i/ before the complex 

onset /mr/ which splits the cluster into two different syllables, namely [im] [ra], and also by 

including the glottal stop // before the onsetless syllable /im/.  

 Another OT-based study that is worth reviewing is Eddington’s (2001) study of vowel 

prosthesis in Spanish. Indeed, a vowel tends to be inserted before the complex onset /sp/ in Spanish 

words like // ‘to wait’ to avoid the impermissible onset /sp/. Epenthesis is employed in such 

mraah ONS *COMPLEX 

ONS 

Fill ONS Fill NUC 

☞a.im.ra.ah   * * 

a. im.ra.ah *!   * 

b. mraah  *!   
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a case in order to satisfy the markedness constraint SONORITY which is the same as Alber and 

Plag’s (1999) Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP). SONORITY requires that “the most sonorous 

elements must be the closest to the nucleus” (Eddington, 2001, p.40). Given that /sp/ decreases in 

sonority towards the nucleus, it violates SONORITY. The vowel /e/ is then inserted before /sp/, 

yielding the syllabification []. Eddington (2001, p.40) reports that epenthesis occurs before 

the cluster rather than within it because of the markedness constraint Morpheme Contiguity (M-

CONT) which “prohibits the insertion of elements into a morpheme” (Eddington, 2001, p.40). The 

following tableau demonstrates why [] emerges as the optimal output of the input // 

as indicated in Eddington (2001, p.41): 

Tableau 2.6. Selection of the Optimal Output of 

 M-CONT SONORITY FAITH-V NO CODA 

   *!   

       b.  *!  *  

c.    * * 

 

It appears from tableau 2.6 that candidate (c) is the optimal candidate. As opposed to (a), 

(c) satisfies the higher ranked constraint SONORITY by splitting the impermissible cluster /sp/ 

into two separate syllables. Moreover, (c) is preferred to (b) as it satisfies the higher ranked M-

CONT via the insertion of /e/ before the cluster rather than within it. Violation of the lower ranked 

FAITH-V in (c) is necessary in order to satisfy SONORITY. Similarly, violation of the lower 

ranked NO CODA in (c) is also required so as to satisfy the higher ranked M-CONT. 
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Lee (2001) also applied OT model in accounting for epenthesis in English loanwords that 

are used in Korean. Korean does not allow complex onsets and codas. Hence, a vowel like /i/ is 

inserted in English loans like /disk/ ‘disk’ which is realized as [disikhi] to break the coda cluster. 

Lee (2001, p.5) demonstrates that epenthesis is triggered by the markedness constraint 

*COMPLEX which prohibits complex onsets and codas. Epenthesis rather than deletion applies in 

Korean since the anti-deletion constraint MAX-IO is higher ranked in Korean than the anti-

epenthesis constraint DEP-IO. Furthermore, splitting the cluster /sk/ by syllabifying /s/ as coda of 

the first syllable and /k/ as onset of the first syllable [dis.ki] is prevented by CODA COND which 

allows only the consonants to occupy coda position in Korean (Lee, 2001, 

p.3). The following tableau indicates why [disikhi] is the optimal output of /disk/ in Korean: 

Tableau 2.7. Selection of the optimal output of / disk/ 

‘disk’ *COMPLEX CODA COND MAX-IO DEP-IO 

☞a. disikhi    ** 

a. disk *!    

b. disi   *! * 

c. di.ski *!   * 

d. idisikhi    *** 

e. dis.khi  *!  * 

 

Lee (2001, p.5) 

It appears from tableau 2.7 that (a) is the winning candidate as it satisfies the higher ranked 

*COMPLEX, unlike (b) and (d), by breaking the impermissible cluster /sk/ through epenthesis. 
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Moreover, (a) is selected over (f) since (a) includes no coda that violates CODA COND in Korean, 

while (f) violates CODA COND by including the coda /s/ which is not among the segments that 

are allowed by CODA COND in Korean. Candidate (c) is excluded too as it misses one segment 

of the input which is /k/ and thus, violates MAX-IO. Candidate (e) is excluded since it incurs three 

violations of DEP-IO. The prosthesis of /i/ before /d/ is unnecessary, and thus does not respect 

OT’s principle of economy. 

Galal (2004) is another study in which OT was used in order to account for epenthesis in 

Arabic.  This study dealt with epenthesis in the English loanwords that are adopted in Cairene 

Arabic (CA) and which do not conform to the syllable structure of CA. Two kinds of epenthesis 

usually take place in order to adapt such loans to the syllable structure of CA. Indeed, Galal (2004, 

p.6) indicated that a vowel is, first, inserted before English loans like // ‘stub’, yielding [] 

since complex onsets are prohibited in CA. A glottal stop // is then inserted before /i/ to avoid an 

onsetless syllable which is also disallowed in CA. CA vowel epenthesis, as stated by Galal (2004, 

p.7), is triggered by the markedness constraint *COMPLEX ONS which bans consonants clusters 

in onset position. Furthermore, glottal stop insertion is considered the outcome of the constraint 

ONSET which requires syllables to have onsets. Tableau 2.8 indicates why [] is the optimal 

output of // as demonstrated in Galal (2004, p.7): 

Tableau 2.8. Selection of the Optimal Output of / 

 ONS *COMPLEX MAX-IO DEP-IO 

a.     * 

 *!   * 

  *!   
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  Tableau 2.8 indicates that (a) is the winning candidate as it satisfies ONS, unlike (b), 

through the epenthetic // at the beginning of the onsetless //. Furthermore, (a) is favoured upon 

(c) since it satisfies *COMPLEX ONS by containing an epenthetic vowel that separates the 

complex onset //. After /i/ is inserted, /s/ syllabifies as the coda of the first syllable and /t/ as onset 

to the second syllable.  

 Kikuchi (2004) accounted for the process of final /r/ deletion in Catalan using the model of 

OT. /r/ is deleted in Catalan when it is final in a stressed syllable. Kikuchi (2004, p.2) considers /r/ 

deletion in Catalan since it is “too sonorous to be in coda position of a stressed syllable”. In other 

terms, a sonority hierarchy of margins in stressed syllables considers liquids, and thus, /r/ as being 

marked in “marginal position of a stressed syllable” (Kikuchi, 2004, p.2). Such sonority hierarchy 

is called Margin Sonority Hierarchy in stressed syllables and is formulated as follows: 

Margin Sonority Hierarchy in Stressed Syllables 

// *M (σ )/ vowel » *M (σ )/ glide » *M (σ)/ liquid » (σ )/ nasal » (σ)/ obstruent// 

(Kikuchi, 2004 p.2) 

Margin Sonority Hierarchy in stressed syllables was inspired from Margin Sonority Hierarchy 

which is formulated as follows in Kikuchi (2004, p.2): 

The Margin Sonority Hierarchy 

//*M/ vowels » *M/ glide »*M/ liquid » *M/ nasal » *M/ obstruent// 

Thus, /r/ is deleted when it is final in a stressed syllable as a result of the Margin Sonority Hierarchy 

in stressed syllables which considers /r/ as being a marked margin in a stressed syllable. Hence, the 
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input  ‘clear’ is realized as without the final /r/. Tableau 2.9 indicates why  is the 

optimal output of the input : 

Tableau 2.9. The selection of the optimal output of  

 *M (σ)/ liquid MAX-IO *M/ liquid 

  *!  * 

☞b  *  

 

(Kikuchi, 2004, p.2) 

 It appears from Tableau 2.9 that candidate (b) is the optimal candidate since it satisfies the 

higher ranked constraint *M (σ )/ liquid which considers /r/ as being a marked margin in stressed 

syllables. Unlike (a), (b) satisfies *M (σ )/ liquid through the deletion of the final /r/. It is worth 

noting that  *M (σ)/ liquid is a context-sensitive constraint which considers liquids as being marked 

margins in stressed syllables only, while *M/ liquid is a context sensitive constraint which 

considers liquids as marked margins in both stressed and unstressed syllables. The optimal 

candidate (b) satisfies both types of constraints.  

 Kikuchi (2004, p.2) then demonstrates that /r/ is not deleted when it is a margin of an 

unstressed syllable. The /r/ in an unstressed syllable as in // ‘miserable’ is not deleted since 

the higher ranked *M (σ )/ liquid considers /r/ as a marked margin in stressed syllables only. Thus, 

*M (σ)/ liquid is inactive in such case and // is realized as [Even though such output 
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violates the lower ranked *M/ liquid, such violation is necessary in order to avoid an unnecessary 

violation of the higher ranked MAX-IO.  

 Louriz (2004) also applied OT in her account of the deletion process which is observed in 

French loans that are used in Moroccan Arabic (MA). When a French loan starts with a vowel as 

in // ‘to attack’, the initial vowel of such loan is deleted, yielding the realization []. 

According to Louriz (2004, p.8), such deletion is motivated by the markedness constraint ONSET 

which requires syllables to have onsets. Given that /ag/ in // is onsetless, MA resorts to the 

deletion of initial /a/ to repair for the violation of ONSET. Tableau 2.10 demonstrates how [] 

wins over other candidates as the output of // as sketched in Louriz (2004, p.9): 

Tableau 2.10. Selection of the Optimal Output of  

 ONSET DEP-IO MAX-IO 

 a.   * 

a. ()  *  

b.  () *   

 

Tableau 2.10 indicates that candidate (a) is the optimal candidate as it satisfies the higher-

ranked constraint ONSET, unlike (c), through the deletion of the vowel  which occupies an 

onsetless syllable. Candidate (a) is favoured over (b) since it satisfies DEP-IO through avoidance 

of epenthesis. It appears that (a) is preferred to (b) because DEP-IO dominates MAX-IO in MA. 

Thus, violation of MAX-IO is less costly than that of DEP-IO. 
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 Btoosh (2006) used OT to account for epenthesis in Karak Arabic (KA), a dialect of 

Jordanian Arabic. KA does not allow syllables that lack an onset. Thus, the glottal stop // is 

inserted to repair onsetless syllables. Btoosh (2006, p.196) indicated that // is inserted in onsetless 

syllables like the proper name // ‘Ahmed’, yielding ] as a result of the markedness 

constraint ONSET which requires syllables to have onsets. Tableau 2.11 demonstrates why 

[] is the optimal candidate of // as indicated in Btoosh (2006, p. 197): 

 Tableau 2.11. Selection of the Optimal Output of / 

 ONSET DEP-IO 

a.  *!  

b.   * 

 

 It appears from tableau 2.11 that candidate (b) is the optimal candidate as it satisfies the 

higher ranked constraint ONSET. Candidate (b) wins over (a) since it satisfies ONSET by 

containing the epenthetic // which fills the empty onset node of the syllable //. However, there 

is nothing in the analysis that indicates why is // inserted and not part of the input /?  

Aba-Alkh (2007) appiled OT in his analysis of epenthesis in Taifi Arabi (TA), an Arabic 

dialect that is spoken in Saudi Arabia. As indicated Aba-Alkh (2007, p.41) Complex codas are 

allowed in TA, yet epenthesis applies within complex codas when they violate Sonority Sequencing 

Principle (SSP). According to Aba-Alkh (2007, p.42) SSP requires complex codas to rise in 

sonority towards the peak. The word /ibr/, for example, is realized as [ibir] in TA since the 

complex coda /br/ rises in sonority towards the margin rather than towards the peak, and thus 

violates SSP. Tableau 2.12 shows why [ibir] is the optimal output of /ibr/:  
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Tableau 2.12. The selection of the optimal output of // 

/ibr/ ONS PARSE SSP FILL -COD 

a. ibr   *!  * 

b. ib  *!   * 

☞ c. i.bir    * * 

      d. ib.ri    * * 

 

Aba-Alkh (2007, p.49) 

 Tableau 2.12 indicates that candidate (c) is the optimal candidate as it satisfies the higher 

ranked PARSE, unlike (b), through avoidance of deletion. (c) is chosen rather than (a) since it 

incurs no violation of SSP by containing a vowel /i/ between the complex coda /br/ which violates 

SSP.   

Al-Mohanna (2007) is another study which includes an OT analysis of epenthesis in Taifi 

Arabic (TA), an Arabic dialect spoken in Saudi Arabia. As indicated by Al-Mohanna (2007, p.41), 

complex codas are allowed in TA, yet epenthesis applies within complex codas when they violate 

Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP). SSP requires complex codas to rise in sonority towards the 

peak (Al-Mohana, 2007, p.42). The word //, for example, is realized as [] in TA since the 

complex coda // rises in sonority towards the margin rather than towards the peak, and thus 

violates SSP. Even though the insertion of /i/ results in the violation of the lower ranked FILL, 

such violation is necessary to satisfy the higher- ranked SSP (Al-Mohana, 2007, p.49). 
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Uffmann (2007) also used OT model in his analysis of the process of English /r/ epenthesis 

postlexically. When a vowel sequence occurs at word boundaries in English, it is usually resolved 

through consonant insertion. Consonant insertion is motivated by the markedness constraint ONS 

which requires syllables to have onsets (Uffmann 2007, p.460). The phrases ‘key is’ and ‘zoo is’ 

illustrate cases of vowel hiatus where the second syllable // is onsetless. Uffmann (2007, p.465) 

stated that a glide is inserted when the first vowel of the hiatus is a high vowel so that the outputs 

of // ‘key is’ and // ‘zoo is’ are [] and []. Uffmann (2007, p.465) then 

indicated that in case the first vowel of the hiatus is not high, /r/ is inserted to satisfy ONS. The 

selection of /r/ rather than any other consonant to resolve vowel hiatus in words like /‘law 

is’ which is realized as[] is justified by the markedness scale for intervocalic consonants 

which is formulated as follows in Uffmann (2007, p.465): 

*V_V/ Lar » *V_V/ Obs » *V_V/ Nas » *V_V / l » *V_V/r » *V_V/V 

After vowels, /r/ is considered the least marked segment that can appear intervocalically. 

According to Uffmann (2007, p.465), glide insertion in such cases as / l z/ is impeded by the 

faithfulness constraint DEP (hi) which prohibits the feature [high] from being present in the output 

if it is not found in the input. In other words, if the input contained a high vowel like  in //, 

/j/ can be inserted since the feature [+high] would spread from the vowel / to the epenthetic 

segment. Another constraint *G[-hi] which considers non- high glides like // as being marked 

(Uffmann, 2007, p.465) prevents the epenthesis of a non-high glide. Thus, r-insertion is the best 

solution for vowel hiatus at word boundaries as in //. The following tableau indicates why 

[] is the optimal output of // as indicated in Uffmann (2007, p.466): 
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Tableau 2.13. Selection of the Optimal Output of  

 ONS *G     

[-hi] 

DEP 

(hi) 

DEP-IO *V_V/Lar *V_V/r *V_V/

V 

  *!       

    *! *   * 

   *!  *   * 

d.    *  *  

     e.     * *!   

 

Tableau 2.13 indicates that candidate (d) is the optimal candidate as it satisfies ONS, unlike 

(a), by including an epenthetic /r/ that syllabifies as onset of the syllable /z/. (d) is preferred to (c) 

as it satisfies *G[-hi] and DEP (hi) by containing /r/ rather than a glide as an epenthetic segment. 

Finally, (d) is preferred to candidate (e) since it contains an epenthetic segment that is more 

sonorous than the epenthetic segment in (e). As a matter of fact, the epenthetic segment in (e) is // 

which is the least sonorous segment on the sonority scale, and is thus more marked than /r/ 

intervocalically.    

Aljumah (2008) made use of OT to account for epenthesis in Al-Ahsa Arabic (AA) which 

is an Arabic dialect spoken in Saudi Arabia. Al-Ahsa Arabic disallows onsetless syllables and thus, 

the glottal stop // is often inserted to repair onsetless syllables. Such process is exemplified by the 

word /isbir/ ‘be patient’ which is realized with an inserted glottal stop at the beginning of the 

onsetless syllable /is/. The resulting output is selected on the basis of constraint hierarchy in AA 

which priviledges the markednes constraint ONSET over the faithfulness constraint DEP-IO. 
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Tableau 2.14 demonstrates why [] is the optimal candidate of // as indicated in Aljumah 

(2008, p.167): 

 Tableau 2.14. Selection of the Optimal Output of  

 ONSET MAX-IO PARSE-seg DEP-IO NO-CODA 

a.  *!    * 

b.     * * 

     c .   *!  * * 

     d .    *! * * 

 

It appears from tableau 2.14 that candidate (b) is the optimal candidate as it satisfies the 

higher ranked constraint ONSET, unlike (a), by containing an epenthetic // which provides the 

onset of the onsetless syllable //. (b) is favoured upon (c) since it satisfies MAX-IO by avoiding 

the deletion of /r/ unlike (c) in which /r/ is deleted. Finally, (b) is favoured upon (d) since it satisfies 

PARSE-seg which requires that “every segment must belong to a syllable” (Aljumah, 2008, p.165). 

As a matter of fact, all the segments in (b) belong to a syllable, unlike (d) in which /r/ is unparsed.  

Mwita (2009) also had recourse to OT in his analysis of vowel epenthesis and consonant 

deletion in Kiwahili or Swahili. As reported by Mwita (2009, p.55), vowel epenthesis and 

consonant deletion affect Arabic loans that include geminates. In the Arabic loan // ‘until’ 

which is used in Swahili /i/ is inserted in // to avoid a closed syllable, resulting in []. 

The latter output is still not optimal as it violates the markedness constraint NO CODA which 

prohibits closed syllables. The syllabification [] is also rejected as it violates *COMPLEX 
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and leads to a complex onset. Thus, /d/ is deleted to satisfy NO CODA, yielding the optimal output 

[]. 

Hall (2011) likewise used OT framework in his account of vowel prosthesis in Walsier 

German, a dialect of German. The vowel /a/ is generally inserted at the beginning of Walsier 

German words that start with /r/ such as /rad/ ‘wheel’ which is realized as []. Hall (2011,           

p. 957) indicated that prosthesis in Walsier German is the result of the markedness constraint *R 

(*Rhotics) which considers /r/ as marked at word margins. Such constraint results from word edge 

hierarchy which is formulated as follows: 

*w[G » *w[R » *w[L » *w[N » *w[O  (Hall, 2011, p. 958). 

Word Edge Hierarchy ranks segments from the most marked to the least marked margins 

of phonological words. Hall (2011, p. 953) underlined the fact that it is the phonological word 

rather than the syllable which represents the domain for /a/ prosthesis in Walsier German. 

Phonological words correspond to “monomorphemic lexical words (e.g., verbs, nouns, adjectives)” 

(Hall, 2011, p.954). The above margin hierarchy indicates that /r/ is the most marked word margin 

after glides. Such markedness is due to its high degree of sonority. Indeed, the margin hierarchy is 

inspired from SONORITY HIEARCHY which is formulated as follows:  

“SONORITY HIERARCHY 

Vowels (V) > Glides (G) > Rhotics (R) > Laterals (L) > Nasals (N) > Obstruents (O)” (Hall, 2011, 

p.958). 

Hence, the word // is realized as [] since the markedness constraint *R considers /r/ 

as a marked word margin. Other possibilities such as the deletion of /r/ or the insertion of a less 

marked word margin before /r/ are respectively excluded by the faithfulness constraint MAX-C 
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which bans consonant deletion and DEP-C which disallows consonant epenthesis. Tableau 2.15 

shows why [] wins over its competing candidates as the optimal output of the input // as 

indicated in Hall (2011, p.964).  

 Tableau 2.15. Selection of the Optimal Output of  

 *R MAX-C DEP-C IDENT ONS DEP-V 

  *!      

b.      * * 

    *!   

  *!   *  

   *!    

 

It appears from tableau 2.15 that candidate (b) is the optimal candidate. It is chosen over 

(a) because it satisfies *R by including the prosthetic vowel /a/ which prevents /r/ from being a 

word margin. Furthermore, (b) is selected instead of candidate (d) since it satisfies the higher 

ranked MAX-C through the avoidance of /r/ deletion. (b) wins over (e) since it satisfies DEP-C by 

inserting a vowel rather than a consonant. Finally, (b) is preferred to (c) as it satisfies IDENT by 

preserving the same segment in the input which is /r/.  

In addition to non-assimilatory processes like epenthesis and deletion, OT was also useful 

in accounting for various cases of assimilatory processes. The subsequent sections highlight the 

most common studies that applied OT in accounting for assimilation in different languages, 

including Arabic. 
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2.3.2. OT-based Account of Assimilation 

Amongst the earliest studies in which OT was applied in order to account for assimilation 

is Lombardi’s (1995). In this study, Lombardi (1995) analyzed regressive and progressive 

assimilation and used data from English and Dutch for her OT analysis.  In her analysis of 

regressive voice assimilation, Lombardi (1995, p.3) used hypothetical inputs like // which 

she assumed would be realized as [] as a result of the markedness constraint AGREE which 

requires adjacent sounds to agree in their voice feature.  It is /g/ which assimilates to /p/ and not 

the reverse since a positional faithfulness constraint known as IDENT ONSET LARYNGEAL 

(IDONSLAR) requires onset consonants of the input to preserve their voice feature in the output. 

Given that /p/ is onset of the syllable /pen/, it preserves its voice feature which is [-voice] and /g/ 

assimilates to it in order to satisfy AGREE. Devoicing of /g/ takes place, even though such 

devoicing results in the violation of the faithfulness constraint IDENT LARYNGEAL (ID LAR) 

which requires the voice feature of the input to be preserved in the output. Violation of ID LAR is 

necessary in order to satisfy AGREE which must be higher ranked in the hypothetical language 

(Lombardi, 1995, p.2). Tableau 2.16 indicates why [] is the optimal output of the 

hypothetical input // as sketched in Lombardi (1995, p.3): 

 Tableau 2.16. Selection of the Optimal Output of  

 AGREE IDONSLAR IDLAR 

  *!   

b.   * 

  *! * 
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Tableau 2.16 indicates that candidate (b) is the optimal candidate as it satisfies the higher 

ranked constraint AGREE, as opposed to (a) which violates it. In (b) /g/ acquires the voicing feature 

of its neighbouring sound /p/. (b) is preferred to (c) since (b) satisfies IDONSLAR, whereas (c) 

violates it. In (b) the onset /p/ preserves its input voice feature, while the coda /g/ assimilates to it. 

 Lombardi (1995, p.6) also studied progressive assimilation in English plurals using OT’s 

notion of constraint interaction. The /z/ in // ‘cats’ assimilates the voice feature of the 

preceding consonant and is realized as [s]. According to Lombardi (1995, p.6), assimilation is 

progressive in this case since a markedness constraint called Harms’ generalization (Harms’ genl.) 

states that “voiced obstruents are more sonorous than voiceless, and thus must be closer to the 

syllable nucleus” (Lombardi, 1995, p.6). In // the most sonorous segment /z/ is not close to 

the nucleus, and is thus devoiced to avoid a violation of Harms’ genel. Tableau 2.17 indicates why 

[] is the optimal candidate of // as demonstrated in Lombardi (1995, p. 6): 

Tableau 2.17. Selection of the Optimal Output of  

 Harms’ genl. IDLAR *LAR 

a. ktz *!  * 

b. kdz  * *!* 

c.kts  *  

 

It appears from tableau 2.17 that candidate (c) is the optimal candidate which satisfies the 

higher ranked Harm’s genl., unlike (a) which violates it. In (a) the most sonorous segment /z/ is not 

close to the nucleus, while in (c) /z/ is devoiced to /s/, and thus it is not required for it to be close 

to the nucleus. Candidate (c) is favoured upon (b) since it satisfies *LAR as opposed to (b) which 
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violates *LAR. * LAR requires obstruents to be voiceless or as put by Lombardi (1995, p. 2) 

“*LAR: Don’t have laryngeal features”. In (c) both sounds of the cluster /ts/ are voiceless, while 

in (b) they are both voiced.  

Lombardi (1995) also accounted for progressive assimilation in Dutch within an OT 

framework. In Dutch, a voiced fricative is devoiced when it is preceded by a voiceless stop. 

According to Lombardi (1995, p. 275), such process is the outcome of the markedness constraint 

Fric Voice (fricative Voice) which considers voicing of fricatives after voiceless obstruents as 

being marked:   *[-Son] [-Son] 

                [+Cont] 

                 [+Voice]  (Lombardi, 1995, p.10) 

Hence, a word like / -/ ‘perform’ is realized with a devoiced fricative [f] since 

the markedness constraint Fric Voice considers the cluster /pv/ as marked (Lombardi, 1995, p.10). 

Note that progressive assimilation occurs in Dutch when the derivational prefix ‘-’ is added to a 

base form like // ‘carry’ (Lombardi,1995, p.10).   

Kang (1996) made use of OT in order to account for nasal assimilation in English. Kang 

(1996, p.483) considers the assimilation of a nasal to a velar as being the result of the markedness 

constraint *[…n {k, g}…] Foot/morpheme which “bans the sequence of /n/ and /k/ or /g/” (Kang, 

1996, p.483) in the same morpheme or foot. Other possibilities like the deletion of one of the 

segments in the impermissible sequence /nk/ or /ng/ is excluded by the markedness constraint 

PARSE which is formulated as follows in Kang (1996, p.484) “PARSE: Every element of S2 in 

(S1, S2) has a correspondent in S1 (where S2= input, S1 output)”. Thus, assimilation of /n/ to the 
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following velar, such as /g/ in // [sic]‘congress’, which is realized as [] [sic] is the 

best solution to the offensive sequence /ng/.  According to Kang (1996, p.483), [] [sic] is 

the optimal realization of // even though it violates SPREAD which is a markedness 

constraint that bans features from spread from one segment to another. Such violation is necessary 

to satisfy *[…n {k, g}…] f/m.  

When nasals are followed by labial consonants they acquire their place feature as in 

// ‘impossible’ which is realized as []. Kang (1996, p.486) indicated that such 

type of place assimilation is triggered by the markedness constraint *n [+labial] which considers 

the sequence of /n/ and a labial sound as being marked. Hence, /n/ is realized as a labial [m] to 

solve the problematic sequence /n/ + [+labial]. [] is the optimal realization of // 

even if it violates SPREAD as the feature [+labial] spreads from /p/ to /n/. Furthermore, [] 

violates another constraint *MC (Multiple Correspondence) which stipulates that elements of the 

input and output must stand in a one-to-one correspondence relationship with each other” 

(Lamontagne and Rice, 1995 cited in Kang, 1996, p.485). The feature [+labial] is associated with 

two segments in the output /m/ and /p/, while in the input it is associated with one segment only 

which is /p/. However, violations of both SPREAD and *MC are necessary to satisfy the higher-

ranked *n [+labial]. Other competing candidates like [] are ruled out since they violate the 

highe- ranked *n [+labial] even though they satisfy the lower-ranked SPREAD and *MC. 

Borowsky (2000, p.26) also dealt with nasal assimilation in Dutch. Contrary to the familiar 

pattern of nasal assimilation in which a nasal assimilates the place feature of the following 

obstruent, in Dutch the consonant that follows the nasal assimilates its place feature. Such type of 

place assimilation occurs in Dutch when the diminutive suffix ‘-tje’ is added to a base form that 
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ends with a nasal consonant as // ‘thumb’ which is realized as [].  Borrowsky 

(2000, p.26) assumes that such type of assimilation is triggered by the markedness constraint NAS-

AGREE which requires adjacent nasals and obstruents to agree in place feature. However, 

assimilation is progressive rather than regressive in this case since the constraint IDWF (IDENT 

WORD FINAL) requires the word final /m/ to preserve its place feature which is [labial], while /t/ 

is realized as the labial /p/ to satisfy NAS-AGREE.  

According to Borrowsky (2000, p.26), [] is the optimal candidate output for 

// as it satisfies the constraint NAS-AGREE and IDWF which are higher ranked in Dutch 

and dominate other constraints like IDONSPL (IDENT ONSET PLACE) which requires the input 

place feature of the onset to be preserved in the output. Such constraint is violated by the optimal 

[]. Yet, such violation is necessary to satisfy the higher ranked NAS-AGREE. [] 

is preferred to other candidate outputs generated by GEN as [] and [] since they 

respectively violate IDWF and NAS-AGREE. [] violates IDWF as /m/ does not preserve 

its input place feature, while [] violates NAS-AGREE since the consonants of the cluster 

// do not agree in their place feature.  

Grijzenhout (2000) likewise accounted for regressive voice assimilation in both English 

and Dutch. In English, a word like /fiv/ ‘five’ is realized as [fif] as a result of the markedness 

constraint AGREE which requires adjacent obstruents to agree in their voicing. Grijzenhout 

(2000:8) reports that assimilation is progressive in this case because the faithfulness constraint 

FINAL DEV (FINAL DEVOICING) which requires syllable-final obstruents to be voiceless (note 

that the identity constraint that makes assimilation regressive in this case is PRODODIC WORD 

FINAL DEVOICING (PW FIN DEV) since /v/ is final in the prosodic word /fiv/, but not in the 
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syllable /fiv/ in which it is part of the complex coda /v/). Thus, // preserves its voice feature 

and /v/ assimilates to it to satisfy AGREE.  

 Grijzenhout (2000) then accounted for regressive voice assimilation in Dutch within an OT 

framework. Such type of assimilation, which is observed in Dutch compound words like 

// ‘handkerchief’ which is realized as [], is considered the result of the 

markedness constraint AGREE. The direction of assimilation in this example is determined by the 

faithfulness constraint IDENT ONSET PROSODIC WORD STOP (VOICE) (IDENT ONS PW 

STOP (VOICE)) which requires the plosives which are onsets in prosodic words which 

corresponds to a monomorphemic word, as is /d/ in //, to preserve their input voice feature. 

Thus, /k/ is realized as /g/ to satisfy AGREE. Both AGREE and IDENT ONS PW STOP (VOICE) 

are higher ranked in Dutch which explains why [] is the optimal candidate output for 

//.  

Grizenhout and Martin (2000) is another study in which OT was applied in order to account 

for voice assimilation in Dutch. Dutch provides instances of progressive assimilation between the 

final consonant of the first word in a compound and the initial consonant of the second word in the 

compound as in /sla:p.zak/ ‘sleeping bag’ which is realized as [sla:p.sak]. Furthermore, Dutch also 

manifests cases of progressive assimilation between the last consonant of a stem and the initial 

consonant of a suffix as in /klap-d/‘clapped’ which is realized as [klapt]. Grinzenhout and Martin 

(2000, p.71) consider voice assimilation in both former instances of assimilation as being the 

outcome of the constraint Surface Identity [Voice] (S-IDENT) which requires an “identity relation 

among surface elements” (Martin, 2000, p.71). In other terms, S-IDENT requires adjacent 

obstruents in a string to agree in their voicing feature. Grizenhout and Martin (2000, p.71). 
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Grizenhout and Martin (2000, p.73) views the compound /sla:p.zak/ as consisting of two prosodic 

words, namely /sla:p/ and /zak/. Assimilation is progressive in the case of /sla:p.zak/ as a result of 

the faithfulness constraint IDENT Prosodic Word Onset Stop (IDENT PWOS) which requires 

prosodic word onsets which are stops to preserve their input voice feature in the output (Grizenhout 

and Martin, 2000, p.72). In addition to IDENT PWOS, a markedness constraint termed *[+Voice]w 

(w stands for prosodic word) also determines the direction of assimilation. *[+Voice]w stipulates 

“prosodic word final obstruents are voiceless” (Grizenhout and Martin, 2000, p.72). Thus, /z/ 

assimilates to /p/ in /sla:p.zak/ since /z/ is voiced and is not a stop, and thus does not conform to 

the requirement of both *[+Voice]wand IDENT PWOS. The following tableau is taken from 

Grizenhout and Martin (2000, p.73) and indicates why [sla:p.sak] is the optimal output of 

/sla:p.zak/: 

Tableau 2.18. The selection of the optimal output of /sla:p.zak/ 

sla:p.zak S-IDENT IDENT PWOS *[+Voice]w 

a. sla:b.zak   *! 

b. sla:p.zak *!   

c. sla:b.sak *!  * 

☞d. sla:p.sak    

  

It appears from Tableau 2.18 that candidate (d) is the winning candidate as it satisfies S-IDENT, 

IDENT PWOS and *[+Voice]w (d) is selected over both (b) and (c) since it satisfies S-IDENT by 

having both /p/ and /s/ agreeing in laryngeal feature, unlike (b) and (c) in which one of the 
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obstruents contrasts with its neigbour. (d) is preferred to both (a) and (c) since it satisfies 

*[+Voice]w by including only voiceless obstruents /p/ and /s/. In (a) both obstruents /b/ and /g/ are 

voiced, while in (c) one obstruent /b/ is voiced.  

 Grizenhout and Martin (2000, p.73) did equally analyze progressive assimilation in affixed 

words as /klap-d/ ‘clapped’ which is realized as [klapt] applying the same set of constraints that 

were applied for assimilation in compounds. Grizenhout and Martin (2000, p.74) demonstrated that 

/d/ becomes /t/ as a result of S-IDENT. Furthermore, they indicated that assimilation is progressive 

in this case and not regressive due to the markedness constraint *[+Voice]w which requires 

obstruents to bevoiceless. Hence, /d/ is devoiced rather than voicing /p/. The following tableau is 

taken from Grizenhout and Martin (2000, p.74) and indicates why [klapt] is the optimal output of 

/klap-d/:  

Tableau 2.19. The selection of the optimal output of /klap-d 

klap-d S-IDENT *[+Voice]w IDENT STOP 

(Voice) 

IDENT 

(Voice) 

a. klabd  ** *! * 

b. klapd *! *   

c. klabl *! * ** ** 

d. ☞klapt    * 
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Tableau 2.19 shows that candidate (d) is the optimal candidate as it satisfies the higher ranked 

constraints S-IDENT, *[+Voice]w and IDENT STOP (Voice). (d) is favoured upon (b) and (c) since 

it satisfies S-IDENT by including a pair of adjacent obstruents /p/ and /t/ that agree in voicing. The 

same pair is, however, made up of obstruents which disagree in voicing in each of (b) and (c). (d) 

is also preferred to (a), (b) and (c) since it satisfies *[+Voice]w by including only voiceless 

obstruents /p/ and /t/. (a), (b) and (c), on the other hand, violate *[+Voice]w by including either one 

obstruent or two. 

Al-Harbi (2005) also applied OT in his account of regressive voice assimilation in English. 

Al-Harbi (2005, p.11) reported that /v/ becomes /f/ when followed by the suffix // in English 

words like /fiv/ ‘fifth’ as a result of the markedness constraint AGREE. Furthermore, assimilation 

is regressive in this case since the faithfulness constraint IDENT (Voice)Affix is ranked higher than 

AGREE in the language and requires that “correspondent input and output segments in a root affix 

have the same specification for the feature [Voice]” (Al-Harbi, 2005, p.10). Hence, the suffix // 

must preserve its input voice feature to satisfy IDENT (Voice)Affix, while /v/ assimilates its voice 

feature to satisfy AGREE. The following tableau. demonstrates why [] wins the contest against 

other output candidates for  as sketched in Al-Harbi (2005, p.11): 

Tableau 2.20. Selection of the Optimal Output of /fiv 

fiv IDENT 

(Voice)Affix 

AGREE IDENT 

[+Voice] 

IDENT  

[-Voice] 

a. fiv  *!   

b. fif *!   * 

c.fif   *  
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 Tableau 2.20 indicates that candidate (c) is the optimal candidate as it satisfies the higher-

ranked constraints IDENT (Voice)Affix and AGREE. It is preferred to (b) as it satisfies IDENT 

(Voice)Affix by preserving the input voicing feature of the suffix //. (c) is selected rather than (a) 

since it satisfies AGREE by assimilating /v/ to // in terms of voicing.   

Among the studies which applied OT in accounting for voice assimilation in Arabic, one 

may cite Hall (2006) in which regressive voice assimilation of Mekkan Arabic, a dialect spoken in 

Mecca, Saudi Arabia, was analyzed from an OT perspective. In this dialect, a voiced obstruent is 

realized as voiceless when it is followed by a voiceless obstruent as in // ‘he swore an oath’ 

which is realized as [] (Hall, 2006, p.2). Such a type of assimilation is triggered by the 

markedness constraint NO Voiced Obstruents (NO VCD OBS) which prohibits voiced obstruents 

(Hall 2006, p.5). Such constraint leads to the devoicing of /g/ to /k/ in // rather than the 

voicing of /s/ to /z/. Furthermore, assimilation occurs as a result of the markedness constraint 

AGREE (VOICE).  

Other candidate outputs for // as [] and [] are excluded as they 

respectively violate NO VCD OBS and AGREE (VOICE). [], for instance, violates NO 

VCD OBsasit contains two voiced obstruents, namely /g/, /b/. [], on the other hand, incurs 

a violation of AGREE (VOICE) since it contains the cluster // whose consonants disagree in 

voice feature. 

 Mustafawi (2006) employed OT to explain the process of fronting or affrication of /k/, /g/ 

to /t/, /d/ in Qatari Arabic (QA). In this study, she (2006) used a recent model of OT to account 

for the application and blocking of fronting in QA. Such model is a developed version of OT that 

was introduced by Anttilla (1997) and which states that:  
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…there can be a number of constraints that are crucially unranked with respect to 

each other. This results in different orderings of these constraints in different 

occasions. When at least some of these orderings result in different optimal 

candidates, variation arises.  

(Mustafawi, 2006, p.62) 

 On the basis of Antilla’s approach, Mustafawi (2006) accounted for the application and 

blocking of affrication of /k/, /g/ to /t/ and /d/ in terms of the different rankings of the two 

constraints [k]/ [g] <--> ¬ [i(:)] which considers the dorsals /k/, /g/ as being marked before the 

vowel /i/, and MAX-IO (dorsal) which requires “every dorsal specification in the input is present 

in the output” (Mustafawi, 2006, p.67). She (2006, p.69) reports that when [k]/ [g] <--> ¬ [i(:)] 

dominates MAX-IO (dorsal), affrication of /k/ and /g/ occurs as in // ‘but’ and // ‘a large 

dish’ which are respectively realized as [] and []. Yet, when MAX-IO (dorsal) 

dominates [k]/ [g] <--> ¬ [i(:)] no affrication occurs so that // is realized as [] and // 

as [].  

Petrova et al (2006) had recourse to OT in their analysis of voice assimilation in Russian, 

Hungarian and Turkish. In Russian, regressive assimilation is observed in words like /ledka/ ‘ice’ 

is realized as [letka] where /d/ devoices to /t/ to satisfy AGREE. Assimilation is regressive in 

Russian since a faithfulness constraint known as IDENT Pre-sonorant Voice (IDpresonvoi) which 

requires “An obstruent in presonorant position must be faithful to the input specification for voice” 

(Petrova et al, 2006, p.5). Thus, /k/, precedes a sonorant, and /d/ is realized as /t/ to satisfy AGREE. 

Thus, [letka] is the optimal realization of /ledka/ as it satisfies the higher ranked AGREE and 

IDpresonvoi. Other candidate outputs such as [ledka] and [ledga] are excluded as they respectively 

violate AGREE and IDpresonvoi. [ledka] violates AGREE as it includes a cluster /dk/ which 
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disagrees in voicing, while [ledga] viotesIDpresonvoi as the presonorant /g/ does not preserve its 

input voice feature (Petrova et al, 2006, p.8).  

 Petrova et al (2006) did also account for regressive voice assimilation in Hungarian using 

OT model. In Hungarian, a consonant like /k/ in /rkd/ ‘put’ assimilates to the following voiced 

consonant /d/. Such assimilation is the outcome of the markedness constraint AGREE. As to the 

direction of assimilation, it is determined by the faithfulness constraint IDENT word final voice 

(IDwfVoi) which requires word final obstruents like /d/ in the example at hand to preserve its voice 

feature (Petrova et al, 2006, p.10). Thus, /k/ is realized as /g/ to satisfy AGREE. Hence, [rgd] is 

the optimal candidate of /rkd/ as it satisfies the higher ranked constraints AGREE and IDwfVoi. 

Other candidates as [rkd] and [rkt] are excluded as they violate AGREE and IDWF Voi 

respectively. [rkd] violates AGREE as the obstruents in the cluster /kd/ disagree in their voice 

feature, while [rgd] violates IDwfVoias /t/ does not its input voice feature. 

Masacro (2007) based his account of total assimilation in Baix Emporda Catalan which is 

spoken in Catalonia, Spain on OT. In this language, the infinitive marker /r/ assimilates totally to 

/l, n, t, s/. Masacro (2007, p.725) proposes to consider /r/ as having the allomorphs /r, l, n, t, s/. 

Such allomorphs are listed in the input and each output candidate that is generated by GEN 

includes one of these allomorphs, and thus satisfies the faithfulness constraint IDENT (F). 

However, only the candidate that includes total assimilation of /r/ to the following consonant /r, l, 

n, t, s/ will win the contest. In the case of a form like / ‘to put it’ the input is /puza{r, l, 

n,t, s}-l/. Such input will have as output candidates ], ], ],  

and ]. All such candidates would satisfy IDENT (F) (Masacro, 2007, p. 725). Yet, only 
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[] emerges as the optimal output as it satisfies AGREE/C (AGREE/Consonant) which 

requires “total identity of adjacent consonants” (Masacro, 2007, p.724). 

In addition to Catalan, Masacro (2007) studied total assimilation of the definite article /al/ 

‘the’ in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) from an OT perspective. Masacro (2007, p.727) 

demonstrates that in MSA /l/ of /al/ totally assimilates to the consonants /t, , d, , r, l, n, z, s, s, 

d, t, /. Masacro (2007, p.727) assumes that the morpheme /al/ possesses the allomorphs 

/. Such allomorphs are 

included in the input. Thus, the input /al-ams/ ‘the sun’ includes all the allomorphs of /al/ 

(/{}-ams/). Then, each candidate that GEN generates includes 

one of these allomorphes. However, the optimal output would be the one that satisfies the higher-

ranked markedness constraint AGREE/C which, as mentioned earlier, requires “total identity of 

any adjacent consonant” (Masacro, 2007, p.724). In the case of forms like /, GEN 

generates candidates like ], ], ], ], ] and so on. Yet, 

] is optimal as it satisfies AGREE /C, whereas the other candidates violate it. 

Gonzalez (2008) applied OT in her account of place assimilation in north central Spanish. 

According to Gonzalez (2008, p. 180), the velar /k/ is realized as // when it is followed by a 

coronal consonant. Such type of place assimilation is the outcome of the markedness constraints 

CORONAL PLACE AGREEMENT and OCP [MANNER]. The former constraint requires that “a 

consonant agrees in tongue tip orientation with an immediately following coronal” (Gonzalez, 

2008, p.180). OCP [MANNER], on the other hand, stipulates “identical contiguous consonants are 

dispreferred” (Gonzalez, 2008, p.179). Hence, an input form like // ‘actor’ is realized as 

[]. Such output satisfies OCP [MANNER] as // and /t/ differ in their manner feature. Indeed, 
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// is [+continuant], while /t/ is [-continuant]. Furthermore, [] is the optimal output since it 

satisfies CORONAL PLACE AGREEMENT by containing the cluster /t/ whose consonants agree 

in the place feature [CORONAL]. The optimal [] is preferred to other candidate outputs such 

as the faithful [] since it violates the higher ranked OCP [MANNER] and CORONAL PLACE 

AGREEMENT, even though it satisfies the lower ranked constraint IDENT [CONT] (continuant) 

which requires “correspondent segments in the input and output have identical values for the 

feature [Continuant]” ( Gonzalez, 2008, p.179). The optimal [] violates IDENT [CONT] as 

the output // which is [+CONT] does not preserve the same value for the feature [CONTINUANT] 

of the input /k/ which is [-CONT]. However, such violation is inevitable in order to satisfy the 

higher ranked constraints OCP [MANNER] and CORONAL PLACE AGREEMENT. 

Al-Omar (2009) studied the process of pharyngealization in Syrian Aarbic (SA) within the 

framework of OT. Al-Omar (2009, p.20) reports that in SA the feature [+Retracted Tongue Root] 

[+RTR] spreads from an emphatic consonant like /s/ to a consonant in its vicinity. Once a sound 

is pharyngealized it is pronounced “with a retraction of the root of the tongue towards the upper 

part of the pharynx, hence producing a constriction in the upper pharynx” (Jarrah 1993 cited in Al-

Omar, 2009, p.20). Thus, the sound /f/ in /se:f/  ‘summer’ is pharyngealized, yielding [se:f] as the 

place feature [+RTR] spreads from /s/ to /f/. According to Al-Omar (2009, p.21), 

pharyngealization in cases like [se:f] is the result of the requirement of the markedness constraint 

SPREAD [RTR] which stipulates “assign the feature [RTR] to all the segments in the emphatic 

domain” (Al-Omar, 2009, p.21). Satisfaction of this constraint through pharyngealization leads to 

violation of the faithfulness constraint IDENT-IO [RTR] which requires input and output 

correspondents to possess the same value for the feature [RTR] (Al-Omar, 2009, p.21). Given that 

pharyngealization occurs in SA, SPREAD [RTR] must dominate IDENT-IO [RTR].  
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As to the direction of pharyngealization which is rightward in the case of [se:f], Al-Omar 

(2009, p.21) indicates that it is determined by the alignment constraint ALIGN ([RTR], right, word, 

right) which requires [RTR] spread to be aligned with the right edge of the word. ALIGN [RTR] 

Right which is shortened to [RTR]-RIGHT is unranked with respect to SPREAD [RTR]. 

Furthermore, both of these constraints dominate IDENT-IO [RTR].  

 The optimal output for a word like /se:f/ is [se:f] as it satisfies both SPREAD [RTR] and 

RTR-RIGHT.  [se:f] is optimal even though it violates IDENT-IO [RTR] as /f/ is underlyingly      

[-RTR] and surfaces as [+RTR]. Such violation is necessary in order to satisfy the higher-ranked 

SPREAD [RTR]. Note that pharyngealization is a type of consonant harmony or long distance 

place assimilation (Bakovic, 2006, p.335).  

Abu-Abbas, Zuraiq and Al-Tamimi (2010) also had recourse to OT in their analysis of 

regressive voice assimilation in Irbid Urban Arabic (IUA), a dialect of Jordanian Arabic. 

Regressive voice assimilation is observed in forms like // ‘he entered his shop’ which 

is realized as [] (Abu-Abbas et al, 2010, p.72). This type of assimilation is 

considered the outcome of the markedness constraint AGREE dominating the faithfulness 

constraint IDENT (voice) (Abu-Abbas et al, 2010, p.72). Abu-Abbas et al (2010, p. 69) report that 

voice assimilation occurs only when the consonant which undergoes assimilation (/t/ in the 

previous example) agrees with the consonant to which it assimilates (/d/ in the previous example) 

in both place and manner features. Hence, regressive voice assimilation applies in the case of 

// since /t/ and /d/ share the same place and manner features, being both coronal stops. 

Yet, regressive voice assimilation is blocked in forms like // ‘happy boy’ since /d/ 

and /s/ disagree in their manner feature as /d/ is a stop, whereas /s/ is a fricative.  
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Abu-Abbas et al (2010, p. 69) accounted for the blocking of regressive voice assimilation 

in such cases as // using the notion of ‘local conjuntion’ that was introduced by 

Smolensky (1993). Abu-Abbas et al (2010, p.66) define local conjunction as the sum of two 

constraints such as AGREE and IDENT (voice). A locally conjoined constraint is violated if both 

constraints that constitute it are violated. Abu-Abbas, Zuraiq and Al-Tamimi (2010, p.71) reported 

that the blocking of voice assimilation in forms like // which is realized as 

[ is explained through the locally conjoined constraint [AGREE & IDENT (voice)] 

stem-stem. This constraint is satisfied by the optimal output [] as it violates only one 

of the constraints that make up [AGREE & IDENT (voice)] stem-stem which is AGREE, but 

satisfies the other constraint i.e IDENT (voice). Other output candidates as [] are 

excluded since they violate both constraints that make up [AGREE & IDENT (voice)] stem-stem. 

Indeed, such output candidate violates AGREE as /t/ and /s/ do not agree in their manner feature, 

and violates IDENT (voice) since /t/ does not preserve its input voice feature (Zuraiq and Al-

Tamimi, 2010, p.72). In the case of // [AGREE & IDENT (voice)] stem-stem must 

dominate the constraints AGREE and IDENT (voice) in order to assure blocking of voice 

assimilation. tableau 2.21 illustrates such ranking logic and how it results in the blocking of 

regressive voice assimilation in / as indicated in Abu-Abbas, Zuraiq and Al-Tamimi 

(2010, p.72): 
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 Tableau 2.21. Selection of the Optimal Output of  

 [AGREE & 

IDENT (voice)] 

stem-stem 

AGREE IDENT (voice) 

a.  **  

    b.   *! * * 

 

Dvorak (2010) accounted for regressive voice assimilation in Czech from an OT. In this 

language, an obstruent assimilates the voicing feature of the following obstruent. In Czech words 

like // ‘collection’ which is made up of the prefix ‘s-’ plus the stem ‘bjr’ (collect), /s/ 

assimilates the voice feature of /b/. Dvorak (2010, p.12) reports that assimilation is regressive in 

cases like the above since a faithfulness constraint called IDENT STEM ONSET (LAR) requires 

stem onsets to maintain their voice feature. Such constraint is ranked higher in Czech together with 

AGREE (LAR) and leads to regressive assimilation of /s/ to /b/ rather than the reverse. Thus, 

[] is the optimal realization of // ‘collection’ and is preferred to other output candidates 

as [sbjr] and [] as it satisfies both higher-ranked AGREE (LAR) and IDENT ONSET (LAR), 

respectively. [], on the other hand, violates AGREE (LAR) as /s/ and /b/ disagree in their 

voicing, whereas [] violates IDENT STEM ONSET as underlying stem onset /b/ does not 

maintain its voice feature in the output. 

Kabrah (2011) likewise dealt with regressive voice assimilation in Cairene Arabic (CA) 

within an OT framework. In CA, an obstruent like /s/ in // ‘blocked’ is realized as /z/ in 

order to agree with the following voiced obstruent /d/, yielding the output []             
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(Kabrah, 2011, p.26). He attributes the cause of regressive assimilation in cases like the above to 

the markedness constraint AGREE Voice (OBSTRUENTS) which requires obstruents to agree in 

their voice feature (Kabrah, 2011, p.25). As to the direction of assimilation, it is determined by the 

positional faithfulness constraint IDENT ONSET VOICE (IDON VOICE) which requires 

obstruents in onset position to preserve their input voice feature (Kabrah, 2011, p. 27). As a result, 

the onset /d/ preserves its input voice feature, while /s/ is realized as /z/ to satisfy AGREE Voice 

(OBs). Tableau 2.22 indicates why candidate [] emerges as the optimal output of 

// as sketched in Kabrah (2011, p.26): 

 Tableau 2.22. Selection of the Optimal Output of  

 IDON VOICE AGREE Voice 

(OBs) 

ID Voi 

a.   *!  

b.   * 

    c.   *!  * 

 

 It appears from Tableau 2.22 that candidate (b) is the optimal candidate as it satisfies the 

higher-ranked AGREE Voice (OBs) and IDON VOICE. It satisfies AGREE Voice through voice 

assimilation of /s/ to /d/, while it satisfies IDON VOICE by preserving the input voice feature of 

the onset /d/ in the output. Candidates (a) and (c) are excluded since they respectively violate 

AGREE Voice (OBs) by including a cluster which does not agree in their voice feature, while (c) 

violates IDONS VOICE as underlying onset /d/ does not preserve its voicing feature in the output.  
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 Kabrah (2011, p.8) indicated that regressive voice assimilation also occurs in clusters that 

occupy coda position. The word // ‘cheating’, for instance, is realized as [] in CA to 

satisfy AGREE Voice (OBs). Given that both obstruents are part of the coda, the constraint IDON 

VOICE is inactive in this case. Another positional faithfulness constraint known as IDENT-

WORD-FINAL-Voice (IDWF Voi) is responsible for the orientation of assimilation in this case. 

IDWF Voi requires that the word final obstruent, which is /b/ in the present instance, preserves its 

input voice feature in the output. Hence, /s/ assimilates to /b/ in its voice feature in order to satisfy 

AGREE Voice (OBs) (Kabrah, 2011, p.27).  

 It appears from the previous review that assimilation is the outcome of interaction between 

two families of constraints, namely the AGREE family which is a set of markedness constraints 

and the IDENT family which is a set of faithfulness constraints. As stated in Abu-Abbas et al 

(2010, p.64): 

 Assimilation results from a conflict between faithfulness constraints demanding identity 

between input and output feature on the one hand, and syntagmatic constraints which 

demand adjacent output segments to agree in feature specifications.   

The AGREE family of constraints is formulated as follows: 

(11) AGREE (F): a sequence of segments have identical values for feature [F].  

             (Abu-Abbas et al, 2010, p.65) 

The IDENTITY family of constraints is formulated as follows: 

(12) IDENT (F): correspondent segments have identical values for feature [F]. (Abu-Abbas et al, 

2010, 65) 
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 Assimilation then emerges as the result of the requirements of AGREE [F] outranking those 

of IDENT [F]. [F] may either refer to voice features [±Voice], place features [labial], [coronal], 

[dorsal], [guttural], manner features [±continuant], [±strident], [±nasal], [±lateral] or major class 

features like [±consonantal], [±syllabic] [±sonorant]. Other features include [±RTR] which relates 

to cases of emphasis spread or pharyngealization.  

 Other constraints may interact with AGREE [F] and IDENT [F] to determine the direction 

of assimilation or its type. IDENT ONSET [F], IDENT Word Final [F] are among the positional 

identity constraints which determine whether assimilation is regressive or progressive. *Laryngeal, 

for instance, is a markedness constraint which leads to devoicing rather than voicing assimilation 

when it is higher ranked in the language. The following list includes the different types of 

constraints that have been mentioned so far and which are the most relevant to most cases of 

assimilation: 

(13) AGREE (VOICE) 

Adjacent obstruents should agree in their voice feature 

(14) IDENT (VOICE) 

Input and output correspondents should share the same value for the  

feature [voice]. 

(15) AGREE [PLACE]  

Adjacent consonants should share the same place feature. 

(16) IDENT (PLACE)  

Input and output correspondents should share the same place feature. 

(17) AGREE [MANNER] 
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Adjacent consonants should agree in their manner feature. 

(18) AGREE/ C (consonant)  

Adjacent consonants should totally agree in all features. 

(19) IDENT-IO 

Output segments should preserve the features of the input segments. 

(20) IDENT ONSET (F) (IDONF) 

Syllable onsets should preserve their input feature (voice, place, manner and so 

on) in the output. 

(21) IDENT Word ONSET (F) (IDWOF) 

Word onsets should preserve their input feature in the output. 

(22) IDENT STEM (F) (ID STEM F) 

Stem segments should preserve their input features in the output. 

(23) IDENT Word Final (F) (ID WF (F)) 

Word final segments should preserve their input feature in the output. 

(24) *Laryngeal 

Voiced obstruents are marked.  

 Obviously, OT is an adequate tool for describing and explaining different cases of 

assimilatory and non-assimilatory processes. The following chapters will demonstrate how OT can 

be applied in order to account for different types of phonological processes in MAR and will 

compare such account with a rule-based account of those processes in MAR. 
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The present chapter sketches the scope, methodology and findings of the present study. It, 

thus, describes the locale of the study which is the city of Mostaganem and introduces the dialect 

under study which is MostaganeMARabic, henceforth MAR. Then, it provides insight about the 

population of the study as well as the sampling procedure that was adopted. An outline is later set 

regarding the data collection procedure and data analysis, including a specification as to the type 

of method that was adopted in analyzing the corpus of the study. Eventually, the findings of data 

collection are then exposed in the chapter at hand.    

3.1. Mostaganem: Origins and Description 

Mostaganem is a seaside town that is located in the northwest of  Algeria. Certain 

historical records suggest that the roots of Mostaganem go back to the period when Romans 

occupied Africa. As indicated by Dr. Shaw (1962-1751)  

La force et la bonté de ses murailles particulièrement au N-O portent à croire 

qu’elles sont l’ouvrage de Romains. Il est vrai que je n’y ai trouvé aucun débris 

d’architecture ancienne mais Mostaganem et Mazgran sont si bien situés et bien 

pourvus d’eau qu’il n’est pas douteux que les Romains ne s’y soient pas établis. 

(Cited in Belhmissi, 1982, p.24).  

Thus, the architectural fashioning of Mostaganem as well as its strategic location pushed certain 

historians like Dr. Shaw to believe that Romans were the first to occupy Mostaganem, and thus, 

according to such historians Mostaganem has Roman origins. As indicated by Belhmissi (1982, 

p.23) Mostaganem has its origins in Roman Africa during the reign of the Roman emperor Gallien 

in the 3rd century. During that period, septentrional Africa could have been shaken by an earthquake 

which swallowed a number of cities of the coastline including the Roman city Murustaga which 
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was situated in what is now Mostaganem. This would explain the absence of Roman ruins in 

Mostaganem.  

In retrospect, other historians as G. Marçais deny such possibility and attribute the origins 

of Mostaganem to Arabic roots. Indeed, G. Marcais points out to the fact that no Roman traces or 

ruins can be identified in this city as he reports “la ville n’occupe le site d’aucun établissement 

antique identifiable, d’ailleurs aucun port naturel n’existe en cet endroit” (cited in Belhmissi, 1982, 

p.27). Consequently, the origins of Mostagenem seem to be quite unknown since no solid piece of 

evidence seems to exist regarding its assumed Roman roots. 

According to other historians like Levy-Provencal (1932), Mostaganem was founded in the 

middle ages around the 10th century by the Almoravid dynasty (Belhmissi, 1983, p.27). Yousouf 

Ibn Tachoufin, the founder of the Almoravid dynasty is reported to have constructed the bridge 

“Bordj” which is known as “Bordj al Mahal” named after the powerful tribe of the “Mahals”.  

As it was eventually concluded by Belhmissi (1983, p.29), the origins of Mostaganem 

cannot be attributed to one specific period of history or dynasty. Rather, Mostaganem is a piece of 

earth that has been inhabited by different groups of individuals that saw in that city an advantageous 

place to live in. 

Constructed as an amphitheatre two miles from the shore, Mostaganem lies in the Gulf of 

Arzew in the Mediterranean Sea and is bordered by Al-Dahra mountains in the east and Al-Macta 

river in the West (Belhmissi, 1982, p.14). The surface area of Most aganem amounts to 2269 km2 

and it is equipped with a coastline of 124 km. Mostagnem is divided to two agglomerations by a 

fertile small valley in which a lake called Ain Es-Safra used to flow.  
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The first agglomeration consists of what is called ‘Al-Blad’ and also of ‘Al-Matemare’. 

‘Al-Blad’ which is situated in the south of the city used to be inhabited by the Turks and was the 

district reserved to aristocracy. An important number of ancient religious and administrative 

edifices can be found in ‘Al-Blad’, including Sidi Yahia Mosque, Al-Mahal bridge and the Palace 

of Bey Muhammed Al Kabir (Belhmissi, 1982, p. 16-17). Opposite to ‘Al-Blad’, ‘Al Matemare’ 

which was named after the silos that the area covered. ‘Al-Matemare’ was occupied by a group of 

people called ‘Al-Hadhar’ who were also upper class people. Al-Hadhar held commercial shops in 

Al-Matemare and some of nowadays Hadhar practice the same profession as their forefathers in 

the same site, that is, Al-Matemare. 

The second agglomeration is situated in the northwest and is known as ‘Tigdit’. This district 

is a simple district that was inhabited by the common men (Belhmisssi, 1982, p.17). During the 

colonial period, Tigdit was the refuge of Mostaganem’s indigenous people and was then called ‘the 

Muslim city’ as opposed to the ‘modern city’ which was peopled by the colonizers.  

Mostaganem is a harbour town, and thus, its economy is fuelled by fishing industry. 

Furthermore, Mostaganem’s economy also relies on the exportation of agricultural products such 

as grapes, pomegranates, oranges among other products. As to animal breeding, sheep’s and 

equidae’s exportation also contribute to its economy.  

The climate of Mostaganem is a suitable kind of environment especially for agriculture. It 

is known as the Mediterranean climate as it is marked by hot and dry summers and mild and wild 

winters. Mostaganem’s climate is, thus, characterized by mild temperatures with an annual average 

of temperature being 17°C (Belhmissi, 1982, p.15). Indeed, the fact that Mostaganem is a seaside 
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city reduces the cold of winter and the heat of summer. Such seaside location, thus, makes of 

Mostaganem’s climate a mild type of climate.  

The appellation ‘Mostaganem’ has always been source of debate as to its origins. Indeed, 

different assumptions were set forth regarding the meaning and origins of the name ‘Mostaganem’. 

One of these assumptions divides the term Mostaganem, in Arabic, to ‘machta’ which means 

‘winter station’ and ‘Ghanem’ which refers to a shepherd’s name. Hence, Mostaganem used to be 

the sheperd’s called ‘Ghanem’ winter station, thus the appellation Mostaganem was the result of 

the amalgamation of the two Arabic terms ‘machta and Ghanem’.  

Another assumption considers the name ‘Mostaganem’ as deriving from the combination 

‘marsa- ranem’ which means loot harbour. Hence, Mostaganem was the place where Romans used 

to keep their loot and is thus named after the combination ‘marsa-ranem’.  

 In another assumption, the appellation ‘Mostaganem’ originated from the terms ‘misk’ and 

‘ghanem’ which refers to sheep abundance. Still another assumption views the name ‘Mostaganem’ 

as being composed of the Arabic terms ‘machta’ meaning ‘cabin’ and ‘ghanem’ meaning ‘reed’.  

Some historians attribute the origins of the appellation ‘Mostaganem’ to the Marinid Sultan 

Abu Abd Allah. When the Marinid Sultan arrived at the city which was then but a simple village, 

he met two children one of whom was holding a sugar stick and offered it to the second child telling 

him ‘mass karanam’. According to this assumption, the Marinid Sultan adopted this name for the 

city.  

Other historians consider the origins of the name ‘Mostaganem’ as going back to the Roman 

occupation of Africa when the Romans constructed a harbour in the city of Mostaganem and called 

Murustaga. The name ‘Mostaganem’ then originated from the Roman Murustaga (Belhmissi, 1982, 
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p.12-13). However, as reported by Belhmissi (1982, p.30) no piece of evidence seems to prove any 

of the former assumptions regarding the origins of the appellation ‘Mostaganem’. Thus, the origins 

of such a name are still an enigma. After having described the locale of the study, it worth providing 

a sketch of its spoken variety of Algerian Arabic, viz MostaganeMARabic.  

3.2. MostaganeMARabic (MAR) 

  Algeria includes an important number of cities each one of which possesses its spoken 

variety of Algerian Arabic which differs from other spoken varieties of Algerian Arabic at the 

phonological and lexical levels. Effectively, the variety of Algerian Arabic which is spoken in 

Mostaganem or else MostaganeMARabic (MAR), for instance, possesses lexical and phonological 

features that distinguish it from other spoken varieties of Algerian Arabic.  

 3.2.1. Lexical Features of MAR 

  Even though MAR is a variety of an Arabic dialect, Algerian Arabic, it nevertheless 

contains loans from other languages such as Spanish, Turkish and French. Such loans were 

borrowed as the result of the linguistic interaction that occurred between the indigenous of 

Mostaganem and Spanish, Turkish or French occupiers. Such linguistic interaction followed from 

the Spanish, Ottoman and French occupations of the city. Hence, Spanish, Turkish and French 

loans together with Arabic terms build up a lexical cocktail which is so peculiar to MAR and 

distinguish it from other spoken varieties of Algerian Arabic.  

  As aforementioned, Spanish loans that are found in MAR are the outcome of Spanish 

occupation of Algeria, and thus, of Mostaganem which dates back to 1505. Such occupation 

resulted from the Spanish crusades on central and oriental Maghreb and continued for more than 

fifty years (Belhmissi, 1982, p.51-53). A number of Spanish loans exist in MAR. A small selection 
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of these loans is presented below together with the original Spanish words and their respective 

meanings in English. 

(1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These loans were adapted from Hamerlain (2001, p.6) and Guerrero (2015, p.229). 

 

  Turkish loans also add to the lexical cocktail of MAR. Such loans were borrowed by MAR 

speakers during the period of Ottoman occupation of Mostaganem. This occupation started in 1517 

when the Barbaroussa brothers moved to Algeria in order to rescue it from the Spanish colonizers. 

Instances of Turkish loans that are commonly used in MAR comprise [t‘plate’ 

[‘cloth’ [qahwad‘coffee-seller’ [‘sweet-maker’ (Hamerlain, 2001, p.6).  

Spanish loans in MAR  Spanish original terms  Gloss 

















Rojo 

Cola  

Rincon 

Cabeza 

Calantita 

Chancla 

Punjo 

Llano 

‘blond’ 

‘queue’ 

‘corner’ 

‘head’ 

‘a Spanish 

dish’ 

‘flip flop’  

‘fist’ 

‘flat plate’ 
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  French loans are by far the most dominant type of loansin MAR. Indeed, the period of 

French occupation was the longest period of colonization as it lasted for a century and 32 years. 

French occupation started with officer’s Damrémont occupation of the city on December 14th, 

1830. Such a long period of French occupation in Algeria, and thus, Mostaganem, left its linguistic 

imprint on MAR as the latter is rife with French loans. The following selection of loans illustrates 

some of the most common loans that are part and parcel of MAR: 

(2) 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition to Spanish, Turkish and French loans, MAR contains an important number of 

Arabic words. Some of these words may differ from Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) forms in their 

phonology as well as morphology. Instances of these words are presented below: 

French loans in MAR  French original words Gloss 





























Police 

Valise 

Loquet 

Place 

Couloir 

Cartable 

Sac-au-dos 

Crayon 

Stylo 

Barrette 

Fauteuil 

Brosse 

Pelle 

Briquet  

‘police’ 

‘suitcase’ 

‘latch’ 

‘seat, area’ 

‘hallway’ 

‘schoolbag’ 

‘backpack’ 

‘Pencil’ 

‘pen’ 

‘hairpin’ 

‘sofa’ 

‘comb’ 

‘shovel’ 

‘lighter’ 
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(3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As it appears from the above instances, MAR words may differ from MSA words at the level of 

pronunciation of certain sounds like MSA /q/ which is realized as [g] in each of [gat ] ‘cat’, [gad] 

‘he sat’, [wgaf] ‘he stood up’. Furthermore, the morphology of certain MAR words is different 

from that of their MSA counterparts. MAR words [dxal] ‘he entered’, [gad] ‘he sat’, [wgaf] ‘he 

MAR forms Arabic original forms Gloss 

























































‘door’ 

‘he drank’ 

‘cat’ 

‘eye’ 

‘up, above’ 

‘he ate’ 

‘difficult’ 

‘chair’ 

‘he read’ 

‘big’ 

‘he entered’ 

‘he went out’ 

‘he sat’ 

‘he stood up’ 
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stood up’, [xrad] ‘he went out’ illustrate a morphological difference between MAR and MSA. 

Indeed, MSA’s morpheme /a/, which is found at the end of MSA words [daxala] ‘he entered’, 

[qaada] ‘he sat’, [waqafa] ‘he stood up’, [xarada] ‘he went out’ and which represents the third 

person singular masculine past tense morpheme, is not present in MAR counterpart instances.  

 In addition to lexical properties, MAR possesses phonological features that distinguish it 

from other spoken varieties of Algerian Arabic. The subsequent sub-section highlights the 

phonological properties of MAR. 

3.2.2. Phonological Properties of MAR 

MAR is different from other spoken varieties of Algerian Arabic in some phonological 

respects, including its phonemic inventory and its syllable typology. Each phonological property 

is outlined below. 

3.2.2.1. Phonemic Inventory of MAR 

MAR’s phonemic inventory differs in some respects from MSA’s phonemic inventory as it 

includes certain phonemes that do not exist in MSA. Furthermore, the phonetic realization of 

certain phonemes in MAR is different from their phonetic realization in MSA. The first difference 

is at the level of the phoneme /q/ which is realized as [q] in Algiers Spoken Arabic in all phonetic 

instances of the phoneme /q/ which makes of Algiers spoken variety of Algerian Arabic similar to 

MSA in this respect. Yet, as regards MAR, the phoneme /q/ is realized as [g] in most phonetic 

contexts, except for some cases where the substitution of /g/ for /q/ results in a meaning difference 

as in /qla/ ‘he fried’, /gla/ ‘he cooked in the oven’. In such a case /q/ is realized as [q] and /g/ as 

[g], thus making of /q/ and /g/ different phonemes in such an instance. Thus, the case of phonemic 

overlapping which was introduced by Bloch (1941) is observed in the case of MAR /q/ and /g/. 
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Indeed, /q/ and /g/ are respectively realized as [q] and [g] in instances like [qla], [gla], whereas, 

other instances like [ga:l] ‘he said’, [gad] ‘he sat’, [gri:b] ‘close’, /q/ of MSA is realized as [g] in 

MAR (c.f. [qa:la], [qaada], [qari:b]. Hence, the allophone [g] belongs to both /q/ and /g/ phonemes.  

As indicated by Cantineau (1940) and Chachou (2009), the realization of /q/ as [g] in MAR 

is the outcome of rural migration to the city of Mostaganem. Such migration brought about a 

number of changes in MAR’s phonology, including the substitution of the rural [g] for the oppidan 

[q]. The [q] allophone of /q/ is, however, preserved in some words like [qahwa] ‘coffee’, [qarfa] 

‘cinamon’, [bri:q] ‘jug’, [qosbar] ‘coriander’, [qura:n] ‘Quran’, [qdi:m] ‘old’, [qafz] ‘dynamic’, 

[qli:l] ‘few’. Thus, the phoneme /q/ has two allophones in MAR, viz [g] and [q]. The principle of 

complementary distribution applies in this case since [g] never occurs in contexts where [q] occurs 

and vice versa. Hence, MAR speakers will never say [gahwa] or [garfa], for instance. Yet, 

complementary distribution does not apply always since as we observed in the case of [qla] and 

[gla], [q] and [g] constitute a minimal pair and are allophones of two different phonemes, namely 

/q/ and /g/.  

In sum, one may conclude that two different phonemes exist in MAR, namely /q/ and /g/. 

The phoneme /q/ is sometimes realized as [q] and most of the time as [g], whereas the phoneme 

[g] is nearly always realized as [g] as in the former instance of [gla]. Exceptions to the phonetic 

realization of /g/ can be observed when a phonological process, like voice assimilation, applies. In 

such cases /g/ is realized as [k] (check chapters 4 and 5). 

The phoneme /d/ also displays some similarity to the phoneme /q/ in MAR. Effectively, 

/d/ is realized as [d] in most cases as in [da:b] ‘he brought’, [daps] ‘plaster’, [du:da] ‘female 

judge’, [tfarad] ‘he watched’, [da:da] ‘chicken’, [a:da] ‘something’.  However, in some other 
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cases /d/ is realized as [], especially when it constitutes a cluster with the /d/ sound as in [di:d] 

‘new’, [dab] ‘he danced with his head’. Thus, the allophones [d] and [] are in complementary 

distribution since [] occurs before the alveolar stop [d], while [d] occurs elsewhere.   

MSA’s inter-dental fricatives /, / are replaced by the alveolar stops /t, d/ in MAR. Thus, 

MSA [ul] ‘humiliation’ is realized like [dul] in MAR. The same applies for // which is replaced 

by [t] in MAR in cases like the following: 

(4)  

 

 

 

 

 

The emphatics of MSA, namely /t , d , s , / are described as involving a secondary 

articulatory feature known as velarization. Indeed, the emphatics of MSA involve the primary 

articulatory features of /t, d, s, / in addition to the secondary feature of velarization which involves 

moving the tongue’s back towards the velar region and retracting the tongue’s root, thus, creating 

a narrowing in the pharyngeal region (Younes, 1994, p.216). 

In MAR, the voiced inter-dental fricative emphatic // is replaced by the non-emphatic 

voiced alveolar stop /d/. Instances of such a case include the following: 

MSA form MAR form Gloss 

awm 

ulata: 

alab 

aqi:l 

tu:m 

tla:ta 

talab 

tqi :l 

‘garlic’ 

‘Tuesday’ 

‘fox’ 

‘heavy’ 
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 (5)  

 

 

 

(6)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The other emphatics, namely /t, d , s/ are preserved in MAR. Instances of words which include the 

emphatics /t , d, s / in MAR are presented below.  

The glottal stop // is found in some words of MAR. Yet, such words are generally of MSA 

origin as the words [qura:n] ‘Quran’, [aja] ‘Quranic verse’, [adrar] ‘Adrar; a city in Algeria’, 

[anwar] ‘Anouar; masculine proper noun’, [ina:s] ‘Inesse; a proper noun’. 

The consonants /p/, /v/ are also found in MAR as a result of French loans. Instances of 

MAR words which contain /p, v/ are listed below. 

MSA form MAR form Gloss 

ahr 

ulm 

ala:m 

uhr 

dhar 

dulm 

dalma 

dhor 

‘back’ 

‘unfairness’ 

‘darkness’ 

‘Dhor prayer’ 

MAR form Gloss 

t wi:l 

t bi:b 

t aba 

drab 

daw 

darsa 

s a:b 

s abri  

‘tall’ 

‘doctor’ 

‘stamp’ 

‘he hit’ 

‘light’ 

‘molar’ 

‘he found’ 

‘be patient’ 
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 (7)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Spanish /t/ also occurs in MAR as part of Spanish loans like [lata] ‘variant of sardines’. The 

following table indicates the consonant phonemes of MAR along with an articulatory description 

of each phoneme as well as an instance of a word that contains each consonant phoneme:  

Table 1. The phonemic inventory of MAR (Consonants) 

Consonant Description Example Arabic representation of 

consonants 

 Voiceless bilabial 

stop 

 ‘Paris’  

 Voiced bilabial 

stop 

// ‘door’ ب as in باب ‘door’ 

 Voiceless alveolar 

stop 

// 

‘television’ 

 ’television‘ تلفزيو as in ت

MAR form Gloss 

portaj 

patisi 

portabl 

valisa 

viza 

vista 

‘gate’ 

‘patisserie’ 

‘mobile phone’ 

‘suit case’ 

‘visa’ 

‘jacket’ 
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 Voiced alveolar 

stop 

// ‘he 

tasted’ 

 ’he tasted‘ داق as in د

 Emphatic 

voiceless alveolar 

stop 

// ‘going 

up’ 

 ’going up‘ طالع  as in ط

 Emphatic voiced 

alveolar stop 

/ / ‘he 

turned’ 

 ’he hit‘ ضرب as in ض

 Voiceless velar 

stop 

// ‘big’ ك as in كبير 

‘big’ 

 Voiced velar stop // ‘close, 

near’ 

 

 Voiceless uvular 

stop 

// 

‘coffee’  

 ’coffee‘ قهوة as in ق

 Voiceless glottal 

stop 

‘miss’ أ as in أنيسة ‘miss’ 

 Voiceless labio-

dental fricative 

/ ‘above’ ف as in فوق ‘above’ 

 Voiced labio-

dental fricative 

// 

‘suitcase’ 

 

 Voiceless alveolar 

fricative 

// ‘he 

covered’ 

 ’he covered‘ سطر as in س
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 Voiced alveolar 

fricative 

/’oil’ ز as in زيت ‘oil’ 

 Emphatic 

voiceless alveolar 

fricative  

 / ‘wool’ ص as in صوف ‘wool’ 

 Voiceless palatal 

fricative 

’soup’ ش as in شوربة ‘soup’ 

 Voiceless velar 

fricative 

'ring’ خ as in خاتم ‘ring’ 

 Voiced velar 

fricative 

/'

jealousy' 

 ’jealousy‘ غيرة as in غ

 Voiceless 

pharyngeal 

fricative 

'hot’ ح as in حامية ‘hot’ 

 Voiced 

pharyngeal 

fricative 

'eye' ع as in عين ‘eye’ 

 Voiceless alveo- 

palatal affricates  

'a 

variety of cake' 

 

 Voiceless alveo- 

palatal affricate 

'

chicken' 

 ’chicken‘ جاج as in ج
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 Voiced bilabial 

nasal 

/

'director' 

 ’director‘ مدير as in م

 Voiced alveolar 

nasal 

// ‘he 

moved’ 

 ’he moved‘ نقل as in ن

 Voiced alveolar 

lateral 

// ‘he 

blamed’ 

 ’he blamed' لام as in ل

 Voiced alveolar 

trill 

/'he went 

away' 

 راح as in ر

‘he went away’ 

 Voiced bilabial 

approximant 

/'r

oomy' 

 ’roomy‘ واسع as in و

 Voiced palatal 

approximant  

// ‘hard’ ي as in يابس ‘hard’ 

 

The vowel inventory of MAR differs from that of MSA since MAR vowel inventory 

includes more vowels than MSA vowel inventory. In addition to MSA’s ternary vowel inventory 

which consists of the vowels /i, a, u/, MAR includes their long counterparts, that is, /i:, a:, u:/ 

together with /, o:/. Instances of MAR words which include the vowels /i, a, u/ comprise [dirah] 

‘do it’, [galb] ‘heart’, [kunt] ‘I was, you were’. As to the vowels /i:, a:, u:/, instances of words that 

include them comprehend [si:b] ‘difficult’, [ra:] ‘he left’, [fu:la] ‘a broad bean’. Examples of the 

remaining /, o:/ include the words [ragd] ‘asleep’, [ro:i] ‘go, you feminine’. The following 

diagram indicates the monophthongs of MAR: 
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(8)  

  

 

  

 

In addition to the eight former monophthongs, MAR possesses, two diphthongs, namely 

/aj/ and /aw/. Examples of MAR words which include the diphthongs /aj/ and /aw/ comprise [xajfa] 

‘afraid, female’, [raja] ‘going, female’, [bajta] ‘staying overnight, female’, [aw] ‘yard’, [qaws] 

‘bow’.  

The diphthong /aj/ is, nevertheless, replaced by the monophthong [i:] in MAR in some 

words. Such words include the following: 

 (9) 

 

 

 

 

The above phenomenon is known as compensatory lengthening and involves the deletion of the 

non-high vowel /a/ of the diphthong /aj/. /j/ is then replaced by /i/ in order to avoid having syllables 

Original form MAR form Gloss 

ajt  

bajd  

xajt  

bajt 

i:t 

bi:d  

xi:t 

bi:t 

‘wall’ 

‘eggs’ 

‘thread’ 

‘room’ 



        o: 
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that lack nuclei, namely [bjt], [jt ], [xjt ], [bjd]. The substitution of /i/ for /j/ yields [bit], [it ], [xit ], 

[bid]. The vowel /i/ is then lengthened in compensation of the deleted /a/. Hence, the  

resulting words are [bi:t], [i:t ], [xi:t ], [bi:d ]. 

3.2.2.2. Syllable Typology 

MAR includes different types of syllables, nevertheless the most common and basic type is 

the open syllable type (CV) which possesses an onset and a nucleus, but has no coda. Instances of 

CV-syllables are observed in MAR words like [roi:] ‘go, you feminine’ (CV.CV), [ragd] 

‘asleep’ (CV.CVC), [ki:ra:n] ‘buses’ (CV.CVC) in which the syllables /ro:/, /ra:/, /ki:/ are CV-type 

syllables. In addition to the basic CV-type, MAR possesses the CVC type which has both an onset 

and a coda as in [xa:f] ‘he was scared’, [ka:s] ‘glass’, [i:t ] ‘wall’, [aw] ‘yard’. MAR also 

possesses consonants with complex onsets either open; of the type CCV or closed of the CCVC 

type as in [kra] ‘he rented’, [kwa] ‘he hurt using hot iron’, [bra] ‘he is healed’ and [bla] ‘he 

swallowed’, [ktab] ‘he wrote’, [sba] ‘lion’. Complex coda syllables are also observed in MAR in 

instances such as [galb] ‘heart’, [lard ] ‘floor’, [kar] ‘belly’. MAR’s syllable types are sketched 

below. 
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 (9)         

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.2.3. Accents of MAR 

In addition to the city, Mostaganem has rural areas, thus what was described earlier 

regarding the phonological properties of MAR are, in fact, the properties of MAR that is spoken in 

the city of Mostaganem, namely Urban MAR. Yet, another accent of MAR is spoken in its rural 

Syllable structure  Example Gloss 

CV 



‘he came’ 

‘water’ 

CCV 





‘he bought’ 

‘he ate’ 

 

CVC 

CVCC 

 

 





 

m 

d 

‘he doubted’ 

‘he deflated’ 

 

‘he gathered’ 

‘he held’ 

CVVC  





‘auction’ 

‘above’ 

 

CCVC 

rab 

 

‘he came in’ 

‘he drunk’  
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areas, viz Rural MAR. Hence, two accents are spoken in Mostaganem, namely Urban MAR and 

Rural MAR. Urban MAR is the accent of MAR which is spoken in the city, whereas Rural MAR 

is spoken in the rural areas of Mostaganem like Masra, Siraat, Achaacha, Bouski, Bougiraat. The 

difference between the two accents of MAR relates to the pronunciation of certain sounds like the 

diphthong /aj/ which is replaced by /i:/ in Urban MAR, but is preserved in Rural MAR. Thus, Urban 

MAR words like [bi:d ], [i:t ] are realized as [bajd ] [ajt ] in Rural MAR. The sound /q/ is also 

pronounced differently in Rural MAR or else the [g] realization of /q/ is more dominant in Rural 

MAR than it is in Urban MAR. Hence, Urban MAR pronunciations like [qara] ‘bottle’, [marqa] 

‘sauce’, [qassam] ‘he distributed’ are realized as [gara], [marga], [gassam] in Rural MAR. 

Furthermore, the inter-dentals /, / and the emphatic // which are replaced by the alveolars /t, d/ 

in Urban MAR are preserved in Rural MAR. Hence, Urban MAR pronunciations [tu:m] ‘garlic’, 

[du:q] ‘taste’ [dhar] ‘back’ are realized as [u:m], [u:q], [har] in Rural MAR.  

3.2.2.4. Code-Switching to French 

MAR native speakers may code-switch to French in their speech. Such code- switching 

may occur either at word boundaries (intra-sentential) or sentence boundaries (inter-sentential). 

Instances of intra-sentential code-switching may be observed in the following MAR utterances: 
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 (10) 

 

As it appears from those instances, MAR speakers tend to switch to French often, though 

not consciously, to indicate a certain educational level or language competence in French. Indeed, 

the word [‘a coffee’ in the first instance possesses an MAR counterpart, namely [qahwa]. 

Yet, the MAR speaker switches to the French word. Similarly, in the second example, the word 

[‘the university’ has an MAR counterpart which is [l damia]. However, the speaker 

switches to the French [la fak]. The same can be observed in the third and fourth examples in which 

the words [ ‘the book’ and [‘the song’ have both MAR counterparts, namely 

[kta:b] and [unja], but the speaker switches to the French words.  

MAR speakers’ inter-sentential code switching to French may be illustrated by the 

following utterances:  

 

 

 

MAR utterances  Gloss 

[







‘We’ll drink coffee and then we’ll go’ 

‘We’ll go to the university and she’ll meet us up later’ 

‘Did you read the book I told you about’ 

‘Did you listen to her last song?’ 
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(11) 

 

In the above instances of inter-sentential code-switching, MAR speaker also switches to French 

counterparts which in these cases are either clauses, like [‘if it’s not clear’, or 

sentences such as [‘she missed a very good opportunity’. Such type 

of code-switching is often intended to indicate a certain educational level or language competence 

just as the other type of code-switching.  After describing the dialect that is object to the present 

study, it is worth presenting the population and sample that were subjected to this study.  

3.3. Population and Sampling 

The population of the present study includes MAR native speakers who are the inhabitants 

of Mostaganem and use MAR as a means for their daily life communication. Mostaganem’s 

population was estimated to around 162 885 inhabitants according to 2008 census. These 

MAR utterances  Gloss 













‘If you’re not satisfied, take your belongings and get out’ 

 

‘If it is not clear, I’ll re-explain’ 

‘She saw me very well, then she ignored me’ 

‘We spent a wonderful time, she missed a very good 

opportunity’  
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inhabitants are from different areas of Mostaganem and can eventually be divided to the city 

dwellers and the countrymen. City dwellers, as the name indicates, inhabit the city of Mostaganem, 

countrymen live in the rural areas of Mostaganem such as Masra, Siraat, Achaacha, Bouski, Siyada, 

Twahriya among other rural areas. The city dwellers speak what was earlier referred to as Urban 

MAR, whereas countrymen speak what was earlier called Rural MAR.  

Different groups of inhabitants tend to exist inside the city of Mostaganem, namely the 

Hadhar, the Hacham and migrants from rural areas. The Hadhar are a group of inhabitants who 

have Turkish origins, while the HachaMARe of Arabic Bedouin origin. The Hacham used to live 

in the area known as El-Hacham in the outskirts of the city. Then, they moved inside the city and 

adapted to its habits, including the linguistic habits. The third group includes the inhabitants of 

rural area of Mostaganem, like Achaacha, Siraat, Masra, who migrated to the city.  

The sample that was selected for the present study includes about a hundred native speakers 

of MAR. These speakers are all inhabitants of Mostaganem and thus they speak Urban MAR. Such 

participants belong to different age groups, comprehending children, teens, adults and elderly 

people. Thus, the age range of the present study’s participants is 8-75. Both genders were involved 

in the study with the percentage of female participants (54%) slightly exceeding that of male 

participants (46%). The educational background of participants varied since the sample included 

lay people, housewives, primary, middle, high school and university students and teachers, taxi 

drivers, salespersons, restaurant receptionists, waiters and waitresses and hairdressers. However, 

age, gender and education variables are not taken into account in the present study since it is a 

descriptive qualitative study.  
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The sample includes members of the family of the researcher, her relatives, neighbours, but 

also strangers with whom she interacted in restaurants, supermarkets, taxis, at the hairdresser’s, in 

the beach, university, shops among other settings. After describing the population and sample of 

the study, let us turn to data collection and analysis procedures. 

3.4. Data Collection Procedures 

A number of procedures were undertaken by the researcher in order to obtain the present 

study’s corpus of data. The first procedure involved the selection of the appropriate settings for 

recording sessions. Such selection targeted settings in which speakers of MAR are talkative, and 

thus settings which require calm and silence, such as the library and mosque, were excluded from 

the selection. In retrospect, settings which induce talking and conversations were favoured in the 

selection. Such settings include taxi, restaurant, supermarket, beach, and occasions like family 

gatherings, neighbours chat and so on.  

The second procedure in data collection involved insuring that the participants’ speech is 

spontaneous and natural in order to avoid any awkwardness during recording sessions. In order to 

attain such a goal, the researcher did not inform the participants about the object of the study or its 

topic, but only described the recordings as being necessary for a research work without specifying 

which kind of research it is. The duration of recording sessions ranged from 2 minutes to two hours, 

depending on the availability of the participants as well as the length of their conversations. Thus, 

interactions with salespersons, waiters and taxi-drivers did not exceed 10 minutes, while family 

members’ chats, neighbours’ chats, chats at the hairdresser’s reached two hours.  

Speech recording was accomplished through a digital voice recorder model: Olympus, 

series: VN-850PC. Such a recording device is equipped with a miniature microphone on its surface 
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which serves to amplify the sounds that are produced by the participants, and thus facilitates the 

task of sounds identification for the researcher. After having outlined the procedures that were 

followed by the researcher in the collection of data, it is now worth describing the methodology 

that the researcher followed in order to indentify data.  

3.5. Data Identification Procedures 

Once the recording sessions were over, the recorded speech was subject to identification 

procedures. The first procedure involved the listening stage. The recordings were played in a 

recurrent fashion in order for the researcher to be familiar with the different talks and conversations. 

After getting familiar with the recorded speech, the researcher played the recordings another time 

in order to transcribe the speech. Transcription included IPA symbols, namely the symbols that 

were introduced earlier in this chapter and which correspond to MAR consonants and vowels. The 

transcribed speech was then analyzed in order to indentify the phonological processes that are 

present in sample MAR conversations and chats. After the processes were identified, a 

classification of such processes into different types was established.  

3.6. Data Analysis Procedures 

After the identification of phonological processes was achieved and their classification into 

different types was completed, the analysis of each type of phonological processes was carried out. 

Such analysis branched into different accounts, viz a rule-based account and an OT account.  

Rule-based analysis of the identified phonological processes occurred in steps. The first 

step involves the decomposition of each sound which undergoes phonological processes into its 

constituent distinctive features together with the distinctive features of the contextual sound that 

might trigger the process under study. The processes are then formulated in the form of a 
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phonological rule. Each rule’s construction requires the identification of the input form for the 

output that was identified in the transcribed speech. Furthermore, each rule requires the setting of 

the environment which triggered the mapping from input to output in each case of a given 

phonological process. The rules are then interpreted and explained.  

OT-based analysis also involved different steps. The first step includes the identification of 

the input form for the output provided by the transcribed speech. Then, the constraints that are 

involved in the phonological process under study are identified. The mapping from the input to the 

output in each phonological process is described and explained in terms of constraint hierarchy as 

well as generator and evaluator functions within the machinery of OT. OT account is then 

formulated in the form of OT’s tableau which sketches the dynamics of OT.  

The above analysis procedures make of the present study a qualitative kind of study as it 

aims at describing and explaining a phonological phenomenon which in this case are phonological 

processes. Indeed, the present study does not compare between the produced speeches of different 

groups such as males and females or old and new generations. Furthermore, it does not quantify 

those differences using statistic methods like T-test or ANOVA. It is, thus, not a quantitative study. 

The following section presents the classification of the phonological processes that were identified 

from the recorded speech of the hundred participants of the study at hand. 

3.7. Classification of Phonological Processes in MAR 

Different types of phonological processes were identified in the corpus of the study, namely 

assimilation, metathesis, epenthesis, deletion and major class change. The following sections 

enumerate the findings of each type of phonological process.   
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        3.7.1. Assimilatory Processes in MAR 

  3.7.1.1. Voice Assimilation 

 ‘He does not sit on it.’ 

 ‘He has to be above each one of us.’ 

 ‘Good night!’ 

 ‘If 

someone is more jurist than him, then maybe his Imamhood is not allowed.’ 

? ‘What does she put in it? Eggs?’ 

 ‘You (singular feminine) have a shower and change your clothes.’ 

 ‘It is good. It is a social series, isn’t it?’ 

 ‘I do not watch TV at midnight.’ 

 ‘They stay up late and they sleep in.’ 

 ‘I thought she slept at nine.’ 

 ‘I did not stop attending, I was absent for a long time.’ 

 ‘I like mosque courses; you learn tajweed in these 

courses.’ 

 ‘She came in crying and in tatters.’ 
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 ‘I found him in the turning where there is the beach.’ 

 ‘It is beautiful wear it.’ 

 ‘I did not find Khadidja here.’ 

 ‘Good bye.’ 

 ‘Bougalmona had her diploma.’ 

 ‘I made it sure with him. I told him, “Is 

Salamane (district name) the center?” He said, “Yes”.’ 

 ‘She will turn you into an 

empty hood. If only it were a full hood, you would not attract compassion.’ 

 ‘On Saturday’ 

 ‘No, it just a plate.’ 

 ‘Just a minute I will take off my gown and come back.’ 

 ‘My mom is my liver.’ 

 ‘I did not say anything. Do not be mad at us.’ 

 ‘I hung my mother’s frame just two years 

ago.’ 

 ‘I ran away. If you sit with her it is a tragedy.’ 
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 ‘It is enough. If it is not, come back.’ 

 ‘she washed the sieve?’ 

 ‘Tell her if she went, she would have started doing 

housework.’ 

 ‘Djamila told me, “I found her pale”.’ 

 ‘She does not sweep the floor.’ 

 ‘She obscures the room foe me.’ 

 ‘She cleans up and washes the dishes.’ 

 ‘Fatiha keeps on talking in her back.’ 

 ‘She hurts her feelings through words.’ 

 ‘I want to ease my conscience.’ 

 ‘She does not welcome her.’ 

 ‘I was joking with her.’ 

 ‘She appeared to have less energy in the morning.’ 

 ‘She was laughing with us.’ 

 ‘She does not get out.’ 
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 ‘Every time she comes.’ 

‘He says, “When I brought her, she was fine”   

 ‘Do not come till the afternoon.’ 

 ‘He shocked us. I was standing there, then I saw him.’

i:k? ‘What if he cannot fast?’ 

 ‘It seems like you slept.’ 

 ‘The neighbor tells her neighbor,”I took 

your bedding out to the sun”. 

 ‘You would have had another shock.’ 

‘Yes, but when the Taraweeh prayer was over.’ 

 ‘She sits with me and talks to me.’ 

 ‘When I woke up, he told me, 

“Are you up?”, I am just going to sleep.’ 

 ‘Let her do what she wants.’ 

 ‘That’s it. You went out of the rollers section.’ 

 ‘Look to the pans over there. They will make you dazed.’ 

 ‘You should have brought two.’ 
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 ‘The trolley is better, you know, 

even though you buy one thing. All that matters is that you do not lift.’ 

 ‘No, she wanted to wander.’ 

? ‘Are you ok, Abkader?’ 

  3.7.1.2. Place Assimilation 

 

? ‘Was he ill?’ 

 ‘They show the prophets.’ 

 ‘Then they resurrected.’ 

 ‘I found him in the turning where there is the beach.’ 

 ‘You should start from the beginning of the year.’ 

 ‘Chase all bad thoughts from your mind.’ 

 ‘My mother likes the air-conditioner to be 

switched on in May.’ 

 ‘If there is no school, I would let her watch TV.’ 

 ‘Did you see the look on her face when we caught her.’ 
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 3.7.1.3. Total Assimilation 

 



 ‘They say, “he had a heart operation, but it is not… they say, the 

hole”. They say an easy operation.’ 

 ‘They told me he died on the table.’ 

 ‘Too much decoration is not good.’ 

 ‘They will set the carpets before the 

beginning of Ramadan.’ 

d mnnaija d-dinija ‘He has to be above all from the religious aspect.’ 

 ‘This week he blew it.’  

 ‘It is for couscous.’ 

 ‘Couscous in cases.’ 

 ‘Can I take out the dates?’ 

 ‘It is not in the garage, it is in the storeroom.’ 

 ‘They show as a light.’ 

 ‘So they do not pray all day.’ 

 ‘It is more delicious than that of sugar.’ 
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 ‘Aunt Fatma said, “The taxi rode 

around all the district before he brought me here”.’ 

 ‘You know all your school passed the 

drawing course.’ 

 ‘The last mark was that of mathematics.’ 

 ‘This cake is warm.’ 

 ‘On Saturday.’ 

 ‘Hand that small bowl.’ 

 ‘Sidahmed and some children.’ 

 ‘I told her that we will give her all of Ashura’s 

charity.’ 

? ‘Do you have a girl?’ 

 ‘But when the house will be empty, you will see.’ 

? ‘But is there mint?’ 

 ‘Did you watch the sieve?’ 

 ‘Malika did not tell him, “Curse him.”’ 

 ‘Yesterday, he did not leave until almost midnight.’ 
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 ‘They like housework and that nonsense.’ 

 ‘She ill-treats her mother-in-law.’ 

 ‘They blamed on anger.’ 

 ‘He came in the funeral.’ 

? ‘Why did they wait till the end to come and ask 

for forgiveness?’ 

 ‘A lot of people came in.’ 

 ‘It was the last evening.’ 

 ‘What matters is listening.’ 

 ‘She is counting in terms of hours.’ 

 ‘We eat during a lot of hours, a month is nothing.’ 

 ‘People want people almost become crazy.’ 

 ‘Blood cools within me.’ 

 ‘He said, “there is rain night and day”.’ 

 ‘She feels dazed.’ 

 ‘He said, “Radia’s voice is like zohra’s voice”.’ 
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 ‘Dad killed them with laughter.’ 

 ‘They deposited them just on earth.’ 

 ‘I buy drowsiness syrup.’ 

 ‘Soup should be present.’ 

 ‘I will give the apron to the girls.’ 

 ‘There is no sweeping of the floor.’ 

 ‘He was hurt from the beating.’ 

 ‘Now I am deep asleep.’ 

 ‘Electricity used to go off.’ 

 ‘We will sit in the garden.’ 

 ‘If you find, you will find one in a million.’ 

 ‘Our traditions are tiresome.’ 

 ‘My tooth is killing me.’ 

 ‘It hurts me in my head.’ 

 ‘As in winter, Ramadan could be up to 

eight and you will not get tired.’ 
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 ‘He has an oil factory.’ 

-tri:g ba:tl ‘She unnecessarily blocked the passage.’ 

 ‘Look to the pans.’ 

 ‘Take the one that is underneath.’ 

 ‘They learnt to put on that perfume.’ 

 ‘They are dull and the sweating.’ 

 ‘Go to the palm.’ 

 ‘Their entrance is from that side.’ 

 ‘That is it, they shut the curtains.’ 

 ‘The one next to us where the Chinese are 

building.’ 

 ‘Not the one of the railway.’ 

 ‘We go by car.’ 

 ‘My wife passed away.’ 

 ‘Do not make noise.’ 
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3.7.2. Non-Assimilatory Processes in MAR  

3.7.2.1. Metathesis 



‘Reda came in then his sister followed him’ 



‘Yes, he danced with his sister and she danced with her brother in the wedding celebration’  



‘His parents registered the house under his name and he, the idiot, registered it under her name’ 



‘Grandma got in the car and he got in the car later and sat next to her’ 





‘both of theMARe relieved; he got rid of the problem of stairs and she got rid of the neighbours’ 





‘She kept on pushing him till he left his parents’ house and when they left they did not even 

apologize’  
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‘Yes, when she went upstairs, she found him down. It seems that when he went upstairs he felt 

dazed’  





‘After he was done eating, he said I am not full yet, so his sister-in-law told him: “we gave you the 

largest ration. Look at Asma she was given the smallest ration, she can say I am not full yet” 



‘Yes, my daughter told me: “Mom! The groom drunk milk, but the bride didn’t” 



‘But he was unfair. You know the one we used to think is mean was not as unfair as him’ 

   

3.7.2.2. Epenthesis in MAR 

 

 

‘She has to acknowledge.’ 

 

‘I colonize the world.’ 

 

‘He keeps a secret.’ 
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‘I am afraid it breaks.’ 

 

‘No one stays on earth.’ 

? 

‘Me? Yes, I watch.’ 

 

‘You love me and I love you.’ 

?  

‘Can I get the dates out?’ 

?  

‘Do you need, do I tell him to bring more?’ 

 

‘But Allah bless her, she remembers.’ 

 

‘Me? I hate her.’ 
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‘You are walking, it could amount to thirty thousands.’ 

 ‘Everything is expensive.’ 

 

‘The water that you put is boiling’. 

 

‘They stay up late and they sleep in.’ 

 

‘They do the ablutions and they pray.’ 

?  

‘Who buys me the things I need?’ 

 ‘ 

I like Djamai Family (a TV show).’ 

 

‘They have dinner and they leave.’ 

 

‘She came in crying.’ 

!  
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‘He gets lost in Salamane!’ 

?  

‘Then, where do I take you?’ 

 

‘I hope they stay that way in high school.’

 

‘You meet in high school.’ 

 

‘He is running after her.’ 

 

‘He walks and laughs.’ 

n 

‘Just a minute. I will take off my gown and come back.’ 

 

‘Women come to drink coffee.’ 

 

‘You will find who takes care of you.’  
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‘The sultan, even with a crown, needs help.’ 

 

‘Nabila gets out early from work.’ 

 

‘He told me, “Malika gets upset”.’ 

 

‘We give her all of Ashora’s charity.’ 

 

‘So that we will give you clothes, money if Allah will.’ 

 

‘But, when the house gets empty, you will see.’ 

 

‘Yes, it enters there.’ 

 

‘May Allah bless her.’ 

?  
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‘I, curse my son?’ 

 

‘He did not want to go home.’ 

 ‘I will pass your regards.’ 

 

‘She works with all her heart.’ 

 

‘I do not pretend.’ 

 

‘She takes off all the mattresses.’ 

 

‘She shakes and sets the beddings. 

 

‘She tells me, “Shall we have lunch now?”.’ 

 

‘She cleans the dishes.’ 
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‘We relax and talk.’ 

 

‘He listens to his mother.’ 

 

‘She goes out as she wants to.’ 

 

‘I do not want your mother to imply things about her.’ 

 

‘When she sees you, her blood pressure increases.’ 

 

‘She cannot stand them.’ 

 

‘I am afraid I get hurt.’ 

 

‘So that you know the prices’ 

 

‘Who buys the things I need.’ 
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‘Oh! My God. I thought your family is the beach.’ 

 

‘It is just me and Malika.’ 

 

‘She told me, “I am going to my house”.’ 

 

‘I know what is going on.’ 

 

‘They will do to me and to Malika medical analyzes.’ 

 

‘They leave me alone and she deals with her business.’ 

 

‘I know they will bail on me.’ 

3.7.2.3. Deletion in MAR 

 ‘Ok! You call.’ 
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‘Before the beginning of Ramadan, they will set them.’ 

 

‘So, they rule him.’ 

 

‘Then, they resurrected.’ 

 

‘Their daughter is going to Spain.’ 

 

‘Four did not pass in your class.’ 

 

‘They work hard.’ 

 

‘They should not humiliate us.’ 

 

‘She turns you into an empty hood.’ 

 

‘If only it were a full hood, it would not be pitiful.’ 
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‘You take her by the hand and she takes you by the hand.’ 

 

‘Here they are. They are ready.’ 

 

‘So, she watches, she is grabbing.’ 

?  

‘You want me to take a shower.’ 

 

‘They want to make people come in.’ 

?  

‘Do we cook now?’ 

 

‘She must be sleeping.’ 

 

‘You have to be wise and kind.’ 
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‘She left good children.’ 

 

‘I find Zohra carrying Sidahmed.’ 

 

‘I do not know where their picture was taken.’ 

 

‘I saw them as if grouchy.’ 

 

‘The girl has a good figure.’ 

 

‘We have to wait till they finish.’ 

?  

‘Is there a sink here?’ 

?  

‘Did Amina recover?’ 

 

‘These are killing me.’ 
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‘We are kind.’ 

 

‘She does everything; she does not tell you help me.’ 

 

‘You will know him if you travel with him.’ 

 

‘You are mistaken.’ 

?  

‘Am I married to his mother?’ 

 

‘When he died, they hang him a fascicle of dates.’ 

 

‘Whether she forgave or not Allah knows.’ 

 

‘They are absent.’ 
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‘Their angels are present.’ 

 

‘They all gathered.’ 

 

‘She changed.’ 

 

‘She had a scarf in her hands.’ 

 

‘Because you know her mentality by heart.’ 

 

‘They did not greet her.’ 

 

‘The ones she puts in the black list.’ 

 ‘Get your daughter out.’ 

 

‘You cannot bear Ramadan.’ 
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‘We have seven hours to eat.’ 

 

‘Then we start striving.’ 

 ‘ 

Get out to have a chat.’ 

 

‘We are conversing.’ 

 

‘I do not know.’ 

 

‘When she wakes up she feels fed up.’  

 

‘They slaughter even the chicken.’ 

 

‘They make fun of dad.’ 

 

‘You find that we prepared lunch.’ 
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‘We have lunch together and you rest.’ 

 

‘When you look for something.’ 

 

‘Allah brought us those who live next door.’ 

 

‘Allah blesses her soul.’ 

 

‘It obscured the house.’ 

 

‘Diminish the temperature.’ 

 

‘They took him for a medical visit.’ 

 

‘A year, close your eyes and it is over.’ 
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‘You make your parents happy.’ 

?  

‘Where do they sweep the floor?’ 

 

‘They were watching the movie.’ 

 

‘It is stuck in that place.’ 

 

‘Asma passes you her regards.’ 

 

‘Her maternal grandmother it is obvious.’ 

 

‘Outside, men were out.’ 

 

‘He does not know that she is dead, you know.’ 

 

‘They want to improve our district.’ 
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‘We have all our senses and sometimes we say nonsense.’ 

 

‘He told us help them.’ 

 

‘They agreed to fill oil.’ 

 

‘We come to visit you.’ 

 

‘You cannot even breath.’ 

 

‘When he saw that she is handicapped, he tuned to Rania.’ 

 

‘Winter is easy.’

 

‘You stay up late.’ 
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‘She is used to staying alone.’ 

 

‘They miss their country.’ 

 

‘Allah judges you. We are sisters’. 

 

‘Do not force children to fast.’ 

 

‘Wherever we go we blow it up.’ 

 

‘She is scared.’ 

 

‘They exaggerate in robbery.’ 

 

‘They are living a good life.’ 

 

‘But it is narrow.’ 
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‘He filled it quite well.’ 

 

‘They learnt to put that perfume.’ 

 

‘I am going on Monday.’ 



‘I swear they registered the house under his name’ 



‘Mom! The groom drunk’ 



‘Fatima! The kids went away’ 



‘Karima! Take some with you to your home’ 



‘Just like me, I won’t go’ 



‘Yes, it was funny when he said: “he’ll eat air”. 
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‘Yes, her father bought the medicine’ 



‘Give me the book’ 



‘Put the chair back where you found it’ 



‘take more of that dish, there is plenty of it left’ 



‘I want to buy clothes’ 

 

3.7.2.4. Major Class Change 

 

 

‘Then they resurrected.’ 

 

‘After the call for prayer they purify their bodies for prayer and pray.’ 

 

‘They start playing with my uncle Reda.’ 
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‘They have dinner and leave.’ 

 

‘You meet in high school.’ 

 

‘I think four did not pass in your class.’ 

 

‘What did they take to Chemise (proper noun).’ 

 

‘They did not eat it because they had already eaten couscous.’ 

 ‘Goodbye!’ 

 

‘They upset me.’

 

‘You (singular feminine) stay up late and forget your pains.’ 

 

‘Stop it.’ 
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‘I tell her, “Stay for dinner”.’ 

 

‘It is just now that they start trying.’ 

 

‘No, wait! I will tell you the price granny.’ 

 

‘They bought me these from Rabrab (a supermarket’s name).’ 

 

‘They used to sleep a lot, I remember, when we used to have class.’ 

 

‘They came to see him.’ 

 

‘They announced a heat wave for tomorrow.’ 

 

‘You were walking in the beach.’ 
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‘Everything you wish for will come true.’ 

 

‘Go and lie on the bed.’ 

 

‘You have to take care of him.’ 

 

‘They bought meat.’ 

 

‘They fried fish.’ 

 

‘They rented the apartment to his brother.’ 

 

‘They gave them clothes and took care of them.’ 

 

‘The children ran till they had enough.’ 

 

‘They went and complained about him.’ 
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‘They searched everywhere I the house, but they found nothing.’ 



‘I complained and they told me that I am wasting my time’ 



‘He spoke and she listened without answering’   



‘They humiliated him before they gave him that share of money’  



‘She ate and left. She did not clean up at all’ 



‘I paid my dues and left. I forgot to take the change’ 



‘As grandma used to say: “each reserved person has a hidden story’ 



‘Bring that book and a copybook and come here’ 



‘I folded the clothes’ 
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‘She chose and bought the lounge furniture’  



‘She danced and had so much fun at the wedding celebration’

 After providing a description of the locale of the study, as well as its sample, corpus, 

methodology and findings, it is worth analyzing such findings using the theoretical machinery of 

rule-based phonology and OT. The following chapter demonstrates how a rule-based account of 

the aforementioned types of phonological processes in MAR can be achieved. 
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The present chapter presents a rule-based account of the phonological processes peculiar to 

MAR. Hence, each type of process is described through rule-based machinery. As far as 

assimilatory processes of MAR are concerned, their rule-based account includes distinctive 

features in order to preserve the principle of generality which is an essential component within the 

rule-based approach in particular and generative phonology in general. Thus, each sound that 

undergoes an assimilatory process is decomposed into its constituent distinctive features. Then, 

after redundancy rules apply, only the distinctive features are preserved and any redundant feature 

is dispensed with. Eventually, the feature that undergoes the change is highlighted and analyzed 

from a rule-based perspective. Furthermore, each type of phonological process in MAR is 

illustrated through a sample which is extracted from the findings of the process of data collection.  

4.1. Assimilatory Processes in MAR 

4.1.1. Voice Assimilation: A Rule-based Account 

 MAR exhibits a case of regressive voice assimilation in which an obstruent changes its 

voice feature in order to be in harmony with the following adjacent obstruent. This case of 

regressive voice assimilation is mainly observed when two obstruents which are dissimilar in terms 

of voicing become adjacent as a result of morphological processes such as affixation or inflection. 

The following sample illustrates one specific type of regressive voice assimilation in MAR: 

(1)  

Underlying representation Surface representation Gloss 









‘She does’ 

‘You-feminine- shower’ 
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4.1.1.1. Prefix ‘t-’ Voice Assimilation 

In the above sample the obstruent /t/ changes to /d/ in order to agree with the following /d/ 

in terms of voicing. Indeed, the obstruent /t/ changes its voicing feature only if it is adjacent to a 

voiced obstruent, otherwise the prefix ‘t-’ which is the second person singular present morpheme, 

but also the third person singular feminine present morpheme, is realized as the voiceless obstruent 

/t/. The following sample illustrates the preservation of the voiceless specification of /t/ in case a 

voiceless obstruent or any other voiceless consonant follows it:  

 

 

 









































‘You-feminine- wander’ 

‘She sweeps the floor’ 

‘You-feminine- obscure’ 

‘She keeps on’ 

‘She cleans up’ 

‘She comes’ 

‘She sits’ 

‘She looks for something’  

‘You-feminine- will be 

dazed’ 

‘She turns’ 
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(2)  

Underlying representation Surface representation  Gloss 









































‘She drives’ 

‘She breaks’ 

‘You-feminine- see’ 

‘She passes’ 

‘She finishes’  

‘She films’ 

‘You-feminine- blame’ 

‘You-feminine- go’ 

‘You-feminine-get used to’ 

‘You-feminine- warn’  

After having illustrated the process of ‘t-’ regressive assimilation in MAR, it is now worth 

accounting for it from a rule-based perspective. Indeed, the regressive voice assimilation of the /t/ 

in prefix ‘t-’ involves a change in the value of one of the constituent distinctive features of /t/. In 

order to determine and account for this feature’s change, it necessary to decompose /t/ to its 

constituent distinctive features. The following section demonstrates how distinctive feature theory 

applies to /t/: 
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4.1.1.1.a. Distinctive Features of MAR’s /t/ 

MAR’s /t/ is produced with a complete contact between the tip of the tongue the back of 

the upper teeth, and is thus a [+consonantal] since its articulation involves a contact between the 

articulators. Furthermore, /t/ is [-sonorant] since the blockage that is created by the contact between 

the articulators reduces of the resonance and sonority of the sound. Finally, /t/ is [-syllabic] as it is 

never found in syllable nucleus position. As a result, /t/ is classified among the marginal obstruent 

true consonants of MAR.  

As to manner features, /t/ of MAR is a [-continuant] as it is produced with an interruption 

of airflow through the complete blockage that is created by the articulators. Furthermore, /t/ is [-

delayed release] as its production does not involve any delay of the release stage. Indeed, in /t/ 

production air is released once the obstruction is parted. /t/ is   [-nasal] since air escapes from the 

oral cavity for the /t/ of MAR. Moreover, /t/ is [-lateral] as air escapes from the center of the mouth 

while producing it. Hence, /t/ of MAR is an oral stop.  

The place feature of MAR’s /t/ is [CORONAL] as its articulation involves the front part of 

the tongue. Given that /t/ is a [CORONAL], it needs to be distinguished from the other coronals. 

In order to attain such distinction, the feature [anterior] is required. Indeed, the fact that /t/ is 

produced in the anterior region which is the dental region, MAR’s /t/ is [+anterior], and is thus, 

different from other posterior coronal consonants. Thus, /t/ of MAR is an anterior coronal.   

The laryngeal feature of MAR’s /t/ is [-voiced] as it is realized without a vibration at the 

level of the vocal cords. As result, /t/ of MAR is a voiceless stop.  
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It appears from the above decomposition of /t/ into its constituent distinctive features that 

it is a voiceless anterior coronal oral stop obstruent marginal consonant. Such a description is 

inferred from the following features of /t/ in MAR: 

(3)       /t/ 

[+consonantal] 

[-sonorant] 

[-syllabic] 

[-continuant] 

[-delayed release] 

[-nasal] 

[-lateral] 

[CORONAL] 

[+anterior] 

[-voiced] 

 After having decomposed the target consonant to its constituent features, it is now essential 

to apply redundancy rules in order to exclude all unnecessary features and keep only the distinctive 

features. Redundancy rules are applied below: 

(4)   [-Sonorant] ⇒ [+consonantal] 

        [-sonorant] ⇒ [-syllabic] 
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        [-sonorant] ⇒ [-nasal] 

        [-continuant] ⇒ [-lateral] 

The former redundancy rules indicate that the features [+consonantal], [-syllabic], [-nasal] and [-

lateral] are redundant features for MAR’s /t/. Indeed, if a sound is [-sonorant], then it is 

automatically implied that it is [+consonantal], [-syllabic] and [-nasal] since all obstruents are 

[+consonantal], [-syllabic] and [-nasal]. Thus, it is not necessary to include these three features in 

the description of /t/ in MAR because they are implied from the feature [-sonorant]. Furthermore, 

the feature [-lateral] is implied from the feature [-continuant] since a lateral is [+continuant], so if 

a consonant is [-continuant], then it is automatically [-lateral]. Hence, the feature [-lateral] is 

redundant for /t/ in MAR. After redundancy rules were applied to the feature constituents of /t/ in 

MAR, the following description is obtained for /t/: 

(5)      /t/ 

[-sonorant] 

[-continuant] 

[-del rel] 

[CORONAL] 

[+anterior] 

[-voiced] 

After having identified the distinctive features of the target sound /t/, it is now necessary to 

turn to its vicinity or else adjacent sound which is the conditioning sound for this case of voice 
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assimilation. In the above sample, the conditioning sound is the obstruent /d/. The distinctive 

features of MAR’s /d/ are introduced in the subsequent sub-section: 

4.1.1.1.b. Distinctive Features of MAR’s /d/ 

 MAR’s /d/ is produced with a complete contact between the tongue tip and the back region 

of the upper teeth. Hence, /d/ is [+consonantal]. Moreover, /d/ is [-sonorant] since the complete 

contact between the articulators blocks airflow and thus reduces the sonority of the sound. Finally, 

/d/ is [-syllabic] since it cannot be found in nucleus position within a syllable in MAR. 

Consequently, /d/ of MAR is an obstruent marginal true consonant.  

 As to manner features /d/ of MAR is produced with an interruption of airflow via the 

complete obstruction that is created by the articulators. Thus, /d/ of MAR is [-continuant]. 

Furthermore, /d/ is [-delayed release] since the stage of air release is not delayed for /d/ as it occurs 

after the blockage is unbarred. Besides, /d/ is produced with air escaping through the oral cavity, 

and is thus, [-nasal]. Moreover, /d/ is produced with air escaping along the center of the mouth, and 

is thus, [-lateral]. Obviously, /d/ of MAR is among the oral stops.  

 The place feature of /d/ in MAR is [CORONAL] since /d/ is articulated with the front part 

of the tongue (tongue tip). Moreover, /d/ is [+anterior] since it is articulated in the anterior teeth 

region. Thus, /d/ of MAR is an anterior coronal. 

 The laryngeal feature of /d/ in MAR is [+voiced] since its production involves the vibration 

of the vocal cords. Thus, /d/ is a voiced oral stop. All in all, MAR’s /d/ is a voiced anterior coronal 

oral stop obstruent marginal consonant. The following distinctive features can be attributed to 

MAR’s /d/:  
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(6)     /d/ 

         [+consonantal] 

         [-sonorant] 

         [-syllabic] 

         [-continuant] 

         [-del rel] 

         [-nasal] 

         [-lateral] 

         [CORONAL] 

          [+anterior] 

          [+voiced] 

 It is worth noting that not all of the aforementioned features are distinctive as some are 

redundant, and thus violate the principle of economy. Therefore, redundancy rules need to be 

applied in order to preserve only the distinctive features. Redundancy rules are represented below: 

(7)   [-Sonorant] ⇒ [+consonantal] 

        [-sonorant] ⇒ [-syllabic] 

        [-sonorant] ⇒ [-nasal] 

        [-continuant] ⇒ [-lateral] 
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The above redundancy rules exclude the features [+consonantal], [-syllabic], [-nasal] and [–lateral] 

from the description of MAR’s /d/ since they can be implied from other features. Indeed, the feature 

[+cons] is implied by the feature [-son] since all obstruents are [+cons]. Moreover, the feature          

[-syll] is also implied from the feature [-son] as all obstruents are    [-syll]. The feature [-nas] is 

also implied from the feature [-son] since nasals are [+son] and any [-son] is [-nas]. Finally, the 

feature [-lat] is also implied from the feature [-continuant] since lateral sounds are [+continuant], 

and thus any [-cont] is [-lat]. Applying the redundancy rules preserves the following distinctive 

features for MAR’s /d/:  

(8)   /d/  

[-sonorant] 

[-continuant] 

[CORONAL] 

[-del rel] 

[+anterior] 

[+voiced] 

A comparison between the distinctive features of the target /t/ and the conditioning /d/ indicates 

that the two sounds agree in all of their distinctive features except the laryngeal feature [voiced] 

which is has the value (-) for /t/ and (+) for /d/. Such a comparison is represented below:  
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(9)     

/t/           /d/ 

[-sonorant] 

[-continuant] 

[-del rel] 

[CORONAL] 

[+anterior] 

[-voiced] 

 [-sonorant] 

 [-continuant] 

[CORONAL] 

 [-del rel] 

 [+anterior] 

[+voiced] 

Thus, the /t/ of the prefix ‘t-’ in MAR changes the value of its laryngeal feature [voiced] from (-) 

to (+) in order to agree with the following /d/ in different instances as /t-di:r/ [ddi:r], /t-do:r/ [ddro:r]. 

This type of regressive voice assimilation can be represented in the following phonological rule: 

(10) 

[-sonorant] 

[-continuant] 

[-del rel] 

[CORONAL] 

[+anterior] 

[-voiced] 

[-sonorant] 

[-continuant] 

[-del rel] 

[CORONAL] 

[+anterior] 

[+voiced] 

/____________ [-sonorant] 

                          [-continuant] 

                          [-del rel] 

                          [CORONAL] 

                          [+anterior] 

                          [+voiced] 
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The above rule is more general than the plain and most common:  

(11) /t/ [d] /_________________ voiced consonant 

 

In fact, the aforementioned rule erroneously predicts that the /t/ of the prefix ‘t-’ in MAR changes 

to [d] whenever a voiceless consonant succeeds to it.  Thus, forms like /t-lu:m/ ‘she blames’, /t-

ro:/ ‘she goes’, /t-no:d/ ‘she stands up’, /t-gu:l/ ‘she says’, /t-ba:t/ ‘she stays overnight’ would be 

realized respectfully as [dlu:m], [dro:], [dno:d], [dgu:l], [dba:t]. hence, /t/ changes its voicing 

feature in these instances in order to agree with the following voiced consonants which are /l, r, n, 

g, b/ if one abides by the description that the rule in (11) provides. However, the /t/ of the prefix ‘t-

’ in the preceding instances does not change its voicing specification in MAR. Hence, /t-lu:m/, /t-

ro:/, /t-no:d/, /t-gu:l/,  /t-ba:t/ are realized as [tlu:m], [tro:], [tno:d ], [tgu:l], [tba:t] respectively in 

MAR. Effectively, /t/ of the prefix ‘t-’ changes its voice specifications from (-) to (+)  only when 

the root to which it is prefixed starts with /d/. It is, in fact, no coincidence that only /d/ triggers 

voice assimilation as /d/ and /t/ agree in all other features except for the feature [voiced]. Thus, the 

first rule which includes distinctive feature specifications is more adequate for accounting for /t/ 

voice assimilation in MAR as it is more precise regarding the environment that conditions this 

assimilatory process. In order to clarify the former point, let us decompose the sounds /l, r, n, g, b/ 

in each of [tlu:m], [tro:], [tno:d ], [tgu:l], [tba:t] into their distinctive features. Such features are 

represented below: 
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(12) 

/t/ /l/ /r/ /n/ /g/ /b/ 

[-son] 

[-cont] 

[-del rel] 

[COR] 

[+ant] 

[-voic] 

[+son] 

[+cont] 

[+lat] 

[COR] 

[+ant] 

[+voic] 

[+son] 

[+cont] 

[-lat] 

[COR] 

[+ant] 

[+voic] 

[+son] 

[+cont] 

[+nas] 

[COR] 

[+ant] 

[+voic] 

[-son] 

[-cont] 

[-del rel] 

[DOR] 

[+voic] 

[-son] 

[-cont] 

[-del rel] 

[LAB] 

[+voic] 

As it appears from the above decomposition of /l, r, n, g, b/ into their respective features, 

these sounds differ from /t/ in either its major class features, manner or place features in addition 

to the laryngeal feature [voiced]. Indeed, /l/ and /r/ differ from /t/ in the feature [sonorant] which is 

(+) for /l, r/ and (-) for /t/ in addition to the feature [continuant] which is (+) for /l,r/ and (-) for /t/. 

The /n/ is different from /t/ in the features [son] and [nas] which are (+) for /n/ and (-) for /t/, 

whereas /g/ and /b/ differ from /t/ at the level of place features. In fact, /g/ is [DOR] while /t/ is 

[COR]. Subsequently, /t/ does not assimilate to these sounds since they do not agree with /t/ in 

other features in addition to the feature [voiced].  

4.1.1.2. Root-obstruent Voice Assimilation 

Apart from the case of regressive voice assimilation that is observed with the /t/ of the prefix 

‘t-’, another case of regressive voice assimilation is observed in MAR. such a case occurs when a 

root obstruent is followed by another obstruent either as a result of suffixation or morpheme 
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concatenation. As a result, two obstruents which disagree in voicing are adjacent to each other 

which culminates with the assimilation of the root obstruent to the following obstruent in terms of 

voicing. The following sample illustrates this case of regressive voice assimilation: 

(13)  

Input  Output  Gloss  













































‘He doesn’t stay’ 

‘You wake up (singular and plural) 

‘I thought’ 

‘I was absent’ 

‘She won’ 

‘I made sure’ 

‘She does not attract compassion’ 

‘My gown’ 

‘My liver’ 

‘I hanged’  

‘I ran away’ 

 It appears from the above sample that the voiced obstruents /b, d, g/ change their voicing feature 

in order to agree with the following voiceless obstruent. However, the target and conditioning 

obstruents vary in this instance of regressive voice assimilation as contrasted to the former case of 
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‘t-’ voice assimilation in which the target obstruent id /t/ and the conditioning obstruent is always 

/d/. Furthermore, as pointed out earlier /t/ changes its voicing feature only when /d/ follows as /t/ 

and /d/ are similar for all their constituent distinctive features except for the laryngeal feature 

[voiced]. Hence, it is worth decomposing the target obstruents into their constituent distinctive 

features. Let us start with /b/: 

4.1.1.2. a. Distinctive Features of Target /b/  

 As to its major class features, /b/ is produced with a full contact between the lips and is thus 

a [+consonantal]. Furthermore, /b/ is [-sonorant] since the full contact that is established between 

the lips results in a complete blockage of airstream. Thus, sonority or resonance is reduced for /b/. 

In addition, /b/ is [-syllabic] since it can never be the nucleus of a syllable. Hence, /b/ is classified 

as an obstruent marginal true consonant.  

 As to its manner features, /b/ is produced with interrupted airstream as a result of the 

blockage that is created by the lips, and thus, /b/ is [-continuant]. Moreover, /b/ is produced without 

a delay in the release stage and is thus [-delayed release]. Finally, /b/ is produced with air escaping 

through the oral cavity and through the center of the mouth. Hence, /b/ is [-nasal] [-lateral] and is 

classified among the oral stops.    

 The place features of /b/, include the feature [LABIAL] since /b/ is articulated with the lips. 

Moreover, the laryngeal feature of /b/ is [+voiced] since it produced with the vibration of the vocal 

cords.  

 It appears from the former decomposition of /b/ that it is a voiced labial oral stop obstruent 

marginal consonant. The following figure represents the constituent features of (14) /b/:  
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(14) 

[+cons] 

[-son] 

[-syll] 

[-cont] 

[-del rel] 

[-nas] 

[-lat] 

[LAB] 

[+voi] 

The aforementioned features for /b/ are not all distinctive. Thus, redundancy rules need be applied 

in order to eliminate all the redundant features and preserve only the distinctive features. Indeed, 

the features [+cons] and [-syll] can be implied from the feature [-son]. Thus, only the feature [-son] 

is distinctive for /b/. The following redundancy rules indicate which features are distinctive and 

which are redundant: 

(15) [-Sonorant] ⇒ [+consonantal] 

        [-sonorant] ⇒ [-syllabic] 
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As to the feature [-lat], it is implied from the feature [-cont] since all laterals are [+cont]. Moreover, 

the feature [-nas] is also implied from the feature [-son]. The following redundancy rules represent 

the redundant features of /b/: 

(16)        [-sonorant] ⇒ [-nasal] 

               [-continuant] ⇒ [-lateral] 

Effectively, the distinctive features of /b/ are listed below: 

(17) /b/ 

[-son] 

[-cont] 

[-del rel] 

[LAB] 

[+voi] 

 The distinctive features of /d/ have been present /d/ have been presented above. Yet, for 

convenience’s sake, the distinctive features of /d/, after redundancy rules were applied, are re-

introduced below: 

(18) /d/  

[-son]  

[-cont] 

[-del rel] 
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[COR] 

[+voic] 

 The voiced obstruent /g/ needs also be decomposed into its constituent distinctive features. 

The following sub-section achieves such preliminary step in our analysis. 

4.1.1.2.b. Distinctive Features of Target /g/ 

/g/ is produced with a contact between the dorsum of the tongue and the velum. Thus, /g/ 

is among the true consonants as it is [+consonantal]. Furthermore, the contact that is established 

between the dorsum of the tongue and the velum represents an obstruction that reduces the sonority 

of the sound /g/, and thus /g/ is [-sonorant].  Finally, /g/ always occurs in the margins of a syllable 

in MAR, but never in the nucleus, and is thus [-syllabic]. As a result, /g/ is an obstruent marginal 

true consonant. 

 As to its manner features, /g/ is [-continuant] as its articulation involves a contact between 

the tongue’s dorsum and the velum which interrupts the airstream. Furthermore, the release stage 

for /g/ which makes of /g/ [-delayed release]. Moreover, /g/ is produced with air escaping from the 

center of the oral cavity which implies that /g/ is [-nasal] [-lateral]. Consequently, /g/ of MAR is 

among the oral stops. 

 As to place features, /g/ is [DORSAL] as it is produced with the tongue’s dorsum. 

Furthermore, /g/ is produced with a vibration of the vocal cords and is thus [+voic]. Obviously, /g/ 

is a voiced dorsal oral stop obstruent marginal consonant. The following figure sums up its 

constituent features: 
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(19) /g/ 

[+consonantal] 

[-sonorant] 

[-syllabic] 

[-continuant] 

[-delayed release] 

[-nasal] 

[-lateral] 

[DORSAL] 

[+voiced] 

 However, not all of the above features are distinctive as some of them can be implied from 

the others. Thus, redundancy rules are required in this case in order to dispense with all the 

redundant features and keep only the distinctive ones.  

 The redundant features for /g/ are [+consonantal] [-syllabic] [-nasal] which are implied by 

the feature [-sonorant]. The feature [-lateral]is also redundant for /g/ as it is implied by the feature 

[-continuant]. The following rules represent the application of redundancy rules: 

(20)  

[-Sonorant] ⇒ [+consonantal] 

[-sonorant] ⇒ [-syllabic] 
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[-Sonorant] ⇒ [-nasal] 

[-continuant] ⇒ [-lateral] 

 After redundancy rules have applied, the following features are considered distinctive for 

/g/: 

(21) /g/ 

[-sonorant] 

[-continuant] 

[-delayed release] 

[DORSAL] 

[+voiced] 

 After having decomposed each of /b, d, g/ into their constituent distinctive features, it 

appears that all three obstruents share the following distinctive features: 

(22) /b, d, g/  

[-sonorant] 

[-continuant] 

[-delayed release] 

[+voiced] 

Hence, /b,d, g/ are voiced stop obstruents and this commonality between /b, d, g/ makes of them a 

natural class and justifies the application of regressive voice assimilation to them. 
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 Let us now turn to the conditioning environment that leads to assimilation in this case. The 

sounds that are observed after /b, d, g/ are /t, k, ,/. These sounds are voiceless obtruents. Yet, it 

is worth decomposing each obstruent into its constituent distinctive features in order to obtain a 

precise and concise picture of the commonality between these sounds.  

4.1.1.2.c. Distinctive Features of Conditioning Obstruents  

The sound /t/ has previously been decomposed into its distinctive features, yet for convenience’s 

sake these features are introduced below: 

(23)   /t/ 

[-sonorant] 

[-continuant] 

[-del rel] 

[CORONAL] 

[+anterior] 

[-voiced] 

The /k/ sound is produced with complete contact between the tongue’s dorsum and the 

velum which implies that it is [+consonantal]. Such a contact creates a blockage that reduces 

sonority which classifies /k/ as [-sonorant]. Furthermore, /k/ is never found in syllable nucleus 

position, and thus /k/ is [-syllabic]. As a result, /k/ is an obstruent marginal true consonant.  

The manner in which air escapes is influenced by the tongue’s dorsum and the velum. 

Indeed, the continuity of air is interrupted by such a blockage. As a result, /k/ is [-continuant]. 
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Furthermore, /k/ is produced with air being released without any delay which implies that it is [-

delayed release]. Moreover, /k/ is produced with air escaping from the center of the oral cavity 

which classifies /k/ as [-nasal], [-lateral].  

Given that /k/ is produced with a contact between the tongue’s dorsum and the velum, /k/ 

is [DORsal]. Furthermore, /k/ is produced with non-vibrating vocal cords. Thus, /k/ is [-voiced].  

It appears from the previous decomposition of /k/ that the following distinctive features can 

be attributed to /k/: 

(24) /k/  

[-sonorant] 

[-continuant] 

[-del rel] 

[DORAL] 

[-voiced] 

 // is produced with a partial contact between the front of the tongue and the hard palate, 

and thus, // is among the [+consonantal]. Such a contact represents an obstruction of air which 

reduces sonority and classifies // among [-sonorant]. Moreover, // does not occur in nucleus 

position in MAR which makes of // [-syllabic].  

 The continuity of air is not interrupted by the obstruction of the front of the tongue and the 

hard palate as the closure is partial and air escapes uninterrupted through the narrow passage that 
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is left between the articulators. Thus, // of MAR is classified among the [+continuant]. Moreover, 

// is produced air escaping through the center of the oral cavity which makes of it [-lateral].  

 The articulation of // involves a contact between the front of the tongue and the hard palate. 

Thus, // is a [CORONAL] [-anterior]. Moreover, // is produced with non-vibrating vocal cords 

and is thus [-voiced].  

It appears from the above decomposition that // is a voiceless continuant obstruent 

marginal true consonant. These features are represented below: 

(25) //  

[+consonantal] 

[-sonorant] 

[-syllabic] 

[+continuant] 

[-lateral] 

[CORONAL] 

[-anterior] 

[-voiced] 

 // is produced with a contact between the tongue’s root and the upper pharynx which 

makes of // [+consonantal]. This contact creates a partial blockage that reduces sonority and thus 
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// is [-sonorant]. Furthermore, // never occurs in syllable nucleus position in MAR, and thus // 

is [-syllabic]. 

 // is [+continuant] as it is produced with uninterrupted air which escapes through the 

narrowing that is left by the partial contact between the articulators. Besides, // is [-lateral] as it 

is produced with air escaping from the center of the mouth.  

 // is a [GUTTURAL] since it is produced at the pharyngeal region. Moreover, // is              

[-voiced] as its articulation does not involve the vibration of the vocal folds.  

 It appears from the above decomposition of // that it is among the voiceless guttural 

continuant obstruent marginal true consonant. Such distinctive features of // are represented 

below: 

(26) // 

[+consonantal] 

[-sonorant] 

[-syllabic] 

[+continuant] 

[-lateral] 

[GUTTURAL] 

[-voiced] 
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 The voiceless obstruents /t, k, ,/ are described below in terms of distinctive features. Such 

description excludes redundant features: 

(27)     

/t/ /k/ // // 

[-son] 

[-cont] 

[COR] 

[-voic] 

[-son] 

[-cont] 

[DOR] 

[-voic] 

[-son] 

[+cont] 

[DOR] 

[-voic] 

[-son] 

[+cont] 

[GUT] 

[-voic] 

 

If one compares between the features in the above list, one finds that the features [-son] and [-voic] 

are the features that are common between the sounds /t, k, , /. Thus, /t, k, , / are part of the 

natural class of voiceless obstruents.  

 After having set the required tools for accounting for regressive assimilation (root 

obstruents), it is possible to describe such a process in the form of a phonological rule. The rule is 

represented below:  

(28) 

 [-son]    [-son]          / ____________  [-son] 

 [-cont]       [-cont]                                      [-voic] 
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[-del rel]    [-del rel] 

[+voic]      [-voic] 

The rule above implies that a voiced oral stop changes to a voiceless oral stop in order to agree 

with the following voiceless obstruent in the value of its laryngeal feature [-voiced]. 

 The former rule respects the principle of economy and generalization which are important 

in rule-based phonology. As opposed to the former rule, a number of rules need to be developed in 

order to account for all cases of root obstruent regressive voice assimilation, especially if distinctive 

features are excluded from the description. The following rule illustrates such a point:  

(29) /b/ /p/   /___________{t} 

                                               {k} 

                                               {}  

        /d/  [t]   /_________   {t} 

                                               {} 

        /g/   [k]  /_________   /t/ 

It appears from the cases of voice assimilation discussed earlier that voiced obstruents change the 

value of their laryngeal feature [voiced] to (-) if a voiceless obstruent follows. Yet, the voiceless 

obstruent /t/ of the prefix ‘t-’ changes its voicing feature to (+) only when /d/ follows which 

reinforces the unmarkedness of voiceless obstruents as opposed to voiced obstruents.  
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 In addition to voice assimilation, MAR also displays place assimilation. The following 

section accounts for place assimilation in MAR from a rule-based perspective.  

4.1.2. Place Assimilation in MAR: A Rule-based Account 

 MAR involves a case of place assimilation in which the nasal /n/ changes to /m/. The 

following sample illustrates this type of place assimilation which is often referred to as nasal 

homorganic assimilation: 

(30)  

Input  Output  Gloss  





































‘He was ill’ 

‘After, later on’ 

‘The messengers’  

‘Wherever’ 

‘From the beginning’ 

‘From your mind’ 

‘From May’ 

‘If there is not’ 

‘It shows when’ 
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 As it appears from the former sample, /n/ changes to /m/ when it is followed by either /m/ 

or /b/. Such a change is accounted for in terms of distinctive feature change as indicated in the 

following subsection.  

4.1.2.1. Distinctive Feature Analysis of /n/ Place Assimilation in MAR 

 The first step in our analysis is to decompose the target /n/ to its constituent distinctive 

features. The /n/ is produced with contact between the tongue tip and the alveolar ridge which 

classifies /n/ as [+consonantal] sound. Moreover, /n/ is produced with free air escaping from the 

nasal cavities, thus it is [+sonorant].  Furthermore, /n/ can never be a nucleus in MAR syllables 

and is thus [-syllabic]. 

 The /n/ of MAR is produced with interrupted air at the level of the mouth due to the contact 

between the tongue tip and the alveolar ridge. Thus, /n/ is among the [-continuant] sounds. Besides, 

/n/ is produced with air escaping through the nas al cavities and is thus [+nasal].  

 The /n/ of MAR is produced with a contact between the tongue tip and is thus among the 

[CORONAL] consonants. Furthermore, /n/ is produced in the alveolar ridge region of the mouth 

and is thus [+anterior]. 

 As to its laryngeal features /n/ is [+voiced] as its articulation involves the vibration of the 

vocal cords. In sum, /n/ is a voiced nasal stop coronal sonorant marginal consonant. The constituent 

features of /n/ are listed below: 

(31) /n/  

 [+consonantal] 

[+sonorant] 
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[-syllabic] 

[-continuant] 

[-del rel]  

[+nasal] 

[-lateral] 

[CORONAL] 

[+anterior] 

[+voiced] 

The above features are not all distinctive as some are redundant. Hence, redundancy rules need be 

applied in order to eliminate the superfluous features. The redundancy rules are represented below:  

(32) 

[+consonantal] ⇒ [-syllabic] 

[+nasal] ⇒ [-continuant] 

[+nasal] ⇒ [-del rel] 

[+nasal] ⇒ [-lateral] 

[+nasal] ⇒ [+anterior] 

[+nasal] ⇒ [+voiced] 

 As a matter of fact, the feature [+nasal] is quite distinctive for /n/ as it implies many features. 

All nasals are [-continuant] as they are produced with interruption of airflow at the level of the 
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mouth. Moreover, all nasals are [-lateral] and [-del rel]. As to the feature [+anterior], it is implied 

from the feature [+nasal] and [CORONAL] since only one coronal nasal exists in MAR and this 

coronal nasal is /n/ which is [+anterior]. Hence, the feature [+anterior] is redundant for /n/. The 

distinctive features of /n/ are presented below:  

(33)  /n/ 

[+consonantal] 

[+sonorant] 

[+nasal] 

[CORONAL] 

Let us now turn to the conditioning sounds which are the triggers of place assimilation. These 

sounds are /m/ and /b/ as indicated in the former illustrative sample.  

4.1.2.2. Distinctive Feature Analysis of /m/ 

 MAR’s /m/ is produced with a contact between the lips, thus it is [+consonantal]. Moreover, 

while producing /m/ air escapes unblocked from the nasal cavities and is thus [+sonorant]. /m/ is 

also never found in nucleus position and is, thus, [-syllabic].  

MAR’s /m/ is articulated with the velum lowered blocking the oral cavity and air escaping 

through the nasal cavities, thus /m/ is [+nasal]. Moreover, /m/ is articulated with interrupted air and 

is thus [- continuant]. 

MAR’s /m/ is produced with a contact between the lips, thus /m/ is classified as a 

[LABIAL]. As to its laryngeal features, /m/ is [+voiced] as its articulation involves the vibration 
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of the vocal folds. Obviously, /m/ is a voiced labial nasal stop sonorant marginal consonant. The 

following features represent the constituent features of MAR’s /m/:  

(34) /m/   

[+consonantal] 

[+sonorant] 

[-syllabic] 

[+nasal] 

[-continuant] 

[-lateral] 

[-del rel] 

[LABIAL] 

[+voiced] 

As it appears, not all the afore-exposed features of /m/ are distinctive as some are redundant and 

can be implied by others. Thus, redundancy rules are needed to delete the redundant features. The 

redundancy rules for /m/ are represented below: 

(35)   

[+consonantal] ⇒ [-syllabic] 

[+nasal] ⇒ [-continuant] 

[+nasal] ⇒ [-del rel] 
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[+nasal] ⇒ [-lateral] 

[+nasal] ⇒ [+voiced] 

After the application of redundancy rules, the following features are considered distinctive features 

for MAR’s /m/:  

(36) /m/  

[+consonantal] 

[+sonorant] 

[+nasal] 

[LABIAL] 

If one compares the target /n/ and the conditioning /m/, one deduces that they are similar for all 

their distinctive features as both are nasal stops. The only difference is at the level of place feature 

specification which is [CORONAL] for /n/ and [LABIAL] for /m/. After /n/ assimilates to /m/ in 

words like /winma/ ‘wherever’  [wimma], /n/ changes its place feature from [CORONAL] to 

[LABIAL]. This change can be accounted for in one of two ways. The first way is by using the 

exact sounds /n/ and /m/, while the second way is by having recourse to distinctive features. Both 

accounts take the form of a phonological rule as follows: 

  (37)   

/n/ /m/ /____________/m/ 
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(38) 

 [+consonantal] [+consonantal] /_________________ [+consonantal] 

 [+sonorant]           [+sonorant]                                          [+sonorant] 

 [+nasal]                  [+nasal]                                              [+nasal]     

 [CORONAL]         [LABIAL]                                          [LABIAL] 

 The second rule seems more appropriate as it captures the generality of the process. Unlike 

the second rule, the first rule is case specific, and thus violates the principle of generalization.  

In addition to /m/, /b/ is also encountered as a conditioning sound. Distinctive feature 

decomposition and description of /b/ have already been introduced in section 4.1.1.2. of the present 

chapter, yet for convenience’s sake, /b/ features are reproduced below: 

(39) /b/ 

[-sonorant] 

[-continuant] 

[-del rel] 

[LABIAL] 

[+voiced] 

 After having sketched the distinctive features of /b/, it appears that the nasal stop /n/ assimilates to 

the oral stop /b/ because they both agree on their manner feature [-continuant] as they both involve 
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interruption of airflow at the level of the mouth. The distinctive features of both /n/ and /b/ are 

sketched below for comparative purposes: 

(40)   

   /n/                                        /b/ 

[+consonantal] 

[+sonorant] 

[+nasal] 

[CORONAL] 

 

[-sonorant] 

[-continuant] 

[-del rel] 

[LABIAL] 

[+voiced] 

 

Hence, place assimilation of /n/ to /b/ in words like /mn ba‘from your mind’[mm 

bainvolves changing the place feature of /n/ from [CORONAL] to [LABIAL], thus yielding 

the labial nasal stop /m/ which agrees with the labial oral stop /b/ in terms of place. The following 

rule describes such a change:  

(41)  

[+consonantal]  

[+sonorant] 

[+nasal] 

[CORONAL] 

[+cons]         /_________ 

[+sonorant] 

[+nasal]  

[LABIAL] 

[-Sonorant] 

[-continuant] 

[LABIAL] 
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The above is more general in its application than the specific rule that follows: 

(42) /n/ /m/   /____________ /b/  

Yet, the rule is not general enough as it accounts for the case of coronal nasal stop changing to a 

labial nasal stop in order to agree with the following labial oral stop. Indeed, this rule is specific to 

the case when a labial oral stop follows /n/, while rules 36 and 37 account for the case when a labial 

nasal stop follows /n/ as aforementioned.  

A more general rule is then required as such a rule needs to enclose both cases of place assimilation 

in MAR.  This rule could be developed if the feature that is common to both conditioning /m/ and 

/b/ is preserved, whereas al other features that distinguish between theMARe dispensed with 

altogether. The following rule could serve such a purpose: 

(43)  

 

 

 

 

  

After having accounted for place assimilation in MAR from a rule-besed perspective, let us turn to 

total assimilation in MAR. The following section presents a rule-based account of total assimilation 

in MAR.  

 

[+consonantal]  

[+sonorant] 

[+nasal] 

[CORONAL] 

[+cons] /_________ 

[+son] 

[+nas] 

[LABIAL] 

[LABIAL] 
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4.1.3. Total Assimilation in MAR: A Rule-based Account 

 A case of total assimilation is observed in MAR when /l/ of the definite article /l/ ‘the’ 

changes its manner feature and sometimes both its voice and manner features in order to agree with 

the following consonant in terms of voicing and manner. The following sample illustrates such a 

case of total assimilation in MAR:  

(44) 

Input Output Gloss 



























 

‘The entrance’ 

‘The decoration’ 

‘The blackberry’  

‘The week’ 

‘The case’ 

‘The light’ 

‘The drawing’ 

 

 The /l/ of /l/ also acquires the secondary feature of emphasis if it is followed by an emphatic 

consonant. The following sample illustrates this case: 
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(45) 

Input Output Gloss 

















 



 

 



 

 

  

‘The table’  

‘The couscous’  

‘The dates’  

‘The little’ 

‘The stove’ 

‘The occasion’ 

‘The laughter’  

‘The molar’ 

However, total assimilation of /l/ in /l/ does not apply in the following cases: 

(46) 

Input Output Gloss 













‘The door’ 

‘The sofa’ 

‘The suitcase’ 
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‘The wave’ 

The chair’ 

‘The basket’  

‘Today’ 

‘The face’ 

‘The yard’ 

‘The peace of mind’ 

‘The year’ 

‘The coffee’  

In order to account for this case of total assimilation from a rule-based perspective, it is worth 

decomposing the target sound /l/ into its constituent distinctive features.  

 MAR’s /l/ is a [+consonantal], [+sonorant] and [-syllabic] as it is produced with a contact 

between the tongue tip and the alveolar ridge. However, air escapes freely from the sides of the 

tongue. Moreover, /l/ is never found in syllable nucleus position. Thus, /l/ of MAR is a sonorant 

marginal true consonant.  

As to manner features, /l/ is [+lateral] as it is produced with air escaping down the sides of 

the tongue. Furthermore, /l/ is [+continuant] since air escapes continuously from the sides of the 

tongue.  
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 MAR’s /l/ is among the [CORONAL] sounds since it is produced with the tongue tip, and 

thus involves the front part of the tongue in its articulation. Moreover, /l/ is [+anterior] as it is 

articulated at the alveolar ridge region. 

As to laryngeal features, /l/ is [+voiced] since its articulation involves the vibration of the 

vocal cords. In sum, /l/ is a voiced coronal lateral sonorant marginal consonant. The following 

features represent the distinctive features of /l/:  

(47) /l/  

[+consonantal] 

[+sonorant] 

[-syllabic] 

[+continuant] 

[+lateral] 

[CORONAL] 

[+anterior] 

[+voiced] 

Some of the former features are redundant, thus redundancy rules need to be applied in order to 

preserve only the distinctive features. Redundancy rules for /l/ features are represented below:  
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(48) [+consonantal] ⇒ [-syllabic] 

        [+lateral] ⇒ [+continuant] 

        [+lateral] ⇒ [-+anterior] 

        [+lateral] ⇒ [+voiced] 

Thus, the features [-syll], [+cont], [+ant], [+voic] are redundant for /l/ since they are implied by 

other features, namely [+cons] and [+lat]. Hence, only the following features are distinctive for /l/: 

(49) /l/ 

[+consonantal] 

[+sonorant] 

[+lateral] 

[CORONAL] 

As it appears from samples (43), (44), /l/ is followed by different sounds. Yet, in all cases, 

it assimilates either the voice or the manner features of the following sound or both its voice and 

manner features. Indeed, the sounds that follow /l/ in the sample include /t, d, s, z, z, , n, r/. These 

sounds are different from /l/ in terms of manner features. As a matter of fact, /t, d/ are oral stops /s, 

z, / are continuant obstruents, /n/ is a nasal stop, while /r/ is a non-lateral liquid. Furthermore, /l/ 

is different in terms of laryngeal features from the sounds /t, s, / which are [-voiced]. However, 

there is one feature which is common between /l/ and the sequence /t, d, s, z, , n, r/ , such a feature 

is place as all of these sounds are coronal and so is /l/. Moreover, all of /t, d, s, z, , n, r/ are 

[+anterior], [CORONAL] which is another commonality they share with /l/. Such a commonality 
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justifies /l/ total assimilation to the sequence /t, d, s, z, , n, r/. Moreover, for precision’s sake, one 

would point to the fact that /l/ totally assimilates to /t, s, / while it assimilates to /d, z, n, r/ in terms 

of manner only as these sounds are already similar to /l/ in terms of voicing feature. Manner 

assimilation could be accounted for with specific reference as follows: 

(50) /l/ { t  /____________ {t 

                  d                               d 

                  s                               s 

                  z                               z 

                                                  

                 n                               n 

                 r}                             r} 

However, this rule is quite plain and simple and does not demonstrate the reason behind the process 

as a whole. The following rules are, in fact, more inclusive and serve a more descriptive 

representation of the process under study: 

(51)  

[+consonantal]  

[+sonorant] 

[+lateral] 

[-sonorant] /_________ 

[-continuant] 

[-del rel] 

[-son]  

[-cont] 

[-del rel] 
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(52) 

 

 

 

 

 

(53)  

 

 

 

 

 

(54) 

 

 

 

 

[CORONAL] [CORONAL] [COR] 

[+consonantal]  

[+sonorant] 

[+lateral] 

[CORONAL] 

 

[-sonorant] /_________ 

[-continuant] 

[-del rel] 

[CORONAL] 

[-voiced] 

[-son]  

[-cont] 

[-del rel] 

[COR] 

[-voic] 

[+consonantal]  

[+sonorant] 

  [+lateral] 

 [CORONAL] 

[-sonorant] /_________ 

 [+continuant] 

[CORONAL] 

 [-son]  

[+cont] 

 [COR] 

[+consonantal]  

[+sonorant] 

  [+lateral] 

 [CORONAL] 

[-sonorant] /_________ 

 [+continuant] 

[CORONAL] 

[-voiced] 

 [-son]  

[+cont] 

 [COR] 

[-voic] 
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(55)  

 

 

 

 

(56)  

 

 

 

 

As to the cases of total assimilation that are represented in the second sample, let us assume 

that a secondary distinctive feature exists which is called [emphatic] so that only the MAR sounds 

/t, d, s/ have a (+) value for it, whereas all the non-emphatics would be [-emphatic]. In case of /l/ 

total assimilation to the emphatics /l/ would change the value of the feature [emphatic] from (-) to 

(+) as is the case for [t -t afla] ‘the girl’, [d-do:] ‘the light’ and [s -s affaja] ‘the sieve’. Rules 

number (56) and (57) account for this case of total assimilation:  

(57)   

[+consonantal]  

[+sonorant] 

  [+lateral] 

 [CORONAL] 

[+nasal] /_________ 

 [CORONAL] 

 [+nas]  

[COR] 

[+consonantal]  

[+sonorant] 

  [+lateral] 

 [CORONAL] 

[+cons] /_________ 

 [+son] 

[-lat] 

[CORONAL] 

 [+cons]  

[+son] 

 [-lat] 

[COR] 

[+lateral] 

[CORONAL] 

[-cont] /_________ 

[-del rel] 

[-cont]  

[-del rel] 
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(58) 

 

 

 

   

 

  

 In retrospect, the failure of total assimilation to apply in sample (45) is triggered by the fact that 

the sounds that follow /l/ are not coronal sounds or more exactly anterior coronal sounds. Hence, 

only sounds that share the place features [+anterior], [CORONAL] are the conditioning sounds for 

/l/ total assimilation in MAR. Effectively, /j/ in [l-ju:m] ‘today’ is a coronal sound, yet it is [-

anterior]. Plus, /j/ is [-consonantal] unlike /l/.  

In addition to assimilatory processes, MAR also displays cases of non-assimilatory 

processes. The first non-assimilatory process that is worth approaching from a rule-based 

perspective is metathesis. The following section accounts for such a process within a rule-based 

framework.  

 

[-emphatic] 

 

[-lat] 

[COR] 

[+empha] 

[COR] 

[+empha] 

[+lateral] 

[CORONAL] 

[-emphatic] 

 

[-son] /_________ 

[+cont] 

[-lat] 

[COR] 

[+empha] 

[-son]  

[+cont] 

[COR] 

[+empha] 
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4.2. Metathesis in MAR: A Rule-based Account 

Metathesis is manifested in MAR when either the third person singular feminine past suffix 

‘at’ or the third person plural suffix /u:/ are added to a verb. In such a case, the root sound /a/ 

interchanges its position with the root consonant that precedes it. As a result, the order of root /a/ 

and the consonant that precedes it is inverted. The following sample illustrates metathesis in MAR: 

 (59) 

 

 

Input Output Gloss 





















 















‘She entered’  

‘She bought’ 

‘They wrote’ 

‘She got in’ 

‘She rid of’ 

‘They went out’ 

‘She went up’ 

‘She drunk’ 

‘She was unfair’ 
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If one compares these complex words with the simple basic form which is the singular third person 

masculine past form, one finds that the order of the root /a/ and the consonant that precedes it is 

inverted after the suffixes ‘at’ or ‘u is added. The following sample illustrates such a change in the 

order:  

 (60) 

 

Simple form Complex form  
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The present process of metathesis represents an issue of representation in the rule-based approach 

since special symbols need to be developed in order to represent the inversion in order. A rule can 

be developed out of the available tools to account for such a process, this rule is introduced below. 

(61) C aa C /____________ {-at 

                                                     -u:}  

This rule is read as follows any consonant preceding /a/ is inverted with /a/ in case the suffixes ‘-

at’ or ‘-u:’ are added to the verb. Such a rule satisfies the principle of generality as it is more general 

than the following set of rules:  

(62) 

xaax/_______________‘-at’ 

t a at /_______________‘at’ 

kaak/_______________‘-u:’ 

la al/_______________‘-at’ 

baab/_______________‘-at’ 

ra ar/_______________‘-at’ 

gaag/_______________‘-at’ 

 However, neither rule (61) nor the set of rules in (62) do explain why metathesis occurs. Indeed, 

the addition of the suffixes ‘-at’ or ‘u:’ seem to be a reason, yet this is more of a morphological 

explanation than a phonological one. There must be a phonological explanation for metathesis to 
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occur in this particular case and not in others. In other terms, the addition of the suffixes ‘-at’ and 

‘-u:’ must trigger a change in the phonological structure of the verb which undergoes suffixation. 

However, Chomsky’s and Halle’s model of rule-base phonology does not provide any tools in 

order to explain such a case of metathesis in MAR. 

 Metathesis is not the only non-assimilatory process that MAR displays. Other non-

assimilatory processes exist in MAR such as epenthesis, deletion and major class change. Let us 

start with epenthesis. 

4.3. Epenthesis in MAR: A Rule-based Account 

 The findings of the recordings of the present study reveal two types of epenthesis, namely 

vowel epenthesis and glide insertion. Let us start with vowel epenthesis. 

4.3.1. Vowel Epenthesis in MAR: A Rule-based Account 

 Vowel epenthesis involves the insertion of the vowel // between the second and third 

consonants of a tri-syllabic cluster at the beginning of MAR verbs. The following sample illustrates 

vowel epenthesis in MAR: 

(63) 

Input Output Gloss 













‘she admits’ 

‘we conquer’ 

‘he conceals’ 
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It appears that epenthesis takes place in order to avoid tri-consonantal clusters at the beginning of 

MAR words. Such cluster results from the addition of the prefixes ‘n-, t-, j-’ which refer to the 

first-person present, the second person present and the third person present respectively. Such 

prefixes build up tri-consonantal clusters with the di-consonantal clusters of the verbs to which 

they are added. As a result, // is inserted between the prefix consonants /n, t, j/ and the stem verb’s 

initial consonant. However, if the verb to which the prefixes /n, t, j/ are added starts with a single 

consonant, // epenthesis fails to apply as illustrated in the following sample: 













































‘it breaks’ 

‘he sits’ 

‘I watches’ 

‘you love me’ 

‘I get something out’ 

‘you deserve’ 

‘you remember’ 

‘I hate her’ 

‘you (feminine) walk’ 

‘it is expensive’ 

‘they do ablution’ 
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(64) 

 

It seems that a rule-based account of // epenthesis in MAR could either be established by 

representing by representing the different cases of epenthesis or by adopting a general 

representation. The following rules represent both ways of accounting for // epenthesis in MAR: 

(65) ∅// /                      n        ___________CC 

                                             t 

                                             j 

Input Output Gloss 









































‘I go’ 

‘I sleep in’ 

‘I do it again’ 

‘I pass’ 

‘You blame’ 

‘You fast’ 

‘You teach’ 

‘He says’ 

‘They stand up’ 

‘They go’ 
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(66) ∅ //  /___________CC 

 The second rule (66) is more general than the first rule (65) as it indicates that each time a 

tri-consonantal cluster occurs at the beginning of an MAR word, such offensive cluster is solved 

by inserting // between the first and the second consonants of the cluster. Indeed, this implies that 

vowel epenthesis is not only to /n, t, j/ prefixation, but also occurs each time a word starts with 

three consonants whether as a result of morpheme concatenation or at word boundaries. Let us 

consider the following instances: 

(67) 

Rule (66) is more suitable for accounting for this case of vowel insertion than rule (65) which is 

more specific and accounts only for the case of /n, t, j/ prefixation. The second type of epenthesis 

that is displayed in MAR is glide insertion. The following subsection describes such a type of 

epenthesis.  

Input Output Gloss 

























‘I went to drink’ 

‘I had already played’ 

‘I got in again’ 

‘I acknowledged again’ 

‘Then I went in’ 

‘With him we advanced’ 
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 4.3.2. Glide Insertion in MAR: A Rule-based Account 

 MAR displays the process of glide insertion at word boundaries as the glide /j/ is inserted 

between two vowels at word boundaries. The following sample illustrates such a type of epenthesis 

in MAR: 

 (68) 

 

It appears from the former sample that the glide /j/ is inserted when a word that ends with a vowel 

like /is followedhat starts with a vowel such asThe glide /j/ and 

not another consonant is inserted because /j/ shares with the preceding vowel which is /i:/ in all 

cases the feature [high]. Indeed, both /i:/ and /j/ are produced with a movement of the front of the 

tongue towards the palate. Such movement gets the front of the tongue quite close the palate which 

is the high position of the tongue. As a result, a consonant that is similar to the vowel /i:/ is inserted 

Input Output Gloss 





































‘he buys for me’ 

‘I like him’ 

‘oh my God’ 

‘Just I’ 

‘She said, “I….’  

‘I know’  

‘They do to me’ 

They leave me alone’ 

‘They bail on me’  
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between /i:/ and /a/ in order to break the vowel sequence which is obviously disallowed in MAR. 

The following rule accounts for such a case of glide insertion:  

(69)  ∅j /V____________V 

Another rule could be developed with distinctive feature constituents. Such rule is as follows: 

(70) ∅   [-cons]    /     [-cons]  _______________ [-cons] 

                 [-syll]           [+syll]                                   [+syll] 

                 [+front]        [+front]                                 [-front] 

                 [+high]        [+high]                                  [-high] 

In addition to epenthesis, deletion is also observed in MAR. The following section 

approaches deletion in MAR from a rule-based perspective.  

4.4. Deletion in MAR: A Rule-based Account 

Analogously to epenthesis in MAR, deletion is also of two types in MAR, more specifically 

two different types o vowel deletion are observed in MAR. Let us start with the first type of vowel 

deletion which is // deletion within a word.  The vowel // is deleted in MAR words to which the 

suffixes ‘-i:’ or ‘-u:’ are added. These words generally end with the vowel // followed by a single 

consonant and are often verbs. After the second person-singular feminine suffix ‘-i:’ or the plural 

suffix ‘-u:/ are added to such verbs, the vowel // is deleted. The following sample illustrates such 

a type of deletion in MAR:   
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 (71) 

This type of deletion is also observed in adjectives and participles. The following sample illustrates 

such as a case: 

 

 

Input Output Gloss 

















































‘Call (you feminine singular)’ 

‘They set’ 

‘They did it again’ 

‘They work hard’  

‘They embarrass’ 

‘You (singular feminine) turn’ 

‘You (singular feminine) take by the hand’ 

‘You (singular feminine) look for’ 

‘They make something enter’ 

‘We cook’ 

‘They finnish’ 

‘Help (you singular feminine)’  
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 (72) 

 

In the above sample // is deleted after the feminine singular suffix ‘-a’ or the masculine plural 

suffix are added to an adjective or a participle. This type of deletion is quite problematic for a rule-

based account since a rule could describe this process, but it cannot explain why just // is subject 

to deletion and why it such deletion occurs only when the suffixes /i:, u:, a, i:n/ are added to a verb 

that ends with // +C. The following rule broadly describes this type of deletion in MAR:  

Input Output Gloss 









































‘Be in control, masculine plural’ 

‘Going, singular feminine’ 

‘Carrying, singular feminine’ 

‘Full, singular feminine’ 

‘Ready, plural masculine’ 

‘Grabbing, singular feminine’ 

‘Sleeping, singular feminine’ 

Wise, singular feminine’ 

‘Kind, singular feminine’ 

‘Good, singular feminine’ 
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(73) // ∅/______________     C     +a 

                                                               i:n 

                                                                 i: 

                                                               u: 

Indeed, one is short of explanations as to why // is deleted in the former cases as indicated in 

samples (70) and (71), whereas it is preserved in the basic singular masculine forms as indicated 

below: 

(74) Verbs 

Input Output Gloss 

































‘call (you masculine singular)’ 

‘he sets’ 

‘he did it again’ 

‘he works hard’  

‘he embarrasses’ 

‘you (singular masculine) turn’ 

‘you (singular masculine) take by the hand’ 

‘you (singular masculine) look for’ 
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 (75) Adjectives/participles  

















‘he makes something enter’ 

‘he cooks’ 

‘he finishes’ 

‘help (you, singular masculine)’  

Input Output Gloss 









































‘Be in control, masculine singular’ 

‘Going, singular masculine 

‘Carrying, singular masculine’ 

‘Full, singular masculine 

‘Ready, singular masculine’ 

‘Grabbing, singular masculine’ 

‘Sleeping, singular masculine’ 

Wise, singular masculine 

‘Kind, singular masculine’ 

‘Good, singular masculine’ 
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Vowel deletion also occurs for the vowel // in the definite article /l/ ‘the’ in MAR. Moreover, 

other vowels may undergo deletion such as the vowel /a/ in /ana/ ‘I’ or /i/ in /ism/ ‘name’. The 

following sample illustrates such type of deletion in MAR: 

(76) 

 

It appears from the former sample that the vowels //, /i/ and /a/ in the words /l/ ‘the’, /ismah/ ‘his 

name’ and /ana/ ‘I’ are deleted in case the preceding word ends with a vowel. Indeed, deletion 

Input Output Gloss 





































‘Under his name’ 

‘Mom, the…’ 

‘Fatima, the kids’ 

‘Like me’ 

‘He ate the’ 

‘He bought the medicine’ 

‘He gave’ 

‘They put back the’ 

‘Have more couscous’ 
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occurs in order to avoid vowel sequence which is obviously disallowed in MAR. However, one 

may wonder as to why vowel sequence is resolved through deletion of one of the vowels in this 

case, while in the former case of [‘I like him’, the glide /j/ is inserted in order to 

break the vowel sequence. One explanation may be the fact that in the case of 

[the first vowel of the sequence is [+high]. Thus, inserting the glide /j/ which is 

also [+high] is possible in this case. However, in /the first vowel is [-high], and thus 

inserting the [+high] /j/ in this case is not possible as it would require an extra assimilatory process 

that would change non-high /a/ to high and since there is no high /a/ in MAR or a high counterpart 

of that vowel, assimilation is simply ruled-out. Hence, deletion is preferred in this case. This type 

of vowel deletion in MAR can be represented in the following phonological rule: 

(77) 

          a   ∅ / V_______________ 

           

          i  

However, this rule is not general enough. If one substitutes V for the vowels /a, , i/, a more general 

rule could be obtained as demonstrated below: 

(78) V∅ /V___________ 

Rule (78) is nevertheless too general as it implies that each time a vowel is preceded by another 

vowel, the first vowel is deleted. This is not always the case as cases of glide insertion represent 

another way of dealing with vowel sequence in MAR. Thus, another rule needs to be designed in 

order to avoid erroneous generalizations. This rule needs to include distinctive features and is as 

follows: 
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(79) [-cons] ∅ / [-cons] ____________ 

        [+syll]                   [+syll] 

                                     [-high] 

Rule (79) implies that if a vowel is preceded by a non-high vowel, the second vowel is deleted. It 

is worth noting that deletion occurs only when /a, , i/ are preceded by non-high vowels. Hence, in 

case a consonant precedes them, deletion does not take place. The following sample illustrates the 

absence of deletion when a consonant precedes /, a, i/:  

(80) 

In addition to deletion, MAR displays another non-assimilatory process, namely major class 

change. The following section describes and accounts for that process from a rule-based 

perspective.  

Input Output Gloss 





























‘I hit the kids’ 

‘I drank water’ 

‘I know his name’ 

‘Why me ?’ 

‘I heard the news’ 

‘You ate chicken’ 

‘I rented a shop’ 

‘I bought them this morning’ 
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4.5. Major Class Change in MAR: A Rule-based Account 

 Two cases of major class change were observed in the data of the present study. The first 

type of major class change occurs to avoid vowel sequences while the other type occurs in order to 

avoid some disallowed consonant clusters. Let us start with the first type of major class change, 

namely vowel-sequence motivated major class change.  

 4.5.1. Vowel to Glide Major Class Change 

 This type of major class change occurs when the suffixes ‘-u:’ (plural) and ‘-i:’ (third person 

singular feminine) are added to verbs that end with the vowel /a:/. In such a case, /u:/ and /i:/ turn 

to the glides /w/ and /j/. The following sample illustrates such a type of major class change: 

(81) 

Input Output Gloss 





































‘They resurrected’ 

‘They do ablution’  

‘They start’ 

‘They have dinner’ 

‘You (plural) meet’ 

‘They did not pass’ 

‘They ate’ 

‘You (feminie) stay’ 

‘You (feminine) forget’ 
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As it appears from the above sample, the vowels /u:/ and /i:/ change their major class from vowels 

to the glides /w/, /j/. The reason for such a change being the preceding vowel /a:/ in the stem. Such 

a change occurs at the level of the major class feature [syllabic] as the vowels /u:/ and /i:/ and the 

glides /w/and /j/ are similar in all other major class features, namely [consonantal], [sonorant] since 

they are both [+son], [+cons]. Yet, /u:/ and /i:/ are [+syllabic] whereas /w/ and /j/ are [-syllabic]. 

Moreover, /u:/, /i:/, /w/, /j/ share the feature [high], and /u:/ and /w/ are [+back] while /i:/ and /j/ 

are [-back]. The following rule could account for this case of major class change in MAR:  

(82) u: w /V_____________ 

(83) i: j /V______________ 

More elaborate rules could be developed out of distinctive feature specifications. 

These rules could be represented as follows: 

(84) 

[+syll]      [-syll]     / [+syll]__________________ 

[+high]         [+high] 

[+back]        [+back] 

(85) 

[+syll]       [-syll]     / [+syll]__________________ 

[+high]         [+high] 

  ‘Wait (you feminine)’ 
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[-back]         [-back] 

These rules could be collapsed into one general rule as follows: 

(86)   

[+syll]       [-syll]     / [+syll]__________________ 

 [+high]         [+high] 

 The former instance of major class change does not apply if the verb to which the suffixes 

‘-u:’ and ‘-i:’ are added ends with a consonant. Consider the following instances: 

(87) 

As aforementioned, major class change occurs in this case in order to avoid having a vowel 

sequence, namely stem vowel /a/ and either one of the vowel suffixes /u:/ or /i:/. However, one 

Input Output Gloss 

































‘You eat, plural’ 

‘You play, feminine’ 

‘They have lunch’ 

‘You stay overnight, feminine’ 

‘They die’ 

‘You hear, feminine’ 

‘You sleep, feminine’ 

‘You dream, feminine’ 
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may wonder why the vowel sequence is not broke through glide insertion or vowel deletion as in 

the former cases. The reason for the adoption of major class change in this case rather than glide 

insertion as was the case for    /is the fact that in this case 

the first vowel of the sequence is not a high vowel. Indeed, in all cases the [-high] /a/ is the first 

vowel in the sequence even though the following vowel is high /i:, u:/.Thus, for a glide to be 

inserted, the high vowel needs to be the first in the sequence.  

As to vowel deletion, it is not an option in this case because the vowel that is added is a 

suffix, and thus it adds some semantic specification to the verb to which it is added. The stem’s 

vowel is also important semantically, and thus deleting it would affect the meaning of the overall 

verb. In retrospect, deleting //, /i/ or /a/ in each of /kla: l/   [kla: l], /la ismah/  [la smah] 

and /kima ana/   [kima na] would not affect the meaning of the word or phrase.      

4.5.2. Glide to Vowel Major Class Change 

The other type of major class change in MAR involves the change of the glide /w/ which is 

the conjunction used in Arabic and is equivalent to the English ‘and’. The glide /w/ changes to the 

vowel /u/ when the conjunction ‘w’ links a word that ends with a consonant and another that starts 

with a consonant. The following sample illustrates this case of major lass change in MAR:  

(88) 

Input Output Gloss 









‘I complained and they told me’ 

‘He said and she’ 
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As it appears from the above sample, the process of major class change takes place only when /w/ 

is between two consonants. Indeed, if the /w/ is not flanked by consonants, major class change does 

not take place as illustrated in the following instances: 

(89) 

























‘They humiliated him’ 

‘She ate and left’ 

‘I paid and left’ 

‘He is a fake calm’ 

‘A book and copybook’ 

‘Folded the clothes and put them in the closet’ 

Input Output Gloss 





















‘Go and eat’ 

‘Keep quiet and study’ 

‘They left and came back’ 

‘He complained and he cried’ 

‘He rented and sold’ 
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  As mentioned in the preceding section, /w/ changes to /u/ and not any other vowel because they 

are both [+high] and [+back]. Moreover, it appears that the consonant sequence CWC is not 

allowed in MAR. Hence, a rule like the following could be developed in order to account for this 

process:  

(90) /w/ /u/ /C________C  

Another rule could be one that includes distinctive features and would be more elaborate then the 

first one. This rule may be presented as follows: 

(91) 

[-syll]           [+syll]              /     [+cons]__________ [+cons] 

[+high]            [+high] 

[+back]          [+back]      

 As far as one concerned, rule-based account succeeded in providing an elaborate and 

general representation of phonological processes in MAR. Moreover, it appears that the inclusion 

of distinctive features rendered rule-based account of assimilatory processes and some non-

assimilatory processes more general, and thus satisfied the principle of generalization that is so 

peculiar to generative phonology. However, it appears that some non-assimilatory processes, 

namely epenthesis, metathesis and deletion required more elaborate descriptions and explanations. 













‘Drink and tell me’ 

‘They are done talking’ 

‘They closed the house and travelled’ 
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The next chapter will present an OT account of these very same processes. After such an account 

is provided, one can determine whether an OT account is more elaborate and satisfactory than the 

rule-based account that was presented in this chapter.
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The chapter at hand provides an alternative account to the rule-based account that was 

presented in the previous chapter. Such an account is the constraint-based account of OT. Hence, 

this chapter presents an OT-based account of the same MAR phonological processes that were 

presented in the previous chapters within the methodological and analytical parts of the present 

study. Each process is described and explained on the basis of constraints interaction and OT’s 

principles of constraint domination and ranking. Furthermore, each case of these processes is 

accounted for through the operative functions of OT’s GEN and EVAL.  

5.1. Assimilatory Processes in MAR: An OT-based Account 

5.1.1. Voice Assimilation: An OT-based Account 

 As indicated in the previous chapter (chapter 4), two cases of voice assimilation are 

manifested in MAR, namely prefix ‘t-’ voice assimilation and root obstruent voice assimilation. 

Let us start with the first case of prefix ‘t-’ voice assimilation.  

 As aforementioned, the prefix ‘t-’ which either refers to the second person (singular plural) 

or the third person (singular feminine) changes its voice specification from voiceless to voiced.  

Thus, /t/ turns to its voiced counterpart /d/ when it is prefixed to a verb that starts with the voiced 

obstruent /d/. The illustrative sample for such a case of voice assimilation is re-introduced below 

for convenience’s sake.     

(1)  

Input Output Gloss 

  ‘She does’ 
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‘You-feminine- shower’ 

‘You-feminine- wander’ 

‘She sweeps the floor’ 

‘You-feminine- obscure’ 

‘She keeps on’ 

‘She cleans up’ 

‘She comes’ 

‘She sits’ 

‘She looks for something’  

‘You-feminine- will be dazed’ 

‘She turns’ 

 

Voice assimilation involves the interaction of a major markedness constraint, namely AGREE 

Voice with a major faithfulness constraint, viz IDENT-IO (voice). AGREE voice requires two 

adjacent sounds to agree in their voicing specification so that both should be either voiceless or 

voiced. IDENT-IO (voice), on the other hand, requires that output segments preserve the voicing 

specification of their input counterparts. The fact that /t/ changes to /d/ is the outcome of the 

domination of AGREE Voice over IDENT-IO (Voice) in the constraint hierarchy of MAR. Such 

hierarchy is represented below: 
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(2) AGREE (voice) » IDENT-IO (Voice) 

The following tableau describes such a case of voice assimilation taking as instance /t-do:r/ ‘she 

turns’: 

Tableau 5.1. Selecting the optimal output for /t-do:r/ 

/t- AGREE (Voice) IDENT-IO (Voice) 

 *!  

  * 

 

The description that is provided in Tableau 5.1 above seems quite simple and not detailed enough. 

To prove such a point, let us consider the instances in the following sample:  

(3)  

Underlying representation Surface representation  Gloss 





















‘She drives’ 

‘She breaks’ 

‘You-feminine- see’ 

‘She passes’ 

‘She finishes’  
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‘She films’ 

‘You-feminine- blame’ 

‘You-feminine- go’ 

‘You-feminine-get used to’ 

‘You-feminine- warn’  

In this sample, /t/ is followed by sounds that disagree with it in terms of voicing specification, but 

voice assimilation does not take place. Thus, AGREE (Voice) needs to be narrowed in order to be 

applied to the case of prefix ‘t-’ voice assimilation. A more specific constraint within the AGREE 

(Voice) family is AGREE (Voice) Obs which requires obstruents to agree in their voice 

specification. Hence, the sonorants /l, r, n, w/ are not included in the requirements of AGREE 

(Voice) Obs which explains why /t/ does not assimilate to them in terms of voicing in sample (3).  

As to the remaining instances in sample (3), the sounds that follow /t/ are voiceless obstruents, and 

thus no vibration of AGREE (Voice) Obs is committed. Thus, AGREE (Voice) Obs needs to be 

substituted for AGREE (Voice) in the constraint hierarchy of prefix ‘t-’ voice assimilation in MAR. 

Such a hierarchy is represented below: 

(4) 

 AGREE (Voice) Obs » IDENT-IO (Voice)  

Such a specification in the markedness constraint AGREE (Voice) Obs is represented in the 

following Tableau.: 
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Tableau 5.2. Selecting the optimal output for /t-do:r/ (modified description) 

/t- AGREE (Voice) Obs IDENT-IO (Voice) 

 *!  

  * 

    ?      * 

 

Tableau 5.2 presents a descriptive and explanatory issue as two of the candidates that GEN 

generated for the input /t-do:r/, namely [ddo:r] and [tto:r] have aqual violation and satisfaction of 

the constraints. Indeed, both candidates satisfy the higher ranked constraint AGREE (Voice) Obs 

and violate the lower ranked IDENT-IO (Voice). Thus, on the basis of OT’s principle of strict 

dominance, both [ddo:r] and [tto:r] are optimal candidates. Yet, EVAL can select only one optimal 

candidate which is the eventual output. In order to solve such an issue, it is necessary to introduce 

another constraint, a faithfulness constraint that explains why /t/ assimilates to /d/ and not the 

reverse. Such a constraint is IDENT Stem which requires input stem sounds to preserve their 

voicing specification in the output. IDENT Stem dominates AGREE (Voice) Obs to avoid the 

selection [tto:r] as the eventual output of /t-do:r/. The final ranking for prefix ‘t-’ voice assimilation 

is as follows: 

(5) IDENT Stem » AGREE (Voice) Obs » IDENT-IO (Voice)  

The following Tableau describes and explains voice assimilation of /t-do:r/, including all 

interacting constaints: 
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 Tableau 5.3. Selecting the optimal output for /t-do:r/ (final description) 

/t- IDENT Stem  AGREE (Voice) Obs IDENT-IO (Voice) 

  *!  

   * 

 *!  * 

 

As it appears from Tableau 5.3 [ddo:r] is the optimal candidate as it costs the least serious 

violations. Indeed, [ddo:r] satisfies both higher ranked IDENT Stem and AGREE (Voice) Obs. The 

candidate [tdo:r] is eliminated as it violates the higher ranked AGREE (Voice) Obs since /t/ 

disagrees with /d/ in terms of voicing. As to the candidate [tto:r], it is not chosen since it violates 

the higher ranked  IDENT Stem by including an output stem [t] which is different from the input 

stem /d/ in its voice specification.  

After having accounted for the first case of voice assimilation in MAR from an OT 

perspective, let us now turn to the second case of voice assimilation in MAR, namely root-obstruent 

voice assimilation. As indicated in chapter four, this case of voice assimilation results from 

suffixation or from morpheme concatenation. Indeed, in cases like / ‘I 

thought’, the suffix ‘-t’ leads to voice assimilation since /b/ and /t/ differ in terms of voicing, 

whereas in other cases like /t ‘you wake up in the 

morning’ /b/ assimilates to // in terms of voicing since they become adjacent after the suffix ‘-u:’ 

is added. For convenience’s sake, the sample illustrating root obstruent voice assimilation in MAR 

is reintroduced below.  
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(6)  

Input  Output  Gloss  













































‘He doesn’t stay’ 

‘You wake up (singular and plural) 

‘I thought’ 

‘I was absent’ 

‘She won’ 

‘I made sure’ 

‘She does not attract compassion’ 

‘My gown’ 

‘My liver’ 

‘I hanged’  

‘I ran away’ 

This case of voice assimilation is obviously the outcome of the domination of AGRRE (Voice) 

Obs on IDENT-IO (Voice). Indeed, an input as /‘I thought’ has two obstruents, namely /b/ 

and /t/ which disagree in voicing specification, and thus /does not correspond to the 

requirement of AGREE (Voice) Obs. As aforementioned, AGREE (Voice) Obs dominates IDENT-
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IO (Voice) in MAR. Thus, one of the obstruents in /needs to change its voice specification 

in order to satisfy the higher ranked AGREE (Voice) Obs even though it implies violating the lower 

ranked IDENT-IO (Voice). The following tableau describes voice assimilation in /: 

Tableau 5.4. Selecting the optimal output of  

       / AGREE (Voice) Obs IDENT-IO (Voice) 

        [ *!  

 [  * 

    ?    [  * 

 

Tableau 5.4 presents the issue of directionality that was described in the other case of voice 

assimilation in MAR. Indeed, even though [is the eventual output of 

/[seems to be also optimal as it has the same costs of constraints violation as 

[Another constraint is missing in Tableau 5.4, namely IDENT Stem which requires stem 

obstruents to preserve their voicing specification in the output. In the former case of voice 

assimilation, IDENT Stem was considered as dominating AGREE (Voice) Obs in MAR. If one 

applies the same ranking to account for voice assimilation in /one ends up with the 

following result as indicated in Tableau 5.5 below. 
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Tableau 5.5. Selecting the optimal output of 

       / IDENT Stem AGREE (Voice) Obs IDENT-IO (Voice) 

          [  *!  

    ?     [ *!  * 

 [   * 

 

Tableau 5.5 illustrates a descriptive issue which results from broad selection of constraints. Indeed, 

it appears that [is the optimal candidate after IDENT Stem has been added to the hierarchy. 

However, our data in sample (6) indicate that [is the output of / in MAR. The reason 

for this issue resides in the constraint IDENT Stem which is not specific enough to explain this 

case of voice assimilation. As a matter of fact, a more specific version of IDENT Stem is IDENT 

Stem ONS (Voice) which requires the input stem obstruent to preserve its voice specification in 

the output when it is in syllable onset position. Such a requirement is satisfied in the former case 

of voice assimilation of /t-do:r/ since stem /d/ is in onset position. Yet, in the case of / is 

in coda position, and thus the requirement of ID ONS Stem (Voice) does not apply to it. Thus, 

[is not the optimal candidate as stem /b/ is in coda position and may change its voice 

specification without violating ID ONS Stem. Yet, another constraint is required to explain why 

/b/ changes its voice specification rather than /t/.  This constraint belongs to the IDENT famimy of 

faithfulness constraints and is ID AFFIX which requires an input affix to preserve its voice 

specification in the output. This constraint dominates AGREE (Voice) OBS and is dominated by 

ID ONS Stem in MAR which explains why in the former case of /t-do:r/, the candidate [ddo:r] 
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emerged as the eventual output since such a candidate satisfies higher ranked ID ONS Stem at the 

expense of violating ID AFFIX which is lower in the hierarchy than ID ONS Stem in MAR. The 

following tableaus describe and explain the selection of both [ddo:r] and [sapt] as the outputs for 

/t-do:r/ and /sab-t/ respectively: 

 Tableau 5.6. Selecting the optimal output for /t-do:r/ 

/t- IDENT Stem  ID AFFIX AGREE (Voice) 

Obs 

IDENT-IO 

(Voice) 

   *!  

  *!  * 

 *!   * 

 

Indeed, the violation committed by [tto:r] is more offensive than that of [ddo:r] as the former 

violates ID ONS Stem which is higher ranked than ID AFFIX which is violated by the optimal 

[ddo:r]. Let us now turn to /sab-t/ as demonstrated by tableau 5.7 below. 

Tableau 5.7. Selecting the optimal output of  

       / IDENT Stem ID AFFIX AGREE (Voice) 

Obs 

IDENT-IO 

(Voice) 

        [   *!  

[    * 

[  *!  * 
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As it appears from Tableau 5.7, [sapt] is the optimal candidate as it commits the least costly 

violations of constraints. Indeed, [sapt] does not violate ID ONS Stem since the stem obstruent 

that changes its voice specification is /b/ which is in coda rather than onset position. Furthermore, 

[sapt] satisfies the following higher ranked constraints in the hierarchy which is ID AFFIX since 

the suffix /t/ preserves its voice specification in [sapt]. [sapt] also satisfies the higher ranked 

markedness constraint AGREE (Voice) Obs since /b/ changes to the voiceless /p/ to agree with the 

following voiceless /t/. The candidate [is excluded since it violates the higher ranked ID 

AFFIX as the suffix /t/ is changed to the voiced /d/ in that candidate. Finally, [is eliminated 

because it violates the markedness constraint AGREE (Voice) Obs as the obstruents /b/ and /t/ 

disagree in their voice specification in that candidate. As indicated earlier in the study, voice 

assimilation is not the only type of assimilation that exists in MAR, other types such as place 

assimilation and total assimilation also exist. Let us start with place assimilation

5.1.2. Place Assimilation in MAR: An OT-based Account 

 Place assimilation, as aforementioned in chapter 4 occurs when the nasal /n/ is followed by 

a labial sound as the result of morpheme concatenation. Hence, /n/ changes its place specification 

from coronal to labial if a labial follows it. Instances of such a process are introduced in the 

following sample: 

(7)  

Input  Output  Gloss  

  ‘He was ill’ 
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‘After, later on’ 

‘The messengers’  

‘Wherever’ 

‘From the beginning’ 

‘From your mind’ 

‘From May’ 

‘If there is not’ 

‘It shows when’ 

 This case of place assimilation in MAR is the outcome of a markedness constraint from the 

AGREE family dominating IDENT-IO. Given that the feature that changes in that case is place 

feature, the markedness constraint is AGREE (Place), while the faithfulness constraint is IDENT-

IO (Place). The following tableau describes OT’s account of place assimilation in words like /mn 

ba:lk/:  
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Tableau 5.8. Selecting the optimal output of  

/ AGREE (Place)  IDENT-IO (Place) 

        [ *!  

[  * 

    ?    [  * 

 

Tableau 5.8 presents the problem that both [and[seem to be optimal if 

the same ranking and set of constraints is preserved. Indeed, both candidates have the same kind 

of violation as they both satisfy the higher-ranked AGREE (Place) and violate the lower ranked 

IDENT-IO (Place) The reason for such a problem is the fact that the markedness constraint AGREE 

(Place) is not specific enough as changing the place of either /n/ or /b/ would satisfy AGREE 

(Place), thus both [and[seem to be optimal. However, 

[is the eventual output of /in MAR as indicated in sample 7. Hence, 

another markedness constraint of the AGREE family is involved in this case of place assimilation 

in MAR. This constraint dominates AGREE (Place) in the hierarchy and is AGREE (Labial). 

Indeed, the requirement that two sounds agree in their labiality is prior to the requirement that two 

sounds agree in place in general. The following ranking represents constraints hierarchy for place 

assimilation in MAR:  

(8) AGREE (Labial) » AGREE (Place) » IDENT-IO (Place) 
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The following tableau represents OT account of place assimilation with the inclusion of AGREE 

(Place) in the hierarchy: 

Tableau 5.9. Selecting the optimal output of  

/ AGREE (labial) AGREE (Place)  IDENT-IO (Place) 

        [ *! *!  

[   * 

         [ *!  * 

 

It appears that the inclusion of AGREE (Labial) solves the problem that was met earlier in Tableau 

5.8. The candidate [is excluded in this case because the agreement it includes is not 

in labiality but in another place feature. Another markedness constraint is, nevertheless, involved 

in this case of place assimilation in MAR. This constraint is what asserts that place assimilation 

takes place only when /n/ is followed by a labial and not any consonant other than /n/. Hence, in 

/roz ba:lk/, for instance, no place assimilation takes place even though a coronal /z/ is followed 

by the labial /b/. Indeed, only when /n/ is followed by a labial, place assimilation takes place in 

MAR. The markedness constraint that assures that is *n [labial] which considers the sequence /n/ 

followed by [labial] as marked. The following tableau represents OT account of place assimilation 

in /including the markedness constraint *n [labial]. Note that a discontinuous line 

separates *n [labial] from AGREE (Labial) to demonstrate that they are at the same level since 

their requirements do not conflict: 
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Tableau 5.10. Selecting the optimal output of  

/ *n[labial] AGREE 

(labial) 

AGREE (Place)  IDENT-IO 

(Place) 

        [ *! *! *!  

[    * 

         [  *!  * 

 

After having accounted for place assimilation in MAR, let us now turn to total assimilation.   

5.1.3. Total Assimilation in MAR: An OT-based Account 

 Total assimilation, as demonstrated in the previous chapter, occurs to the /l/ of the definite 

article /l/ in MAR. /l/ changes its voicing and manner when it is followed by coronals. The 

illustrative sample of such a process is reproduced below for convenience’s sake: 

(9) 

Input Output Gloss 

















‘The entrance’ 

‘The decoration’ 

‘The blackberry’  

‘The week’ 
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‘The case’ 

‘The light’ 

‘The drawing’ 

The reason for total assimilation is the requirement of the markedness constraint AGREE which 

dominates IDENT-IO in this case in MAR. Given that assimilation is total, the type of AGREE 

that is involved in this case in MAR is AGREE/C which requires a sound to completely assimilate 

to a following sound. As to IDENT-IO constraint, the version of IDENT-IO that is involved in this 

case is IDENT (F) which requires all features (voicing, place and manner) to be preserved in the 

output. Constraint hierarchy for this case of total assimilation in MAR is represented below.  

(10) AGREE/C » IDENT (F) 

The following tableau describes OT account of total assimilation in instances like /l- zwa:q/: 

Tableau 5.11. Selecting the optimal output of 

 AGREE/C  IDENT (F) 

        [ *!  

[  * 

    ?    [  * 

 

Tableau 5.11 presents two candidates that are seem to be optimal according to the constraint set 

and hierarchy. These candidates are [zzwaq] and [llwa:q]. Such an issue would be avoided if a 
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constraint from the ID family is added to the hierarchy, such a constraint would assure that the 

coronal of the main noun or else the of the NP /zwa:q/ ‘decoration’ in our instance preserves its 

voice and manner feature. Indeed, the phrase /l-zwa:q/ is a noun phrase that consists of a 

determiner /l/ and a noun /zwa:q/ which is the head of the NP and the main noun or else the content 

word.   A version of such ID constraint could be developed as follows: 

(11) ID (F) HEAD: input sounds in a head should preserve their voice and mannee features in the 

output. ID (F) is higher ranked than ID (F) and is dominated by AGREE/C in MAR. Such hierarchy 

is represented below. 

(12) AGREE/C » ID (F) HEAD » ID (F) 

The following Tableau describes OT account of total assimilation of /l-zwa:q/ in MAR after the 

identity constraint ID (F) HEAD is added to the hierarchy: 

Tableau 5.12. Selecting the optimal output of

 AGREE/C  ID (F) HEAD IDENT (F) 

        [ *!   

[   * 

        [  *! * 

 

It appears that the candidate [is the optimal candidate as it is the most harmonious with 

constraint hierarchy and requirements. Such a candidate satisfies AGREE/C unlike 

[which violates it by including the pair /l/ and /z/ which disagree in voicing and manner. 
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Furthermore, [satisfiesID (F) HEAD which is violated by [in which the 

head’s sound /z/ changed its manner. Even though, [violates the lower rankedID (F) 

which is unavoidable in order to satisfy AGREE/C.  

Tableau 5.12 also accounts for cases of /l/ total assimilation to emphatics as indicated in the sample 

below: 

(13) 

Input Output Gloss 

















 



 

 



 

 

 

‘The table’  

‘The couscous’  

‘The dates’  

‘The little’ 

‘The stove’ 

‘The occasion’ 

‘The laughter’  

‘The molar’ 

AGREE/C refers to complete assimilation of /l/ including secondary features like emphasis. Hence, 

[ for instance is the result of the domination of AGREE/C over ID (F). Tableau 5.13 

below represents OT account of total assimilation in instances like / inMAR.  
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Tableau 5.13. Selecting the optimal output of

/ AGREE/C  ID (F) HEAD IDENT (F) 

        [ *!   

[   * 

        [  *! * 

 

However, the previous account of total assimilation in MAR possesses a flaw in description since 

/l/ does not always totally assimilate the following sounds. Indeed, in the following sample, total 

assimilation does not take place.  

(13)  

Input Output Gloss 

























‘The door’ 

‘The sofa’ 

‘The suitcase’ 

‘The wave’ 

The chair’ 

‘The basket’  
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‘Today’ 

‘The face’ 

‘The yard’ 

‘The peace of mind’ 

‘The year’  

‘The coffee’  

The failure for total assimilation to apply in this case is the outcome of the fact that the sounds that 

follow /l/ are not coronal sounds. Thus, AGREE/C needs to be satisfied to include only cases where 

/l/ is followed by coronal sounds. A more specific version of AGREE/C can be developed and 

would be /l/ [CORONAL] AGREE/C which requires /l/ to totally agree with a following sound if 

and only if it is a coronal sound.  

Including the new specific version of AGREE/C yields the following OT account of total 

assimilation in /l-zwa:q/ as demonstrated in Tableau 5.14 below: 

Tableau 5.14. Selecting the optimal output of 

 /l/ [Coronal] 

AGREE/C  

ID (F) HEAD IDENT (F) 

        [ *!   

[   * 

        [  *! * 
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The inclusion of /l/ [CORONAL] AGREE/C also explains why in cases like /l-ba:b/ total 

assimilation is blocked. Tableau 5.15 below demonstrates such a case: 

 Tableau 5.15. Blocking total assimilation for l-ba:b/ 

l-ba:b/ /l/ [Coronal] 

AGREE/C  

ID (F) HEAD IDENT (F) 

    [l-ba:b    

          [b-ba:b   * 

          [l-la:b  *! * 

 

In the case of /l-ba:b/, total assimilation is not required because /b/ is not a coronal. Thus, /l/ does 

not need to totally assimilate to it. As a result, the optimal candidate in this case is [l-ba:bas it 

commits no violation of constraints unlike the remaining candidates which violate either the higher 

ranked ID (F) HEAD (for [lla:b]) or ID (F) for [bba:b]. Indeed, violation of ID (F) in the case of 

[bba:b] is fatal in this case since no compensation is made for that violation. Indeed, [b-

ba:b/l/ [coronal] AGREE/C since /b/ is not a coronal, and thus changing /l/ to 

/b/ does not satisfy this constraint. The violation of ID (F) in this case is unnecessary since no 

compensation for that violation is made.  

Total assimilation in MAR can be accounted for differently via another model. Such a 

model is adapted from Maszcro’s (2007) account of /l/ assimilation in /l/ in Standard Arabic 

(SA). Just like /l/ of SA, /l/ of MAR is a morpheme that has a number of allomorphs, including 
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/l, r, n, t, d, t , d , s, z, s , , /. These allomorphs are part of the input of any form that 

is subject to total assimilation. Thus, for instance, /l-zwa:q/ has the input / {l, r, n, t, d, t , d , s, z, 

s , , }-zwa:q/. The candidates that GEN generates include each one of these allomorphs. Given 

that allomorphs are part of the input, then no candidate violates ID (F). However, the optimal 

candidate is the one that satisfies AGREE/C.  The tableau below presents OT account of total 

assimilation in /l-zwa:q/ applying Masacro’s model.  

Tableau 5.16. Selecting the optimal output ofMasacro’s model): 

{l, r, n, t, d, t , d, s, z, s , , } AGREE/C  IDENT (F) 

        [ *!  

        [ *!  

        [ *!  

        [ *!  

        [ *!  

        [ *!  

        [ *!  

        [ *!  

[   
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         [ *!  

         [ *!  

         [ *!  

 

This model also explains why total assimilation is blocked in the case of /l-ba:b/. However, 

another constraint needs to be added as adopted from Masacro (2007). This constraint is the 

faithfulness constraint PRIORITY which has as requirement that the eventual output includes the 

unmarked allomorphs /l/ (Masacro 2007:725). Indeed, to explain this idea, one may establish a 

scale of allomorphs ranging from the top unmarked to the bottom marked. Such a scale would look 

as follows: 

(14)  

/l/ 

/r/ 

/n/ 

/t/ 

/d/ 

/t / 
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/d/ 

/s/ 

/z/ 

/s / 

// 

// 

PRIORITY dominates AGREE/C and IDENT (F) in this case to assure the selection of the 

unmarked /l/ over any other allomorph in scale 14. The following tableau indicates why total 

assimilation is blocked in the case of /l-ba:b/: 

Tableau 5.17. Selecting the optimal output ofMasacro’s model 

{l, r, n, t, d, t , d, s, z, s , , } PRIORITY AGREE/C IDENT (F) 

 [  *  

        [ *! *  

        [ *! *  

        [ *! *  

        [ *! *  

        [ *! *  
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        [ *! *  

        [ *! *  

        [ *! *  

         [ *! *  

         [ *! *  

         [ *! *  

 

It appears that the optimal candidate in this case is [since it is the most harmonious with 

constraint hierarchy. Indeed, [is the only candidate that satisfies the higher ranked 

constraint PRIORITY.  

It seems from comparison of the two models that have been applied to account for total assimilation 

in MAR that the first method is more reliable than Masacro’s model for a number of reasons. First, 

the constraint ID (F) seems to be inactive in Masacro’s model as all candidates satisfy it, whereas 

in the previous model it contributed in the selection of the optimal candidate for 

Moreover, if one preserves the ranking PRIORITY » AGREE/C in accounting for 

/total assimilation,[would emerge like the optimal candidate for  

/ranked PRIORITY while the eventual output in MAR 

[violates PRIORITY. Finally, the previous model that was adopted in accounting for 

total assimilation in MAR is more economical and less complex than Masacro’s model.  
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 After having accounted for assimilatory processes from an OT perspective, let us now turn 

to non-assimilatory processes. We will look into the case of metathesis first.  

5.2. Non-assimilatory Process in MAR: An OT-based Account 

 5.2.1. Metathesis in MAR: An OT-based Account 

 It has been demonstrated in chapter 4 that metathesis takes place after the suffixes ‘-at’ and 

‘-u:’ are added to a monosyllabic verb that ends with a consonant and has a consonant cluster at its 

beginning. Instances include /dxal-at/ which is realized as [daxlat]. Hence, the vowel /a/ and the 

preceding consonant are inverted in cases of metathesis. The illustrative sample is re-introduced 

below for the sake of clarity. 

(15) 

Input Output Gloss 

















 











‘She entered’  

‘She bought’ 

‘They wrote’ 

‘She got in’ 

‘She rid of’ 

‘They went out’ 

‘She went up’ 
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 Metathesis as demonstrated in the above sample involves inverting the vowel /a/ with the 

consonant that precedes it if the suffixes ‘-at’ and ‘-u:’ are added to a monosyllabic verb. It appears 

that the reason for such segmental inversion is stress placement and syllable weight. Indeed, after 

‘-at’ is added, the monosyllabic word /dxal/ turns to a di-syllabic word. The markedness constraint 

Onset would require the second syllable to have an onset. Thus, /l/ syllabifies as its onset resulting 

in the following syllabification /dxa.lat/.  

Syllable weight would classify /dxa/ as a light syllable since it includes a short vowel and 

is an open syllable, whereas /lat/ would be considered a heavy syllable as it is a closed syllable. 

Stress placement principles predict stress to fall on the second syllable as it is heavy. Thus, the 

following stress pattern would obtain for /daxlat/: oO.  Thus, there must be a markedness constraint 

that requires stress to fall on heavy syllables. Such a constraint would be Heavy syllable and would 

require heavy syllables to receive the main stress in a word. However, if one applies the 

requirements of Heavy syllable, stress would fall on the syllable /lat/, whereas the stem /dxa/ would 

be unstressed. Nevertheless, stress generally falls on the stem syllable in Arabic, and thus in MAR. 

Thus, there must be a markedness constraint that requires main stress to fall on syllables that 

include the stem. Let us name this constraint Stem syllable with the symbol () standing for stress.  

Metathesis is obviously the result of the requirement of Stem syllable. Indeed, after inverting the 

/a/ with /x/ in /dxa/, the resulting syllable /dxa/ is a heavy syllable since it is closed. Thus, main 

stress would fall on it, satisfying both Stem syllable and Heavy syllable. Constraint hierarchy for 

mrtathesis in MAR is presented below: 









‘She drunk’ 

‘She was unfair’ 
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(16) Stem syllable » Heavy syllable, Onset.  

However, there must be a faithfulness constraint that is in conflict with the above markedness 

constraints. Such a faithfulness constraint requires the order of sounds in the input to be kept 

identical in the output. This constraint is ID [sequence] and is dominated by each of Stem syllable, 

Heavy syllable and Onset. The following tableau presents OT account of metathesis in the 

instances /dxal-at/: 

Tableau 5.18. OT Account of metathesis in /dxal-at/ in MAR 

/dxal-at/ Stem syllable Heavy syllable ONS IDENT 

[sequence] 

       [dxal.at]   *  

       [dxa.lat] *!    

[dax.lat]     

        [dxa.lat]  *!  * 

        [dax.lat] *! *!  * 

 

As it appears from tableau 5.18, [dax.lat] is the optimal candidate as it is the most harmonious with 

constraint hierarchy since it satisfies the higher-ranked Stem syllable. Moreover, [dax.lat] satisfies 

the higher ranked Heavy syllable as stress falls on a heavy syllable, namely /dax/ unlike the 

candidate [dxa.lat] which violates it. The optimal candidate [dax.lat] also satisfies the higher 

ranked constraint Onset since both syllables in that candidate have an onset unlike [dxa.lat] in 

which the second syllable /at/ lacks an onset. Even though [dax.lat] violates the lower ranked ID 
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[sequence], such a violation is allowed since ID [sequence] is dominated by Stem syllable, Heavy 

syllable and Onset which are all satisfied by the optimal [dax.lat].  

 After having dealt with metathesis within an OT framework, it is now worth turning to the 

following non-assimilatory process in MAR which is epenthesis. The following section presents 

an OT account of epenthetic processes in MAR.  

5.2.2. Epenthesis in MAR: An OT-based Account 

 As mentioned earlier in chapter 4, epenthesis is of two kinds in MAR, namely vowel 

epenthesis and glide insertion. We shall start with vowel epenthesis then move to glide insertion.  

 5.2.2.1. Vowel Epenthesis in MAR: An OT-based Account 

 As aforementioned, vowel epenthesis occurs in MAR after the prefixes /n,t, j/ are added to 

verbs that start with a complex cluster consisting of two consonants. Instances include /j-gla/ in 

which the vowel // is inserted after the prefix /j/, yielding the output [jgla]. The illustrative 

sample of such a process is re-introduced below. 

(17)  

Input Output Gloss 

















‘She recognizes’ 

‘We colonize’ 

‘He keeps a secret’ 

‘It breaks’ 
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The reason behind vowel insertion in the above sample seems to be the fact that complex onsets 

are not allowed in MAR. Yet, one may notice that the stems contain a complex onset as /gl/ in /j-

gla/. Hence, MAR allows complex onsets that consist of two consonants as a maximum so that 

any onset that consists of more than three consonants is disallowed in MAR. Such requirement is 

the outcome of a specific version of the markedness constraint *Complex Ons which prohibits 

complex onsets of any kind. In MAR onsets that consist of two consonants are allowed, thus the 

markedness constraint that is applied in MAR is *CCC Onset which prohibits more than three 

consonants to appear in onset position. *CCC Onset dominates the anti-epenthesis faithfulness 

constraint DEP-IO which requires segments in the output to have correspondents in the input.  









































‘He sits’ 

‘He watches’ 

‘You love me’ 

‘I get something out’ 

‘You deserve’ 

‘You remember’ 

‘I hate her’ 

‘You (feminine) walk’ 

‘It is expensive’ 

‘They do ablution’ 
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 However, one may wonder why not deletion, but epenthesis takes place in this case. Two 

reasons may be provided to explain such a case. The first reason is that epenthesis is less costly in 

MAR than deletion in this case which implies that the anti-deletion constraint MAX-IO dominates 

the anti-epenthesis constraint DEP-IO in MAR. Furthermore, deleting one of the consonants in the 

tri-consonantal cluster would affect the semantic interpretation of the word /Indeed, 

deleting the prefix is no option since it is added to modify meaning or else add to meaning as it 

refers to the third person present masculine morpheme. Even deleting one of the consonants /l/ or 

// would affect the meaning of the word /gla/. The following tableau describes OT account of // 

epenthesis in /j-gla/: 

Tableau 5.19. OT Account of vowel epenthesis in /j-gla in MAR 

/j-gla/ *CCC ONS MAX-IO DEP-IO 

        [jgla] *!   

[j.gla]   * 

        [jla]  *!  

         [jga]   *!  

         [gla] *! *!  

 

It appears that the most harmonious and thus optimal candidate is [as it satisfiesthe 

higherranked constraint*CCC ONS by including only a di-consonantal onset /l/. Indeed, after 

// is added /j/ and // became part of a separate second syllable /j/ and /gla/ syllabified as a 
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separate second syllable. The other candidates are excluded as they either violate the higher ranked 

*CCC ONS as is the case for [gla] or MAX-IO as is the case for [jga], [jla] and [gla].  

Absence of epenthesis in cases like /‘I go’ which is realized as [could also 

be accounted for using the same set of constraints and hierarchy that was used to account for 

epenthesis in [j.gla]. Before explaining the absence of // epenthesis in [, cases that exhibit 

the absence of // epenthesis are re-introduced in the sample below.  

(18)  

The following tableau explains why // does not take place in cases of the above sample: 

 

Input Output Gloss 









































‘I go’ 

‘I sleep in’ 

‘I do it again’ 

‘I pass’ 

‘You blame’ 

‘You fast’ 

‘You teach’ 

‘He says’ 

‘They stand up’ 

‘They go’ 
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Tableau 5.20. OT Account of absence of  epenthesis in /n-r in MAR 

/ *CCC ONS MAX-IO DEP-IO 

[    

       [   * 

       [  *!  

        [  *!  

 

The optimal candidate for /[as it does not violate any of the 

constraints that are involved in this case. Indeed, adding the prefix ‘n-’ to /ro:/ does not result in 

an offensive onset since the onset of stem /ro:/ consists of a single consonant. Thus, adding ‘n-’, 

yields a di-consonantal onset which is allowed and quite common in MAR.  The candidate 

[then does not violate the higher ranked since it does not consist of a tri-consonatal onset, 

but a di-consonantal one. Furthermore, [satisfies both MAX-IO and DEP-IO as all elements 

present in the input have correspondents in the output and all elements of the output have 

counterparts in the input which implies that no segment has been deleted or added.  The candidate 

[is excluded by EVAL since it violates DEP-IO unnecessarily as the complex cluster /nr/ 

is allowed in MAR. Exclusion also applies to the candidates [[which violate 

MAX-IO as they both miss one of the consonants of the cluster /nr/ which is unnecessary since, as 

stated earlier, /nr/ is a permissible cluster in MAR as it includes less than three consonants, and 
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thus does not violate *CCC ONS. After having accounted for the first type of epenthesis in MAR, 

we shall now move to the second type of epenthesis in MAR which is glide insertion.   

5.2.2.2. Glide Insertion in MAR: An OT-based Account 

 As demonstrated in the previous chapter, glide insertion takes place in MAR when the word 

/’I’ follows a verb or adverb that ends with a vowel. A vowel sequence results as is the case 

in /‘he buys for me’ in which the vowels /i:/ and /a/ occur in a sequence. The sample 

that exemplifies such a process in MAR is reproduced below. 

(19)  

Input Output Gloss 





































‘He buys for me’ 

‘I like him’ 

‘Oh my God’ 

‘Just I’ 

‘She said, “I….’  

‘I know’  

‘They do to me’ 

They leave me alone’ 

‘They bail on me’  
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It appears that the glide /j/ is inserted between the vowels /i:/ and /a/. Such insertion is the result of 

the markedness constraint Onset which requires syllables to have onsets. Indeed, the syllable /a/ in 

/ana/ is onsetless which goes against the requirement of Onset. Onset dominates DEP-IO in MAR 

as mentioned earlier for vowel epenthesis. Moreover, Max-IO dominates DEP-IO in MAR which 

explains why epenthesis rather than deletion takes place in this case. Glide insertion also occurs in 

this case as a result of the markendess constraint *Hiatus which militates against vowel sequence. 

Thus, /j/ is inserted between /i:/ and /a/ in /, for example, to satisfy *Hiatus. Given that 

Onset and *Hiatus do not have conflicting requirements, they are left unranked with regard to each 

other.  

The fact that it is /j/ and not any other consonant that is inserted in this case may lead to 

questioning. The reason for inserting /j/ and not another consonant like // is the fact that /j/ is 

[+high] and [+front] just like /i:/. Thus, any other consonant is marked after /i:/ (Uffman 2007:465).  

//, for instance, is excluded as it is neither [+high] nor [+front]. Hence, a markedness constraint 

must require the glide /j/ to be inserted after a high vowel, like /i:/ in our instance, when this high 

vowel is followed by another vowel as /a/ in /ana/. This constraint is *[+high] [-high] V which 

considers a [-high] consonant, such as // for example, to be marked after a [+high] vowel, such as 

/i:/. *[+high] [-high] V does not have conflicting requirement with ONS and *Hiatus and is thus at 

the same level as ONS and *Hiatus.  

Another markedness constraint favours the insertion of /j/ rather than any other consonant. 

This constraint is based on the intervocalic scale that was introduced by Uffman (2007:465) and 

reproduced below. 

(20) *V-V/ Lar (laryngeal) » *V-V/ Obs (obstruent) » *V-V/ Nas (nasal) » *V-V/ Liq (liquid) » 

*V-V/ Gli (glide)    
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As it appears from the above scale, glides are the least marked intervocalic consonants. The 

constraint that considers glides as the least marked intervocalically could be developed from the 

above scale so that the extremes of the scale would be included in such a constraint.  *V-V/ Lar 

(laryngeal) » *V-V/ Gli (glide) is such a constraint since the requirement of *V-V/ Lar (laryngeal) 

» *V-V/ Gli (glide) does not conflict with those of ONS, *Hiatus and *[+high] [-high] V, it is at 

the same level as these constraints. The following hierarchy represents constraint hierarchy for 

glide insertion in MAR: 

(21) ONS, *Hiatus, *[+high] [-high] V, *V-V/ Lar (laryngeal) » *V-V/ Gli (glide) » Max-IO » 

DEP-IO 

The following tableau describes OT account of glide insertion in MAR for /

Tableau 5.21. OT Account of glide insertion in /

 ONS *Hiatus *[+high] 

[-high] 

V 

*V-V/ Lar 

(laryngeal) 

» *V-V/ 

Gli (glide) 

MAX-IO DEP-IO 

 *! *!     

     *!  

       * 

   *! *!   

 

The candidate is the optimal candidate as it satisfies the higher ranked ONS, 

*Hiatus, *[+high] [-high] V, *V-V/ Lar (laryngeal) » *V-V/ Gli (glide) and MAX-IO. Indeed, 

satisfies ONS as the syllable /a/ acquires an onset in that candidate afteris 
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inserted. On the other hand, the candidate [violates ONS as it includes an onsetless 

syllable in /ana/. The optimal candidate [also satisfies *Hiatus since the vowel hiatus 

/i: a/ is solved in that candidate by inserting /j/ unlike [which includes a vowel hiatus, 

and thus violates *Hiatus. [also satisfies *[+high] [-high] V as it includes the [+high] 

/j/ between the [+high] /i:/ and the vowel /a/. Moreover, [satisfies *V-V/ Lar 

(laryngeal) » *V-V/ Gli (glide) as it includes the least marked /j/ between the vowels /i:/ and /a/. In 

retrospect, [violates both *[+high] [-high] V and *V-V/ Lar (laryngeal) » *V-V/ Gli 

(glide) as it includes the [-high] // which is a laryngeal and is thus marked intervocalically. Finally, 

[satisfies MAX-IO as it includes all input segments unlike 

[is missing.  After epenthesis, it is now worth turning to deletion 

and attempt to account for it from an OT perspective.  

5.2.3. Deletion in MAR: An OT-based Account 

As indicated earlier in chapter 4, deletion is of two types in MAR, and both types the vowel // is 

deleted, yet different cases of // deletion are displayed in MAR. We shall start with the first case 

of // deletion which occurs after the suffixes /i:/ or /u:/ are added to verbs or to adjectives. Instances 

of such a case of deletion are presented in the following samples: 

(22)  

Input Output Gloss 









‘Call (you feminine singular)’ 

‘They set’ 
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(23) 









































‘They did it again’ 

‘They work hard’  

‘They embarrass’ 

‘You (singular feminine) turn’ 

‘You (singular feminine) take by the hand’ 

‘You (singular feminine) look for’ 

‘They make something enter’ 

‘We cook’ 

‘They finnish’ 

‘Help (you singular feminine)’  

Input Output Gloss 

















‘Be in control, masculine plural ’ 

‘Going, singular feminine’ 

‘Carrying, singular feminine’ 

‘Full, singular feminine’ 
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As it appears from the former samples, the vowel // is deleted in instances like /ajt -i:/ and 

/akm-i:n/. The reason for deletion in such a case is due to the markedness of // in open syllables. 

Indeed, // is a weak syllable that occurs in an open unstressed syllable which is often avoided in 

Arabic as proposed by Btoosh (2006, p. 201) “weak nuclei cannot stand in open syllables in 

MARabic varieties”. As a matter of fact, // is a weak vowel and is thus never stressed which makes 

its situation in the open syllables /j/ and /k/ in /ajt -i:/ and /akm-i:n/ in conflict with the 

requirements of the markedness constraint which militates against the occurrence of weak nuclei 

in open syllables. Such a constraint is *Weak nucleus (*WN).  

 It is important to indicate in that case that /j/ and /k/ are open syllables since /t/ and /m/ 

would syllabify as onsets of the following syllables, namely /i:/ and /i:m/ that are created by 

suffixation. Thus, to satisfy the markedness constraint ONS, /t/ and /m/ syllabify as onsets of the 

syllables /t:/ and /i:m/, and thus the previous syllables /j/ and /k/ become open syllables. Hence, 

deletion in MAR in cases as /ajt -i:/ and /akm-i:n/ is the outcome of the domination of *WN 

























‘Ready, plural masculine’ 

‘Grabbing, singular feminine’ 

‘Sleeping, singular feminine’ 

‘Wise, singular feminine’ 

‘Kind, singular feminine’ 

‘Good, singular feminine’ 
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and ONS over MAX-IO in MAR. The following tableaus account for the deletion in /ajt-i: / and 

/akm-i:n/ respectively:  

Tableau 5.22. OT Account of deletion in  

/ajt-i: / *WN ONS  MAX-IO DEP-IO 

          [a.j.t i:]   *!    

[a.jt.i:]  * !   

   [aj.t i: ]      *!  

?   [a.jb.t i:]    * 

 

Tableau 5.23. OT Account of deletion in  

 *WN ONS  MAX-IO DEP-IO 

  *!   

 *!    

   *!  

     ?    * 

 

The tableaus above indicate a problem of description as it appears that candidates other than the 

ones that appear as the eventual outputs of andseem to be more optimal. 

Indeed, in both tableaus the candidates [a.jb.t i:] and seem to be more optimal 
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than [aj.t i:] and . The reason for this problem is the ranking MAX-IO » DEP-IO as it 

was earlier specified that MAX-IO dominates DEP-IO in MAR. As a matter of fact, the candidate 

[a.jb.t i:] satisfies MAX-IO while [aj.t i:] which violates MAX-IO while it satisfies the lower 

ranked DEP-IO. In spite of all that, [aj.t i:] and not [a.jb.t i:] is the eventual output of in 

MAR and so is the case for  in relation to . Hence, there must be another 

constraint that dominates MAX-IO and considers epenthesis in this case as offensive. Such a 

constraint is a markedness constraint Morpheme Contiguity (M-CONT) which was introduced by 

Eddington (2001, p. 40) as Morpheme Contiguity (M-CONT) bans inserting segments between 

elements of a single morpheme as is the case with / and // in and 

Inserting /b/ in / and // between /j/ and /t/, and /k/ and /m/ would 

violate M-CONT, and thus result in a more fatal violation than that of violating MAX-IO by 

deleting //. The following tableaus illustrate this point more closely: 

 Tableau 5.23. Modified OT account of deletion in t  

/ajt-i: / *WN ONS  M-CONT MAX-IO DEP-IO 

[a.j.t i:]   *!     

[a.jt.i:]  * !    

[aj.t i: ]       *!  

[a.jb.t i:]   *!  * 
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Tableau 5.24. Modified OT account of deletion in  

 *WN ONS  M-CONT MAX-IO DEP-IO 

  *!    

 *!     

    *!  

   *!  * 

 

After including M-CONT in the constraint hierarchy, it appears more logical that [aj.t i:] and 

are the eventual outputs of /ajt-i / and respectively. Unlike [a.jb.t i:], 

[aj.t i: ] satisfies [aj.t i: ]M-CONT even though it violates MAX-IO, but such a violation is 

necessary in order to satisfy M-CONT and the other higher ranked constraints. [aj.t i:] also satisfies 

ONS by syllabifying /t / as onset to /t i:/. Unlike [a/jt./ i:] in which /i:/ is onsetless. Furthermore, 

[aj.t i: ] satisfies *WN since the weak nucleus // which was part of an open syllable /j/ is deleted 

in that candidate unlike [a.j.t i:]  which violates *WN as it includes the weak nucleus // in the 

open unstressed syllable /j/. The same analysis applies to 

The absence of deletion in cases as demonstrated below could also be explained through OT.  
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(24) 

The non-applicability of deletion in the former sample is due to the fact that the suffixes that are 

added, viz ‘-lah’, ‘-hum’ and ‘-ha’, start with a consonant. Hence, no syllable is onsetless in words 

like /‘he repeated for him’ which implies that the previous syllable /wd/ has a coda 

Input Output Gloss 

















































‘He called him’ 

‘He sets for him’ 

‘He repeated for him’ 

‘He sets things strict’  

‘He embarrasses them’ 

‘She will turn her’ 

‘You take her by the hand’ 

‘She looks for something for him’ 

‘He make her enter’ 

‘I cook it’ 

‘He finishes them’ 

‘He helped her’  
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and thus, // does not stand in an open syllable. The following tableau explains this point more 

closely: 

Tableau 5.25. OT Account of the absence of deletion in  

// *WN ONS  M-CONT MAX-IO DEP-IO 

[  * !    

        [ *!     

       [    *!  

  [   *!  * 



Tableau 5.25 demonstrates that deleting the vowel // is not necessary in /since the 

syllable that is created by suffixation has an onset /l/ which satisfies ONS. Hence, the candidate 

[is optimal in this case because it does not violate ONS. In contrast, the candidate 

[unnecessarily violates MAX-IO as deleting // is not required in this since the 

following syllable /lah/ is onsetful and thus, it is not necessary to re-syllabify /d/of /wd/ as onset 

for the following syllable. Furthermore, the candidate [is optimalsince it satisfies 

*WN by including the closed syllable /wd/ unlike the candidate [violates 

*WN unnecessarily since the syllable /lah/ has an onset, and thus syllabifying /d/ as onset for that 

syllable is unnecessary and also results in the fatal violation of *WN since the syllable /w/ 

becomes open. Finally, the candidate [ isit satisfies M-CONT and DEP-
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IO unlike the candidate [which violates both of these constraints since it includes 

the inserted /b/ which interrupts the contiguity of the morpheme ‘awd-’ and is not present in the 

input /awd-lah/.  

 After having accounted for the first case of vowel deletion in MAR, let us now move to the 

second case of vowel deletion in MAR and attempt an OT account of that case.   

 The second case of vowel deletion in MAR involves the deletion of a vowel like // or /i/ 

or /a/ in case another vowel precedes it at word boundaries. Instances of that case include /la: 

ismah/  [la: samh],  /kima ana/  [kima na], /kla: l/  [kla: l]. The sample that 

illustrates such a case of deletion is re-introduced below: 

(25)  

Input Output Gloss 





































‘Under his name’ 

‘Mom, the…’ 

‘Fatima, the kids’ 

‘Like me’ 

‘He ate the’ 

‘He bought the medicine’ 

‘He gave’ 

‘They put back the’ 

‘Have more couscous’ 
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Deletion as exemplified in the above sample is the outcome of the requirement of the markendess 

constraint *Hiatus which bans vowel sequences. Indeed, in /, for instance /a/ builds up 

vowel hiatus together with // at word boundaries which goes against the requirements of *Hiatus. 

As a result, deleting // resolves the problem. Furthermore, the syllable /l/ of the monosyllabic 

word // is onsetless which violates another markedness constraint, namely ONS. As a result, the 

constraints ONS and *Hiatus dominate MAX-IO in MAR as mentioned earlier. The following 

tableau accounts for deletion in / from an OT perspective: 

Tableau 5.26. OT Account of deletion in / 

/ ONS  *Hiatus MAX-IO DEP-IO 

       [ * ! *!   

[   *  

    ?  [    * 

 

Tableau 5.26 above demonstrates that another solution could be adopted in order to solve the vowel 

hiatus /i: / and provide an onset for the onsetless /l/. Such a solution is provided by inserting the 

glide /j/ in the candidate [kla: jl].  The latter seems to be more optimal than [as it satisfies 

the higher ranked MAX-IO while [ violates it.  Yet, it is [that 

surfaceseventual/The reason for preferring deletion to epenthesis in this 

case is the markedness constraint *[+high] [-high] which considers /j/ insertion as necessary when 

a [+high] vowel like /i:/ is the first in the hiatus.  
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 In the case of /the first vowel /a:/ in the hiatus is not [+high]. Thus, inserting /j/ 

would not satisfy *[+high] [-high] or else a modified version of that constraint which in that case 

is *[-high] j V, this constraint considers /j/ as marked after a [-high] vowel. The following tableau 

includes *[-high] j V in the hierarchy and explains why [is the optimal candidate: 

Tableau 5.27. OT Account of deletion in /(modified descritption)

/ ONS  *Hiatus *[-high] j V MAX-IO DEP-IO 

       [ * ! *!    

[    *  

       [   *!  * 



Tableau 5.26 determines why [is the optimal candidate for /rather 

than[Indeed, [violates the higher ranked *[-high] j V by including /j/ after a [-

high] vowel /On the other hand, in [such a violation is avoided by deleting // and 

solving the problem of vowel hiatus without inserting any offensive segment.  

The absence of deletion in cases as demonstrated below can also be accounted for using OT 

framework. The following sample re-introduces instances of the absence of deletion in MAR: 
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(26)  

The non-application of deletion in the above instances is due to the fact that no hiatus results at the 

boundary of words such as // and // because the first word /drapt/ ends with a 

consonant unlike /kla: l/ in the former case in which the first words ends with a vowel. Hence, no 

offense is committed with regard to the markedness constraints ONS and *Hiatus since the /t/ of 

/drapt/ syllabifies as the onset of the following syllable /d/. Furthermore, no vowel hiatus is created 

by concatenating the words /drapt/ and / ddrari/. Thus, no need for deletion can be observed in 

this case and tableau 5.28 below explains why deletion is not optimal in /





Input Output Gloss 





























‘I hit the kids’ 

‘I drank water’ 

‘I know his name’ 

‘Why me?’ 

‘I heard the news’ 

‘You ate chicken’ 

‘I rented a shop’ 

‘I bought them this morning’ 
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Tableau 5.28. OT Account of the absence of deletion in 

/ ONS  *Hiatus *[-high] j V MAX-IO DEP-IO 

[      

       [    *  

      [   *!  * 

 

Tableau 5.28 demonstrates that the optimal output for /[as it is 

the most harmonious with constraint hierarchy. Indeed, [satisfies the higher ranked 

constraints ONS and *Hiatus since the consonant /t/ of the syllable /drapt/ syllabifies as the onset 

of the following /d/. Hence, deleting the vowel // is not required as is the case in the candidate 

[which commitsan unnecessary violation ofMAX-IO as no hiatus resuls at the 

boundary of the words  /, plusmentioned earlier the consonant /t/ 

syllabifies as the onset of the syllable /Furthermore, inserting the glide /j/ before / is also 

not the optimal solution since such an insertion violates the higher ranked *[-high] j V and DEP-

IO.  

After having accounted for deletion in MAR from an OT perspective, it is now worth 

moving to the last type of non-assimilatory processes within this study, viz major class change and 

account for it within an OT framework. The subsequent section provides an OT account of major 

class change in MAR. 
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5.2.4. Major Class Change in MAR: An OT-based Account 

 Two cases of major class change exist in MAR as highlighted in chapter 4. The first case 

occurs when the suffixes ‘-u:’ and ‘-i:’ are added to verbs that end with the non-high vowels /a:/ 

and /a/. As a result, /u:/ and /i:/ are turned into the glides /w/ and /j/ respectively. Instances of such 

a case of major class change include /and /arda-i:/ which are respectively realized 

[The sample illustrating this case of major class change in MAR is 

presented below.  

 (27) 

 

Input Output Gloss 









































‘They resurrected’ 

‘They do ablution’  

‘They start’ 

‘They have dinner’ 

‘You (plural) meet’ 

‘They did not pass’ 

‘They ate’ 

‘You (feminie) stay’ 

‘You (feminine) forget’ 

‘Wait (you feminine)’ 
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This case of major class change occurs because of the requirement of the markedness constraint 

*Hiatus which bans vowel sequence. Indeed, after the suffixes ‘-u:’ or ‘-i:’ have been added to the 

verbs in sample 27 above, a vowel hiatus results including the verb’s final vowels and together 

with the suffixes ‘-u:’ or ‘-i:’. Such a hiatus violates the constraint *Hiatus and also ONS since the 

syllable that is created by ‘-u:’ and ‘i:’ is onsetless. The solution in this case is to change the major 

class of the vowel /i:/ and /u:/ from vowels to the glides /j,w/. The fact that there is a change in 

major class from vowel to glide implies that the major class feature [syllabic] is changed from (+) 

to (-). Such a change results in the violation of the faithfulness constraint IDENT [syllabic] as the 

input specifivation of the feature [syllabic] for /u:/ or /i:/ changes in the output. Hence, ONS and 

*Hiatus dominate IDENT [syllabic]. The following tableau describes and explains major class 

change in /: 

Tableau 5.29. OT Account of major class change in   

/ ONS  *Hiatus IDENT [syllabic] 

        [ *!   

        [  *!  

 [   * 

 

It appears from Tableau 5.29 that [is preferredto[since itsatisfies the 

higher ranked ONS by including no onsetless syllable. Furthermore, 

[[ as it does not solve the offensive vowel sequence 
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/a: u:/. However, a question may be asked in this case regarding the candidates that GEN derives. 

Indeed, other possibilities for /exist, namely inserting the glides /w/ instead of turning 

/u:/ to [w] or deleting one of the vowels. As to inserting a glide, it is not possible in that case since 

for a glide to be inserted in MAR the first vowel in the hiatus must be [+high] and not the second 

as required by the markedness constraint *[+high] [-high]. Deletion is also not an option in this 

case since deleting one of the vowels in that case would affect the semantic aspect of the words 

since /a:/ and /u:/ both carry inflectional and derivational meanings. Thus, deleting either /a:/ or /u:/ 

would affect the meaning of the word as a whole. Indeed, /a:/ is a suffix that is used to derive a 

verb like /kla:/ from a noun, while /u:/ refers to plurality. Hence, the most suitable option in this 

case is major class change. The following tableau accounts for major class change in MAR 

including the anti-deletion and anti-insertion constraints MAX-IO and DEP-IO:  

Tableau 5.30. OT Account of major class change in  

/ ONS       *Hiatus *[+high]          

[-high] 

MAX       DEP IDENT 

[syllabic] 

      [ *!       *!     

 [      * 

   [   *!  *  

      [    *!   

       [    *!   
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As it appears from tableau 5.30, [is the optimal candidate as it satisfies DEP, unlike 

[which violates it by including /w/ which in turn violates *[+high]      [-high]. 

[[are excluded as they violate MAX-IO in that case by missing either /a:/ or 

/u:/ unlike [which satisfies MAX-IO.  

The absence of major class change in cases as demonstrated in the following sample can also be 

explained in terms of constraint interaction: 

(29)  

 

Input Output Gloss 

































‘You eat, plural’ 

‘You play, feminine’ 

‘They have lunch’ 

‘You stay overnight, feminine’ 

‘They die’ 

‘You hear, feminine’ 

‘You sleep, feminine’ 

‘You dream, feminine’ 
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It appears from the above sample that the addition of the suffixes /i:/ or /u:/ to the verbs of the 

above sample does not result in an offensive form. Indeed, all verbs in sample 29 end with a 

consonant and thus no vowel hiatus is created by the addition of the suffixes /i:/ and /u:/. 

Furthermore, the syllables that are created by /i:/ and /u:/ suffixation are not onsetless since the 

final consonant of the stems syllabify as the onsets of these syllables. The following tableau 

explains why major class change is not necessary in the cases of sample 29: 

Tableau 5.31. OT Account of the absence of major class change in 

 

/ ONS       *Hiatus *[+high]          

[-high] 

MAX       DEP IDENT 

[syllabic] 

 [       

         [      * 

        [   *!  *  

        [    *!   

 

Tableau 5.31 demonstrates that the optimal candidate in this case is [since it does not 

commit any violation of the constraints, unlike the candidate [IDENT 

[syllabic] unnecessarily since the consonant /l/ syllabifies as the onset of the syllable /u:/, plus no 

hiatus results from the suffixation of /u:/ since the stem /takl/ does not end with a vowel as 

/The candidate [is excluded as well since it violates the higher ranked 
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*[+high] [-high] unnecessarily since the sequence /lu:/ is not an offensive sequence in MAR as 

vowel hiatus is created in this case and thus it is not necessary to insert /w/ between /l/ and /u:/. 

Finally, the candidate [by EVALsince it violates MAX unnecessarily.  

After having accounted for the first case of major class change in MAR, let us now turn to the 

second case in which a glide turns to a vowel. The second case of major class change in MAR 

occurs, as mentioned earlier in chapter 4, when the glide /w/ which stands for the conjunction ‘and’ 

in MAR turns to /u/ when connecting words that end and start by consonants. Instances of this case 

of major class change include /ki:t w ga:lu:li:/ ‘I colplained and they told me’ in which /w/ is 

preceded by a verb that ends with the consonant /t/ and is followed by another verb that starts with 

a consonant, viz /g/. Instances of this case of major class change in MAR are re-introduced in the 

following sample: 

(30)  

Input Output Gloss 

































‘I complained and they told me’ 

‘He said and she’ 

‘They humiliated him’ 

‘She ate and left’ 

‘I paid and left’ 

‘He is a fake calm’ 

‘A book and copybook’ 

‘Folded the clothes and put them in the closet’ 
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The reason for the change of /w/ to /u/ in the above instances seems to be the outcome of a 

markedness constraint that considers the sequence CWC as an offensive sequence in MAR. As 

mentioned earlier in the case of vowel epenthesis, *CCC disallows three consonants to appear in a 

sequence which is the case of /twg/ in /However, *CCC disallows three 

consonants to occur in a sequence as part of the same onset as in /t-drab/. Yet, in the case of 

/, /t/ is coda to the first syllable /, while /wg/ is a complex onset of the 

following syllable /ga:/. Hence, *CCC is not the required constraint in that case. The problem seems 

to be in the sequence /wg/ more than /twg/. Indeed, syllabifying /w/ as coda with /t/ in /is not 

an option since no complex codas are allowed in MAR except codas that consist of geminates as 

in /fa/ ‘he deflated’. Hence, the sequence /wg/ seems to be offensive in MAR.  

In general, the sequence /wC/ in the sample seems to be offensive in MAR. The reason lies 

in the sonority principle for onsets which requires onsets to rise in sonority towards the nucleus. 

Indeed, the instances within the sample (30) include /w/ followed by consonants that are less 

sonorant than /w/ which is unavoidable since glides are the most sonorous sounds after vowels 

(Eddington 2001:40, Alber and Plag 1999:16). Hence, the onset /wg/ violates the markedness 

constraint SONORITY which requires “the most sonorous elements must be the closest to the 

nucleus” (Eddington 2001, p.42). In order to satisfy SONORITY, /w/ changes to /u/ builds up a 

syllable with preceding /t/, yielding the syllabification /Major class change 

obviously results in the violation of the faithfulness constraint ID [syllabic] as input /u/ changes its 

specification for the feature syllabic from (-) to (+) in the output.  

One may wonder why major class change and not another non-assimilatory process is the 

best option in this case. Let ius start by considering metathesis, for example, and try to explain why 
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it is not an option in this case. Indeed, since the problem with /wg/ is that it violates SONORITY, 

the sequence could be inverted and /w/ would be the closest to the nucleus and thus the problem 

would be solved. However, metathesis of /w/ and /g/ would result in the violation of M-CONT in 

this case since /w/ and /ga:lu:li:/ are different morpheme and inverting /w/ with /g/ would introduce 

a foreign consonant to the morpheme /ga:lu:li:/, namely /w/, yielding [gwa:lu:li:].  

Another option is to insert a vowel like // to break such an offensive onset. However, if // 

is inserted, it would build up a new syllable with /w/, viz /w/ which is an open unstressed syllable 

which violates *WN. Indeed, // is a weak vowel that occurs in an open unstressed syllable which 

goes against the requirements of *Weak nucleus as mentioned earlier in this chapter.    

Deletion is still another option to this case in MAR as one of the consonants in the offensive 

onset /wg/ could be deleted and the problem would be solved. Yet, deleting would violate MAX-

IO which dominates ID [syll], and thus its violation is more serious than that of ID [syll]. Plus, 

deleting /w/ or /g/ would affect the semantic aspect of the whole phrase /

Hence, major class change is the best option in that case. The following tableau accounts 

for major class change in /:  
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Tableau 5.32. OT account of major class change in  

/ SON *COMPlEX 

Coda  

*WN M-

CONT       

MAX DEP IDENT 

[syllabic] 

[ *!       

[  *!    *  

[    *! *!   

[   *!   *  

[     *!   

[     *!   

       * 

 

It appears that [is the optimal candidate as it satisfies the higher ranked constraint 

SON as it solves the offensive onset /wg/ by changing it to the vowel /u/ and syllabifying it as 

nucleus in the syllable [tu:]. [also satisfiesWN as it 

includes no weak nucleus in an open syllable. Furthermore, [also satisfies M-

CONT as it includes no foreign segment in any of its morphemes. The optimal 

[alsoMAX-IODEP-IO as all input segments have 

correspondents in the output and vice versa. Finally, [violates the lower ranked 

ID [syll], yet such a violation is necessary as it allows satisfying the higher ranked SON. Plus, 
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violating ID [syll] is less costly than violating MAX and DEP as theses constraints dominate ID 

[syll].  

 The absence of major class change in cases as demonstrated in the following sample can 

also be explained from an OT perspective: 

(31)  

 It appears from the above sample that major class change does not occur in case w is flapped by a 

vowel and a consonant. Indeed, in /the conjunction /w/ is preceded by the vowel 

/i:/ and followed by the consonant /k/ and thus no offensive cluster of the sort /CwC/ is encountered 

Input Output Gloss 

































‘Go and eat’ 

‘Keep quiet and study’ 

‘They left and came back’ 

‘He complained and he cried’ 

‘He rented and sold’ 

‘Drink and tell me’ 

‘They are done talking’ 

‘They closed the house and travelled’ 
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in this case. The following Tableau explains the absence of major class change in cases like 

/: 

Tableau 5.33. OT account of the absence of major class change in  

/ SON *COMPlEX 

Coda  

*WN M-

CONT       

MAX DEP IDENT 

[syllabic] 

 [        

[       * 

[     *!   

[     *!   

[   * !   *  

[    *!    

 

As indicated in tableau 5.33, the candidate [is the optimal candidate since it is the 

most harmonious with constraint hierarchy by satisfying all constraints even the lower ranked ones. 

Indeed, unlike the candidate [which violatesIDENT [syllabic] unnecessarily, the 

optimal [satisfies itsince there is no need for major class change in this case as 

/w/ syllabifies as the coda of the syllable /Thus, no offensive cluster occurs as coda or onset 

in this instance as it was the case for /The candidates [and 

[are excluded as well since they unnecessarily violate MAX-IO as in this case the 
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sequence /wk/ is solved by syllabifying /w/ as coda of the syllable / Besides, 

[is optimal since it satisfies all of M-CONT and DEP-IO, unlike the candidates 

[and[which respectively violate M-CONT and DEP-IO. 

Indeed, the candidate [involves a metathesis of /w/ and /k/ which is pointless in 

this case since, as aforementioned, /w/ syllabifies as the coda of the syllable /and thus no 

offensive cluster occurs as onset in this case. Furthermore, the epenthesis of // in this case is also 

needless since the cluster /wk/ is solved by syllabification of /w/ as coda of the syllable / 

 Obviously, OT-based account succeeded in providing a satisfactory description and 

explanation of both assimilatory and non-assimilatory processes that were identified in the study. 

Indeed, OT account of processes in MAR not only explained why such processes take place, but 

also succeeded in explaining why a given process and not another occur in a given cas
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General Conclusion 

 As indicated at the beginning of this study, the aim of the present study is to validate the 

hypothesis that OT provides an exhaustive and explanatory account of MAR’s phonological 

processes. Whether such an account is more reliable than a rule-based account is to be discovered 

in the subsequent summary of findings. This summary is designed in a comparative manner 

exposing the findings of both the rule-based and OT accounts in order to prove or disprove the 

aforementioned hypothesis. We shall start with assimilatory processes, we will, then, move to non-

assimilatory ones.  

1. Assimilatory Processes (Rule-based vs. OT Accounts)  

The first type of assimilation that was tackled in the study at hand was voice assimilation. T wo 

cases of voice assimilation were observed in the data of the study, namely the case of prefix ‘t-’ 

assimilation and root obstruents assimilation.  

The first case of prefix ‘t-’ voice assimilation was exemplified in forms like /t-do:r/ which 

is realized as [ddo:r]. The rule-based account of this case of voice assimilation included a 

distinctive features approach as the distinctive features of the target /t/ as well as those of the 

conditioning segments were listed. Then, a rule describing and explaining the process was provided 

and it included the distinctive features listed before in the discussion of the process. In retrospect, 

OT account involved the identification of the consonant set involved in this case of prefix ‘t-’ 

assimilation. Then, a hierarchy of such constraints was established and combined with the 

candidates generated by GEN for the input /t-do:r/ in a tableau which displayed the selection of the 

optimal candidate by EVAL based on constraint violation and satisfaction. As far as ‘t-’ voice 

assimilation is concerned, both rule-based and OT accounts seem to have provided satisfactory 
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descriptions and explanations. OT account, nevertheless, remains more explanatory as it not only 

explains why assimilation occurs, but also why /t/ assimilates and not the adjacent obstruent /d/.  

The second case of voice assimilation, root-obstruent voice assimilation, was illustrated by 

forms like /sab-t/ which is realized as [sapt]. Rule-based account of such a case of voice 

assimilation was accomplished through the listing of the distinctive features of root obstruent /b/ 

together with those of suffix ‘t-’. Then, a rule including those distinctive features described and 

explained such a process. As to OT account, the constraints relating to this case of voice 

assimilation were established in a hierarchy, then a tableau described and explained why [sapt] is 

the optimal output of /sab-t/. Even though rule-based account of this case of voice assimilation 

was more explanatory and exhaustive as it explained the reason behind voice assimilation and the 

reason behind the regressive direction of such an assimilation.   

Place assimilation is the second type of assimilation that has been analyzed in the study at 

hand. Instances like /mn ba:lk/ which is realized as [mm balk] were object to the rule-based 

and OT account in this study. Rule-based account identified the distinctive features of target /n/ as 

well as those of conditioning segments. Then, a phonological rule accounted for such a type of 

assimilation. In contrast, OT account of place assimilation in cases like /mn balk/ involved the 

setting of the constraint set relevant to this process and the description and explanation of such a 

process in a tableau. Obviously, OT account was more inclusive and detailed than the rule-based 

account of place assimilation in MAR since OT not only explained why assimilation takes place, 

but also why /n/ and not /b/ is the segment that assimilates.  

Total assimilation was still another type of assimilation that was tackled in the present 

study. Instances like /l-zwa:q/ which is realized as [z-zwa:q] were provided to exemplify such a 
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process. Rule-based approach to total assimilation was based on distinctive feature formulation so 

that target /l/ and following conditioning consonants share the place feature coronal but differ in 

manner or voice and manner. OT account, on the other hand, relied on constraint interaction to 

describe and explain total assimilation which made of it more detailed and convincing than its rule-

based counterpart. Indeed, unlike rule-based account which only explained why assiliation takes 

place in MAR, OT explained why /l/ and not the adjacent coronals assimilate.  

2. Non-assimilatory Processes (Rule-based vs. OT Accounts) 

A number of non-assimilatory processes have been identified in the present study for MAR, 

viz epenthesis, deletion, metathesis, major class change. The accounts provided by rule-based 

approach and by OT were differently. We shall explore such a difference below.  

2.1. Metathesis 

Metathesis was observed in forms like /dxal-at/ which is realized as [daxlat]. Rule-based 

account of metathesis was short of any explanations since no conditioning environment seemed to 

be available. However, OT explained such a process through the requirements of the higher-ranked 

markedness constraints ‘stem syllable, and ‘heavy syllable which are both based on syllable 

structure and requires stress to fall on a heavy stem syllable.  

2.2. Epenthesis 

Two cases of epenthesis were identified for MAR, namely vowel epenthesis and glide 

insertion. Vowel epenthesis was exemplified by forms like /jgla/ which is realized as [jgla]. 

Rule-based account of this case of epenthesis was established in the form of a rule which generally 

attributed epenthesis to the fact that three consonants occur in a sequence at the beginning of the 
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word, did not explain why such epenthesis is necessary and why in this position it is offensive to 

have three consonants in a row. OT, however, succeeded in explaining thoroughly why word initial 

position is disallowed for three consonants. Such an account was based on syllable structure 

constraints and was more detailed than the rule-based account which was vague and general as it 

was devoid of reference to syllable structure.  

 The second case of epenthesis which is glide insertion was exemplified by forms like 

/jri:li: ana/ which is realized as [jri:li: jana]. Rule-based account of such a process was 

formulated in a rule that attributed /j/ insertion to its intervocalic occurrence without any further 

analysis. However, OT account of glide insertion was more explanatory as it attributed such an 

insertion to the constraints ONS and *Hiatus which are based on syllable structure.  

2.3. Deletion  

Deletion also displays two cases of vowel deletion. The first case of vowel deletion involves 

// deletion in forms like /ajt-i:/ which is realized as [aj.ti:]. Rule-based account of such a case 

of vowel deletion was not satisfactory as it was short of providing any conditioning environment 

or explanation for // deletion. However, OT succeeded in explaining // deletion in MAR by 

attributing it to the requirement of the markedness syllable-structure constraint *WN which 

considers weak nuclei as disallowed in open syllables.  

The second case of vowel deletion involves forms like /kla: l/ which is realized as [kla:l]. 

The rule-based account of this case of vowel deletion was again not quite successful as it only 

attributed its occurrence to the preceding V in the form of a rule. In contrast, OT account succeeded 

in exploring such a process relying on the syllable structure constraints ONS and *Hiatus.  
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2.4. Major Class Change  

Major class change was another non-assimilatory process that was analyzed in the present 

study. Two cases of major class change were introduced in this study, viz vowel to glide change 

and glide to vowel change. Vowel to glide change was exemplified by forms like /jbda:-u:/ which 

is realized as [jbda:w]. Rule-based account of this case of major class change was based on the 

feature [syllabic] which is turned from (+) to (-) in the explanation provided by rule-based approach 

was incomplete and broad only attributing the process to the preceding V in the target /u:/’s vicinity. 

OT account, on the other hand, was more plausible as it provided as explanation for the process the 

requirements of the markedness constraints, ONS and *Hiatus which are based on syllable 

structure.  

The second case of major class change was illustrated by forms like /k:t w ga:lu:li:/ which 

is realized as [ki:t u ga:lu:li:]. Rule-based account of this case of major class change was not 

detailed or explanatory enough as it attributed the change [-syllabic] to [+syllabic] to the fact that 

the glide /w/ is flapped by C____C. OT account, nevertheless, was more explicit and exhaustive as 

it was based on the requirements of the markedness constraints SON and * Complex coda which 

respectively require onsets to rise in sonority towards the nucleus, which bans the syllabification 

/wg/, and prohibit complex codas, which excludes the syllabification /tw/. 

It is obvious from the former comparative summary that an OT-based account is more 

exhaustive and explanatory than a rule-based account. Such deduction validates the hypothesis that 

was set at the beginning of the study.  Indeed, a number of reasons may be attributed to the 

adequacy of OT over rule-based phonology in accounting for MAR’s phonological processes. One 

such a reason is the elaborate and sophisticated nature of OT’s machinery and theorizing. Another 
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reason is the neglecting of syllable structure in rule-based phonology which is crucial in accounting 

for non-assimilatory processes.  

3. Limitations of the Study 

In spite of the researcher’s attempt to be exhaustive and to cover all aspects and points that 

relate to an OT account and a rule-based account of MAR’s phonological processes, this work 

remains, nevertheless, a modest attempt to reduce some of the mystery that surrounds the 

phonology of MAR. Thus, further works are of necessity in order to add to the findings of the 

present study.   

4. Suggestions and Recommendations 

No work is exhaustive and this study does not make an exception as a number of points still 

need to be covered in future research. Indeed, MAR certainly possesses some phonological 

processes other than the ones that have been identified in the present study. Moreover, an OT 

account of suprasegmental features such as stress, rhythm and intonation would be another addition 

to the identification of MAR’s phonology as such research would reveal more about syllable 

structure constraints and would shed more light on the prosody of MAR. Comparative studies 

applying OT and other approaches of generative phonology such autosegmental phonology would 

also help discover the strengths and weaknesses of OT. Furthermore, applying OT to account for 

phonological processes in other Algerian dialects would reveal more about the phonology of 

Algerian Arabic. Finally, OT could be used to account for other linguistic angles of Algerian Arabic 

such as its sociolinguistic variations.  

 Obviously, the approaches of generative phonology proved to be useful in accounting for 

MAR’s phonological processes. Indeed, in spite of the more exhaustive and explanatory account 
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that OT yielded, rule-based phonology remains, nevertheless, an important approach which paved 

the ground for the emergence of more sophisticated approaches within the generative tradition. 

Hence, OT and rule-based phonology are in a complementary relationship rather than a contrastive 

one so that when one fails to provide an explanation, the one is applied.   
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